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The SPEAKER (Hon. S. J. Plowman) took the chair
at 2.05 pm. and read the prayer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Crown Casino: bidding process
Mr BRUMBY <Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Treasurer to Department of Treasury and
Finance correspondence dated 3 June 1996, which
states that at least four documents containing full
details of the casino bids and casino revenue
projections were prepared in May 1993 by the then
Victorian Casino Control Authority and the then
Department of the Treasury for the purpose of
briefing the Treasurer. How does the Treasurer
reconcile this with his statement that he was:
... not aware of the proposals made by the tenderers ...

and the Premier's statement that:
The government had no knowledge of any of the
details of the contents of the bids.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - If one were to
take the opposition's word for it one would think
there is something wrong, because it has been
suggested on occasion that there is something illegal
about the Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority
providing information about financial matters to the
state Treasury. The state Treasury is responsible not
only for preparing the budget estimates and
securing state taxes but also for generally
monitoring the finances of government and for
giving advice on major transactions. There is
nothing whatever unusual about Treasury receiving
information on financial matters from government
agencies, including the Victorian Casino and
Gaming Authority.

One does not have to take this government's word
for that, because on 25 August 1992 the then Labor
government appointed Mr Jack Reilly, the then
executive director in the financial division of the
Department of the Treasury, to be a member of the

financial advisory panel. I have the letter appointing
Mr Reilly under a Labor government.
No doubt the previous administration had
confidence in Mr Reilly, as did the current
government. We actually trusted him with carrying
out the responsibilities of the position to which he
had been appointed in accordance with the protocols
in existence at the time. A limited number of
Treasury officers had access to that information, and
they carried out their duties professionally for this
government in accordance with the procedures laid
down for that interchange of information.
I reject entirely any inference that those people did
not carry out their duties responsibly. No evidence
to the contrary has been presented.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - If you look behind you the
ventriloquist wants to speak, so we will hear from
him, will we?

The Leader of the Opposition should withdraw the
assertion he makes against public servants. There
can be no transfer of information to the government
unless Treasury officers behave unprofessionally.
The Leader of the Opposition is impugning their
integrity, not mine, on the basis, as usual, of no
evidence whatsoever.
It was appropriate for the authority to provide
information to the Department of the Treasury for
the purposes for which it was provided. It did so
and, to the best of my knowledge, every single
Treasury officer carried out his or her
responsibilities professionally.

Economy: performance indicators
Mr McLELLAN (Frankston East) - Will the
Premier outline to the house Victoria's economic
outlook in the light of the recently released. economic
performance indicators?
~ KENNE'IT (Premier) - While the opposition
continues to harp and carp and bitch and moan the
gov~ent gets on with the job of delivering
posItive outcomes for the community. I am happy to
say that, according to the latest batch of indicators
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics, Victoria has
the best performing economy in the nation.
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As we all know, unemployment has fallen from
9.2 per cent to 8.3 per cent. Victoria's unemployment
rate has fallen below the national average for the
first time since February 1991, but that figure in itself
does not tell the whole story! Business investment in
this state increased to a rate of 13.7 per cent in the
second half of 1995, which is more than twice the
national rate. Obviously, the air of confidence and
the partnership entered into between the public, the
bureaucracy and the government is now leading
business people to make the sorts of investments
that it is to be hoped will continue to add to
employment levels.
New home approvals in Victoria have increased in
the six months to April while the housing market in
the rest of Australia was virtually flat. Victorian
exports - this is tremendously important not only
for the national balance of trade figures but also for
our competitiveness with respect to whether we
produce products that are in demand
internationally - were up to 15 per cent in the six
months to March. compared with 11 per cent for the
rest of Australia.
Those statistics confirm the community's decision to
support the government at the 30 March election. It
is clear that the overwhelming majority of Victorians
appreciate the fact that they have a government
whose reform program is paying dividends. Other
states are now looking to Victoria for guidance in
their policy settings. When honourable members
look at the way other states are performing - we
hope they all perform well in the national interest,
and it is in our joint interest as well- they will see
that Victoria's position is clearly pre-eminent, and to
have turned that position around so drastically in
three and a half years is a tremendous credit to the
bureaucracy, which implemented government
decisions, and also to the community, which. entered
into a real partnership with the government.
The fact that New South Wales is losing more people
interstate while Victoria's population is growing at a
rate that has quadrupled since 1993 puts the lie to
the claim by our political opponents that people are
leaving Victoria in droves! That was the case under
the former Labor government administration and,
yes, it took us a while - -

Mrs Maddigan interjected.
Mr KENNE'IT - It is all right for you to sit on
the back bench and laugh! It was the former Labor
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government that amassed losses of $20 billion in
only 10 years! It is interesting that the new
honourable member for Essendon just sits there
every day and laughs and laughs and laughs! She
accepts no responsibility at all for the fact that the
state has climbed out of a very deep hole and this
government is recording economic and social results
across the board that the Labor Party in government
and now in opposition could only ever dream about.
The government will continue to work with the
community, which looks to this political team of
men and women to set a course of consistent policy
and positive direction for the future development of
and opportunities for this country. We are pleased to
have done ~t and we are pleased with the latest
ABS figures which show that for the first time in five
years Victoria is leading this country's economic
recovery.
Is it any wonder that members of the community
look at our opponents on the other side and shake
their heads? The opposition has not asked one
question about policy since the election. It is a
policy-free zone and it has no credibility whatsoever!

Crown Casino: bidding process
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to his consistent denials over a
long period that neither he nor any member of the
cabinet had any knowledge of or access to any of the
contents or details of the casino bids. How does the
Premier reconcile that with the correspondence from
the Department of Treasury and Finance dated
3 June 1996 which identifies a 13-page letter
prepared by the then Victorian Casino Control
Authority summarising the financial offers received
from each of the bidders when Treasury goes on to
say that the documents cannot be released to the
opposition because they are 'highly confidential
from the commercial perspective of each. of the
bidders'? In other words, the documents enabled
you to identify who the bidders were, Treasurer!
This document was prepared by the then VCCA,
was made available to the Treasury for the pwpose
of briefing the Treasurer and says that details cannot
be released because they identify the bidders. How
do you, Premier, reconcile that with your consistent
denial that neither you nor the Treasurer had access
to the bid?
Mr KENNETf (Premier) - This is another good
example of the fact that the Leader of the Opposition
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has lost the plot and the ALP has absolutely no
credibility at all! There is absolutely no inconsistency
between what I and the Treasurer have said, and
even the way the Leader of the Opposition framed
the question supports the position we have currently
taken. I suggest you take another week off and try to
rephrase the question.

organisation. The suggestion has the potential of
expanding the reforms already undertaken in
Victoria to reduce the number of local councils from
210 to 78 - a reform widely supported by
governments throughout Australia.

Albury-Wodonga: proposed amalgamation

Mr KENNE1T - Yes, it has. You have not been
here long enough to understand the reforms. The
local government reforms are supported by not just
governments but also local government, as was
highlighted by local government officials at the
COAG meeting last week.

Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - Will the
Premier inform the house whether the Victorian
government would support the amalgamation of the
Rural City of Wodonga and the City of Albury and
the benefits that could be expected from a
cross-the-border reform of that nature?
Mr KENNE1T (Premier) - I congratulate the
honourable member for Benambra on the way he
has brought to our attention a lot of the cross-border
anomalies that exist between New South Wales and
Victoria in Albury and Wodonga. Without doubt
they cause a great deal of difficulty in those
communities. Due to the activities of the honourable
member and a member of the upper house who
represents North Eastern Province, the Honourable
Bill Baxter, I recently had cause to be in Wodonga,
and the honourable member for Benambra asked me
why we could not overcome many of the border
difficulties and duplications existing in Albury and
Wodonga. He asked me to look at the Canadian
experience in the City of Uoydminster, which had
been divided by the border between Alberta and its
bordering province.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr KENNE1T - In Canada. Here we go again!
Another typical interjection from this former printer!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNE1T - I was very careful; I was going
to say something else, but I held back. Every time
someone comes up with a new and novel idea the
Labor Party gives it the thumbs down. You have no
capacity to think, and clearly you have no capacity
to govern. That is why the community has no
confidence in that particular organisation.
There is an example in Canada that is now working
very well and has done so since 1930. There had
been a border between two large populations, so
both populations came together in one municipal

Ms Kosky interjected.

The initiative will give us the opportunity of
reducing substantial duplication in the cities of
Albury and Wodonga that lead to inordinate waste.
It is also a way of providing further savings for the
community so that the area can be re-energised for
the 21st century.
Mr Baker - Why didn't you go to the funeral
this morning? You missed another one. You're
hopeless! Why didn't you go to the funeral, you dog?
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Sunshine used an unparliamentary
word and I ask him to withdraw.
Mr Baker - I withdraw.

Mr KENNE1T - The interjection speaks
volumes for the honourable member for Sunshine!
Today I wrote to the Premier of New South Wales,
Mr Carr, to see whether he is interested in exploring
further through local government ministers and in
partnership with the local community the concept of
a single local government authority for
Albury-Wodonga. It is an innovative concept, and I
understand why the opposition rejects it.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNE1T - People get very despondent
about the type of so-called opposition the group
opposite presents to the government. In its current
form it offers no opposition whatsoever. It has not
put forward one policy issue, and every time the
government brings forward something of value it
knocks it.

Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr KENNETI - Like everything else, those
opposite follow.

As I said, I wrote to the Premier of New South Wales
inviting him to consider whether it is worthwhile for
both states, through their local government ministers
and the local community, to work on the concept of
a unified local government system so that it can
become a reality. The government believes it would
have real benefits, but obviously it needs more
support than that of just the state of Victoria and the
local community.
I thank the honourable member for Benambra and
the Honourable Bill Baxter in another place for their
efforts because the border difficulties of the twin
cities have been continuing for more than the
20 years that I have been a member of this place, and
the concept is a positive way of redressing the issue
and could set the pace for the reform of local
government in that region of Victoria and the
southern part of New South Wales.
I hope the Premier of New South Wales will see fit to
come on board. I await his response with interest.

Crown Casino: bidding process
Mr HULLS (Niddrie) - In light of the revelation
in correspondence to the opposition from the
Department of Treasury and Finance that specific
d~ruthefinancia1offersofthethr~appliamts

for the casino were prepared for the purpose of
briefing the Treasurer, and that these documents
will not be released to the opposition because they
are 'highly confidential from the commercial
perspective of each of the bidders', will the
Attorney-General now refer this breach of the
secrecy provisions of the Casino Control Act to the
police for immediate investigation?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - From time to
time members of the opposition, particularly the
Leader of the Opposition and the honourable
member for Niddrie, make statements about the
importance of the independence of Victoria's
prosecutorial system. Apparently they have no idea
what they are saying when they make those
statements because they continue to make
suggestions in this chamber that I should take up
with the police or sometimes with the Director of
Public Prosecutions an investigation or prosecution.
That, of course, would be quite improper.
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The honourable member for Niddrie had the advice
of Mr Peter Couchman this moming, when he was
being interviewed on the ABC, that if he had
evidence of wrongdoing the appropriate course of
action is to take it to the police. Obviously the only
reason the honourable member is coming into the
chamber asking this question is that he has no
evidence and all he is after is some publicity.
I advise the honourable member that he will cease to
have any credibility whatsoever if on the one hand
he talks about the independence of the prosecutorial
system and on the other hand he tries to raise such
questions in the house with me.

Workcover: costs
Mr TREASURE (Gippsland East) - In light of
the recent announcement by the Minister
responsible for Workcover of a reduction of a further
$86 million per annum in Victoria's Workcover
premiums, will the Treasurer inform the house how
Workcover now compares with other states' workers
compensation costs?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - As the house is
aware the minister responsible for Workcover has
recently announced a reduction in Workcover
premiums that will save Victorian industry
$86 million a year.
Mr Micallef interjected.

Mr STOCKDALE - I am sure all members of the
house with the single exception of the honourable
member for Springvale would wish to congratulate
the minister on his achievements in this area. It is
worth reflecting on the disastrous position the
government inherited from the former Labor
government's Workcare scheme which, between
1985 and 1992, had not only plunged into deficit by
more than $2 billion and not only saddled employers
with costs of 3.5 per cent of payroll but additionally
had insecurity of benefits because the system was
wide open to rorting and was being persistently
rorted by some irresponsible workers - particularly
promoted by certain sections of the Labor Lawyer
movement and trade unions.

The minister has not only succeeded in bringing the
scheme back into the black but has achieved
signifiamt benefits of $500 million a year in savings
for Victorian industry and provided a scheme that
has the most generous benefits in Australia. I
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concede the figure of $500 million a year is under
challenge. Not everybody agrees it is $500 million
that is saved by Victorian industry. Indeed, the
Auditor-General put it at $600 million a year!
The latest improvements bring the average
premiums to 1.8 per cent of payroll- the lowest
cost scheme but with the highest benefits in
Australia. For example, the New South Wales
scheme, so much regarded by the opposition, has
recently raised its average premium for the 1996-97
financial year to 2.8 per cent. In South Australia the
average premium is anticipated to be 2.84 per cent.
In Queensland it is currently 2.1 per cent; Western
Australia, 2.6 per cent; and Tasmania, 3 per cent.
Victoria is prOviding a competitive advantage for
Victorian industry together with security of benefits
and generous benefits for workers. It is a scheme
that does not imperil the long-term attractiveness of
Victoria as a destination for investment, unlike the
years when the Labor administration threatened to
saddle industry with a deficit of $2 billion and
growing and a scheme that was out of control.
The Boston Consulting Group, a favourite
consulting group of the former Labor government,
recently conducted a major study entitled 'Workers
compensation in Victoria: case study of a major
turnaround' published in February 1996, which says,
among other things:
Today, Victoria is regarded by many as a model in the
field ot workers compensation ...
In the words ot the head ot a workers compensation
scheme in another state: 'the mantle ot best practice
scheme has passed to Victoria'.

The report states:
Today Workcover is a fully funded scheme. Its
premiums, at under 2 per cent ot payroll, are the lowest
of the states. Return-ta-work rates have improved
dramatically, and the average level otbenefits paidparticularly to the seriously injured - has risen.
Workcover is a source ot competitive advantage tor
Victoria and has contributed to a resurgence in
investment confidence in the state.
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learned from the failure ot Workcare are relevant not
only to the field of workers compensation, but also to
many areas in the public arena where policy makers
are faced with the challenges of implementing major
change - particularly when that change requires a
substantial cultural shift.

The report not only endorses the capacity of this
government to turn Workcover from becoming the
disaster of Workcare, thereby preventing the
national catastrophe which might well have
occurred under a federal Labor government and
would have undermined Australia's international
competitiveness, but illustrates how, under this
government, cultural change is being delivered
across the public sector. Workcover is one example
of those beneficial reforms.
As its conclusion the study makes the important
point that this is no idle run on the board for the
public sector. Fundamentally, this is an
improvement in the business dynamic of the state. It
is helping to create jobs for Victorians, to generate
export activity and to attract investment to the state.
Back in the days when Victoria suffered under
Labor, at least the Labor government got one thing
right: when it said it would reduce workers
compensation it explicitly argued that reducing the
premiums would actually aid Victorian industry,
generate new jobs and attract investment to the
state. Labor failed in that endeavour but this
government is succeeding. All the benefits Labor
sought but could not deliver are being delivered
now.

Crown Casino: bidding process
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Treasurer to his statement of 14 March this
year that advice provided to him by the former
Victorian Casino Control Authority in respect of
casino financial offers was provided 'on a basis that
did not identify the bidders'. If this is the case, why
is the Department of Treasury and Finance refusing
to release the 13-page Victorian Casino Control
Authority documents on the ground that they are
'highly confidential from the commercial perspective
of each of the bidders'? If the documents cannot be
identified, how can they be highly confidential from
a commercial perspective?

The report implicitly compliments the minister:
The turnaround has been dramatic. We believe that the
reasons tor this result and the lessons that can be

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - This is the killer
question! We have waited two years for him to make
this bold claim! All the Leader of the Opposition has
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is a table with four documents listed on it! As usual
he is trying to conjure bricks out of straw. The
content of the question and the ridiculous way the
Leader of the Opposition behaves for the television
cameras illustrate how out of touch and desperate he
is. This is not even news! The 1992-93 annual report
of the former Victorian Casino Control Authority
says:
Government officials have been involved in the process
in order to resolve questions of government policy on
the basis of the authority providing relevant
information without identifying which applicant the
information referred to.
'Things have moved on since then. The Leader of the
Opposition has taken over from Joan Kirner.
Remember her? Who would have believed that the
Leader of the Opposition - -
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ones - were to be disclosed. There is no
impropriety and no evidence of impropriety.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - Everybody in this house
knows why you adopt those silly, bullyboy tactics:
you have no evidence. You have to try - The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer will
address the Chair.
Mr STOCKDALE - The Leader of the
Opposition has no evidence. He is trying to
substitute childish aggression for evidence. It won't
wash. It didn't wash during the election campaign,
and it will drive him out of office - unfortunately
for us!

Docldands: development
Mr Batchelor - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
the Treasurer is clearly debating the question in
breach of standing orders. I ask you to bring him
back to the question.

The SPEAKER - Order! I do not accept that the
Treasurer is debating the question, but I ask him to
come back to the question that was asked.
Mr STOCKDALE - Who would have believed
that the Leader of the OppOSition would perform
worse than Joan Kimer? It is almost beyond
comprehension.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer's
comments are now irrelevant to the question.
Mr STOCKDALE - During the exchange of
material nobody knew which bidder was offering
which amount of money. We now know the taxation
arrangements between the operator of the casino
and the government. Those taxation arrangements
and the up-front payment are now matters of public
record. The commercial arrangements between the
bidders would now enable anybody who had access
to that information to identify the successful
company.
The Leader of the Opposition will remember that the
Labor government listed only two bidders. As I
understand it, there were three extant bids, but the
two bids were the final bids. It would be
commercially prejudicial to those bidders if the
details of all their proposals - not just the successful

Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - Will the
Minister for Planning and Local Government advise
the house of the current status of the
expressions-of-interest process for property
development in the Melbourne Docklands?
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning and
Local Government) - Registrations of interest in
property in Docklands closed on Friday, 31 May.
However, the process allows for late submissions to
be made. To date more than 230 submissions have
been received. The submissions came from a range
of interested parties, including large Australian and
overseas development groups, smaller local groups
with specialised interests, home seekers, small
business operators and specialist consultants. The
submissions have been formally registered by the
Dock.lands Authority, preliminary evaluation has
commenced and a short list of the best and most
appropriate expressions will be prepared. The
short-listed proponents will then be invited to
prepare detailed proposals for development.
For all phases of the project the Docklands Authority
is setting and complying with benchmarks for best
practice and Elizabeth Johnstone of Blake Dawson
and Waldron, Solicitors, is advising on probity
issues. The Docklands Authority has designed a full
probity process to ensure the integrity of all
evaluation and selection procedures involved in the
selection of developers for the Docklands
development.
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Probity requires confidentiality of documentation
and decision making, objective and consistent
assessment at each phase of the project and
resolution of any possible, perceived or actual
conflicts of interest. Effective probity processes
encourage developer, market, finance and public
confidence and concentration upon achievement of
the government's stated vision and objectives for the
Melbourne Docldands area.
I believe members will understand that if they ask
me for detailed information regarding any of the 230
submissions I will not be able to give it because I will
not have that information. If members wish to
contact the Docldands Authority they are welcome
to do so, but their inquiries will be subject to the
appropriate probity process.

Premier: defamation action
Mr HULLS (Niddrie) - I refer the Premier to a
$400 000 out-of-court defamation settlement

between Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen and Channel 9,
which was criticised by the Australian Broadcasting
Tribunal in 1987 on the basis that it was unusually
high and gave rise to a potential conflict of interest
and ask: in light of that will the Premier outline to
the house the amount he received in his defamation
action against Channel 9 in 1993 and whether that
payment was disclosed in his pecuniary interest
declaration?
Mr KENNE1T (Premier) - We are two days
away from the end of this session and therefore two
days away from the possibility that the Labor Party
just might ask one question on a policy issue. I was
not privy to the deal between Joh Bjelke-Petersen
and Channel 9. I am sure the honourable member for
Niddrie, given his increasing reputation in slime,
knows much more about it than I. In terms of my
own legal matters, many of them have arisen and
have consequently been settled successfully because
of the activities of the Labor Party. Therefore I thank
them for the briefings they have obviously had
either with journalists at Channel 7 or with people in
conjunction with journalists there.
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involved a settlement where both parties agreed to
confidentiality. For that reason I am not going to
blow the settlement the former Prime Minister had
with me or my settlement with Mr Landeryou,
Channel 9 or any of the others that are part of the
normal legal process.
Today we are seeing yet another reason why this
poor, miserable, sad opposition is so absolutely out
of touch with the community we serve. We deliver
policies, we provide jobs, we drive inflation down,
we lift up all the things people aspire to, and up he
gets - the jack-in-the-box!
Mr Brumby - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
the Premier is clearly debating the question. The
question asked by the honourable member for
Niddrie, the shadow Attorney-General, related to an
out-of-court defamation settlement between
Channel 9 and the Premier. It is a matter of interest
and relevance to the Parliament. The defamation
settlements have been referred to by reports of the
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal and, in the case of
Joh Bjelke-Petersen, the Fitzgerald inquiry. The
Premier has been asked a direct question about his
settlement with Channel 9, and I ask you, Sir, to
instruct him to answer the question about the nature
and amount of the settlement between the Premier
and Channel 9.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition knows the Cl\air cannot instruct a
minister as to how he or she should answer a
question. However, I uphold that part of the point of
order relating to debating the question and ask the
Premier to round off his answer.
Mr KENNE1T -If this is a matter of such public
importance - I must admit I have not been asked by
anyone as I walk down the street, 'Excuse me, Jeff,
can I have the details of your settlement with
Channel 9? - why didn't you ask the question
when the settlement took place 12 or 18 months ago?
You poor, shrivelled example of an opposition
leader. You shrivel before my very eyes!

Honourable members interjecting.
Because of his close association with him, the
honourable member for Niddrie would know that
the former Prime Minister, Mr Keating, took legal
action against me and that he and I settled, as did
Mr Landeryou and I. There were a range of other
law suits of which I have been either the victim or
the instigator, and, as he might know, each case

The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Premier to
indicate whether he is addressing the Cl\air with
those remarks.
Mr KENNE1T - Certainly not, Mr Speaker, you
are a man of stature. You have grown with the
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responsibilities, but this man shrivels before my very
eyes. He shrinks; there is nothing left of him. Where
is his fire? Where is the urgency? Where are the
policies that will take the community forward?

If this is issue is as important as the Leader of the
Opposition says it is, why didn't he ask the question
when the matter first became public many months
ago? He did not raise it then because he was not
interested in it, and he also knows the way the
courts operate.
The honourable member for Niddrie has taken over
from the Honourable David White, a former
member in the other place, in terms of the
competition for personality politics, irrelevance and,
of course, smear. I welcome him to this house and to
the opposition because while those two former,
failed federal members stay in the positions they
have we will be on the government side of the house
for many years to come.
Mr Hulls - On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
Premier is quite clearly debating the question. The
reason why the Victorian public is entitled to an
answer to this question is quite obvious: at the time
this settlement took place very serious questions
were being debated by cabinet about the gaming
industry, including the fact that Mr Kerry Packer
was getting involved in the casino.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order.

Gun control
Mr PHILLIPS (Eltham) - Will the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services inform the house of
steps the government proposes to take to ensure that
firearms surrendered under the current amnesty are
destroyed?
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - Under any firearms amnesty
people expect firearms to be destroyed, and this
latest amnesty is a great opportunity for
compensation to be paid and for firearms to be taken
out of circulation through proper and sensible
destruction.
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department for police purposes, except for a
consignment of 17 AR15s that were either
surrendered or confiscated. The weapons, which
were either surrendered or confiscated between 1989
and 1992, were subsequently used by the Special
Operations Group of the police department in some
of its training and operational programs. The 17
firearms were between 10 and 15 years old when
they were either surrendered or confiscated, and I
understand only one was confiscated. After using
them for some years the police department
subsequently agreed to a sale price under an
arrangement it made with the gun dealer in Bendigo
and purchased new weapons. The understanding of
the police was that it had a verbal agreement the
weapons were to be sold overseas. Ultimately things
did not proceed that way and the weapons were
resold back into the community. The transaction I
spoke of took place in November 1994 and it is fair
to say that when it came to my attention I was
concerned about it.
The police command has made a decision that any
firearms that are surrendered or confiscated under
amnesty will be destroyed. I have also restated to the
Chlef Commissioner of Police that that must happen.
However, because section 41 of the Firearms Act
provides that firearms can be used by police, under
the regulations made pursuant to that act the police
were perfectly within their rights in using the
firearms for operational purposes. Within the next
few days the government will amend the regulations
to ensure surrendered or confiscated firearms are
destroyed. The Premier has offered to provide a
Premier's certificate to avoid the need to go through
a regulatory impact statement and to hasten the
implementation process so that the new regulations
can be in force and effective almost immediately.

It is fair to say, without going further, that no
firearms surrendered under amnesty will be sold.
The only likelihood of firearms being retained is in
the case of the very few which may be kept as
museum pieces or for forensic purposes, otherwise
all other firearms will be destroyed. The government
will make sure proper and enforceable regulations
are in place to ensure that happens in the public
interest.

PETITIONS
There has been some concern in the community
about 67 firearms that were traded by the police
department with a gun dealer in Bendigo. Most of
those firearms have been bought by the police

The Oerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:
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Gun control

Coode Island chemical storage

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Ballarat sheweth that we are totally opposed to the
government's ban on all semiautomatic firearms and
vigorously oppose any changes to the Firearms Act
1958, and its amendments, by legislation or regulation.

The humble petition of Geelong residents and the
undersigned citizens of the state of Victoria sheweth
concern at and opposition to the proposed relocation of
the Coode Island hazardous chemical storage facility to
Point Lillias, near Geelong.

Your petitioners therefore pray that no change be made
to the present Victorian gun laws.

Your petitioners therefore respectfully urge that the
Victorian government does not relocate the Coode
Island hazardous chemical storage facility to Point
Lillias, which as an area of international environmental
significance is an inappropriate site for port and
chemical storage facilities.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Traynor (417 signatures)

Gun control
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Loney (8571 signatures)

Knox children's services
The humble petition of parishioners of Holy Name
Anglican Church, Vermont South, call for total
commitment to the firearm legislation initiatives of the
federal government.
Your petitioners therefore pray that uniform state
legislation and other relevant support, banning
automatic and semiautomatic firearms will be passed.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Richardson (41 signatures)

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the Save Our Children's
Services Committee and the citizens of the City of Knox
in the state of Victoria sheweth:
We the undersigned are extremely concerned about the
Knox City Council's 1995-96 financial budget cuts to
both the maternal and child health service and the
preschool service as implemented by the Knox
commissioners.

Gun control
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

We as a community within Knox feel that through rates
we had an equitable system whereby all community
groups and individuals had access to affordable and
accessible services/facilities.

The humble petitioners of the state of Victoria.
Your petitioners therefore pray that we the
undersigned, agree with the anti-gun lobby. The less
guns in Australian society the better. We the signed
below agree with the anti-gun lobby. The less guns in
Australian society the better.
We want gun control to be tighter.

We believe that cuts to Knox maternal and child health
are unwise as well as unnecessary and could have a
serious effect on the health and welfare of mothers,
babies and families in Knox.
We believe that further changes to the Knox preschool
service could make this vital part of every child's
education less affordable and accessible to all Knox
families.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Seitz (148 signatures)

We also ask that there be no further reduction to the
level of services provided and that the Knox City
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Council reinstates the services back to levels which
truly reflect the community's needs.

We ask that the decision to tender children's services be
reversed and that they remain a core service provided
by nurses or teachers directly employed by council
unless it can be guaranteed that the service level will
improve and user costs will not increase as a result of
the ccr process.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the members of the
Legislative Assembly take all necessary steps to ensure
that aty of I<nox commissioners/council complies
with the above proposals.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Lupton (3678 signatures)

B-double vehicles
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
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CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL ON
OBSTETRIC AND PAEDIATRIC
MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY
Or NAPTHINE (Minister for Youth and
Community Services) presented report for 1994.
Laid on table.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE

Alert Digest No. 3
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) presented Alert
Digest No. 3 of 1996 on:

Melbourne City Link (Amendment) Bill
Ballarat Lands (Lakeside Development) Bill
Firearms (Prohibited Firearms) Bill
Gaming Acts (Amendment) Bill

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria showeth their total opposition to
B-double vehicles traversing Main Road, east/west of
St Albans, Old Calder Highway, Keilor, in fact, all
suburban and minor access roads within the aty of
Brimbank.

Gaming Machine Control (Community Support
Fund) Bill
Forests <Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill
Children's Services Bill

Your petitioners therefore pray that the state
government find alternative routes for these B-double
vehicles.

Accident Compensation (Occupational Health
and Safety) Bill

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Local Government (Amendment) Bill

By Mr Seitz (38 signatures)

Miscellaneous Acts (Omnibus Amendments) Bill

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I desire to move,
by leave:

Police Regulation (Selection and Review) Bill
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Bill

That the petition presented in my name objecting to the
use of Point Lillias for the relocation of the Coode
Island chemical storage be taken into consideration
forthwith.

Water Acts (Amendment) Bill
together with appendix.

Leave refused.

Laid on table.

Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Geelong North be considered next day
on motion of Mr LONEY (Geelong North).

Ordered to be printed.

Laid on table.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Tuesday, 18 June 1996
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE

Auditor-General's Office
Mr SHEEHAN (Northcote) presented report for
appointment of auditor to conduct financial audit
of Victorian Auditor-General's Office, together
with appendices.

Queen Victoria Medical Centre (Guarantees) Act
1982 - Notice pursuant to section 6
Statutory Rule under the Extractive Industries
Development Act 1995 - SR No. 42
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 - Minister's
exception certificate in relation to Statutory Rule No. 33
Transport Act 1983 - Order for transfer of assets and
liabilities pursuant to section 81.

Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

ROYAL ASSENT
PAPERS
Message read advising royal assent to:
Laid on table by OerIe
Biological Control (Amendment) Bill
Alpine Resorts Commission - Report for the year
ended 31 October 1995
Auditor-General- Special Report No. 41 - Arts
Victoria and the Arts 21 strategy: Maintaining the State
for the Arts, June 1996 - ordered to be printed

Domestic Building Contracts and Tribunal
(Amendment) Bill
Legal Profession Practice (Direct Mortgages) Bill
Superannuation Acts (Amendment) Bill

Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 - Notice under
section 32(3)(a) in relation to Statutory Rule No. 29
Parliamentary Committees Act 1%8 - Response of the
Minister for Roads and Ports on action taken with
respect to the recommendations made by the Road
Safety Committee's Inquiry into the Implementation of
the Review of Speed Limits

WESTPAC AND BANK OF
MELBOURNE
(CHALLENGE BANK) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer), by leave, introduced

Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:
Werribee Planning Scheme - No. L75 (tabled in
lieu of Planning Scheme previously tabled)
Yarra Planning Scheme - No. L7 (tabled in lieu of
Planning Scheme previously tabled)
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 Code of Accepted Farming Practice for the Welfare
of Cattle (Victoria) (Revision Number 1)
Code of Accepted Farming Practice for the Welfare
of Poultry (Revision Number 1)
Public Authorities (Equal Employment Opportunity)
Act 1990 - Report describing the implementation and
evaluation of Equal Employment Opportunity
Programs in Public Authorities for the year 1994-95

a bill to provide for the transfer to Westpac
Banking Corporation of the banking business of
Challenge Bank Ltd and the transfer to Bank of
Melbourne Ltd of part of that business and for
other purposes.
Read first time.

Second r~ing
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the bill is to enable the integration of
the Victorian banking business of Challenge
Bank Ltd with that of the Westpac Banking
Corporation and thereafter to transfer part of the
Victorian business of the Challenge Bank to the Bank
of Melbourne Ltd.

WESTPAC AND BANK OF MELBOURNE (CHALLENGE BANK) BILL
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I have had consultation with the opposition and I
thank opposition members for facilitating the
expeditious passage of the legislation. Under
schemes of arrangement which took effect on
21 December 1995, Westpac acquired 100 per cent of
the issued share capital of Challenge. The federal
Treasurer has consented to the amalgamation of the
banking businesses of Westpac and Challenge under
section 63 of the Banking Act 1959 of the
commonwealth. After acquiring the banking
business of Challenge, Westpac agreed to sell part of
the Victorian business of Challenge to the Bank of
Melbourne. The federal Assistant Treasurer has also
consented to these arrangements under section 63 of
the Banking Act.
The bulk of Challenge's business is in Western
Australia and Victoria, with smaller volumes of its
business in other states such as South Australia,
Queensland and New South Wales. It is intended
that, with the exception of that part of Challenge's
Victorian business which is to be sold to the Bank of
Melbourne, the banking and other financial
businesses and undertakings, including the related
assets and liabilities of Challenge, will be integrated
with Westpac. 1bis will involve the transfer of over
330 000 deposit accounts and the transfer of the
more than 83 000 loan accounts. The integration of
the Victorian business of Challenge with the Bank of
Melbourne will involve the transfer of over 73 000
deposit accounts and the transfer of more than
23 000 loan accounts.
In theory the mergers of the respective businesses
could be undertaken without legislation by means of
separate transactions with each of the customers or
other persons with whom Challenge has contractual
relationships. The time and effort involved in
carrying out the transfer by means of separate
transactions would be unduly onerous and
impracticable. 1bis is particularly so in the case of
the Victorian banking business, where there will be a
transfer from Challenge to Westpac followed by a
transfer from Westpac to the Bank of Melbourne.
In the absence of legislation it would be necessary to
contact every customer of Challenge to obtain an
authority to transfer the accounts, to obtain new
mandates for the operation of a variety of types of
accounts, new authorities for periodical payments
and new indemnities for various purposes
connected with the accounts. Customers could also
be required to resubmit tax file numbers and proof
of identity. In addition, mortgage securities would
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have to be transferred from Challenge to Westpac
and the Bank of Melbourne. In some cases it would
be necessary to obtain fresh security documents
from the customers and their sureties.
This procedure would be very tedious for customers,
who would be required to read explanatory material
and sign and return forms to Westpac and the Bank
of Melbourne. It is inconceivable that responses
would be received from all customers.
The work involved in preparation of documents,
contacting the parties, obtaining signatures and
attending to stamping and, where necessary,
registration, would be totally unproductive and
would occupy bank staff for many months at the
expense of and with delays to new transactions. The
workload that would be imposed upon officers of
the Victorian Stamp Duties Office and Land Titles
Office would also be considerable because of the
large number of securities involved.
Legislation is therefore generally used to avoid the
inconvenience that would otherwise be imposed on
the public as bank customers, businesses dealing
with the banks, the staff of the banks and the
government.
Legislation in these circumstances is also consistent
with the government's emphasis on promoting an
efficient and streamlined regulatory system, with
bureaucratic obstacles removed wherever possible,
and encouraging and assisting productive business
activities in Victoria. The proposed legislation will
minimise the volume of paperwork required and the
time, cost and effort expended in achieving
integration while ensuring the protection of the
interests of customers and other persons with whom
the banks have dealings.
The proposed legislation is similar in concept to
merger acts previously passed by this Parliament.
The bill contains provisions dealing with the vesting
of assets and liabilities in Westpac and the Bank of
Melbourne; the transfer of bank and customer
relationships, contracts and other instruments, the
continuity of legal proceedings and causes of acti.oo.,
and other matters.
The bill is more complicated than previous
comparable legislation in Victoria to the extent that
there is a transfer from Challenge to Westpac which
is followed by a subsequent transfer by Westpac to
an unrelated bank, the Bank of Melbourne. In

WESTPAC AND BANK OF M ELBOURNE (CHALLENGE BANK) BILL
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previous legislation there was simply a merger
between two banks or transfers of assets and
liabilities between two banking groups.
In this case Challenge is a company incorporated in
Western Australia. Legislation has therefore been
prepared for introduction in Western Australia and
other states which provides for the amalgamation of
the banking business of Challenge with that of
Westpac. Part 2 of the Victorian legislation is
complementary to the Western Australian legislation
as it provides for the vesting of the undertaking of
Challenge in Westpac.

Part 3 of the Victorian legislation, which is not
complementary to the Western Australian
legislation, makes provision for the divesting by
Westpac of part of the Victorian undertaking of
Challenge and for its immediate vesting in the Bank
of Melbourne. The part of the business to be
transferred to the Bank of Melbourne will be
determined by reference to the sale agreement
between Westpac and the Bank of Melbourne. If for
some reason the vesting in the Bank of Melbourne is
unable to take place immediately following the
vesting of the Challenge business in Westpac,
alternative provision is made in part 4 of the act for
subsequent vesting at a later date. If for some reason
the sale to the Bank of Melbourne does not proceed,
parts 3 or 4 will not come into effect and Challenge's
Victorian business will remain vested in Westpac.
If the Victorian business of Challenge vests in Bank
of Melbourne under part 3 or part 4 of the bill, the
Victorian staff of Challenge will be transferred to
Bank of Melbourne, together with their accrued
entitlements for long service leave, sick leave,
recreation leave or other like benefits. Employees
will, however, have the option of electing not to take
up employment with the Bank of Melbourne. If there
is a delay between the vesting in Westpac and the
Bank of Melbourne, the Victorian employees in
Challenge will remain as employees of Challenge
and be subject to the control of the officers of
Westpac.

There is prOvision in parts 2, 3, and 4 for transitional
periods following the vesting during which time the
banks will complete the conversion of their
information systems and complete the integrations.
The bill permits the Bank of Melbourne to use the
business name 'Challenge Bank Limited' for a period
of up to six months. Bank of Melbourne will
however need to obtain the necessary approvals
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from the Reserve Bank of Australia before using
Challenge's business name. If the transfer to Bank of
Melbourne does not occur Westpac will have the
option of using Challenge's business name for a
period of up to six months.
The bill also makes provision for the granting of
temporary exemptions from the Consumer Credit
(Victoria) Act 1995 for a period of up to six months
from the date Challenge's business vests in either
Westpac or Bank of Melbourne. During this time, the
Credit Act 1984 will continue to apply to the former
business of Challenge. The bill makes provision for
this exemption because while Challenge's systems
will comply with the Credit Act 1984 they will not
comply with the Consumer Credit (Victoria) Act,
which is scheduled to come into operation on
1 November 1996. The integration of the businesses
will result in Challenge's systems no longer being
necessary. The exemption from the application of the
consumer credit legislation is intended to avoid the
unnecessary expense of conversion for a short
period of time pending completion of the
integration. The government will, however, control
the proclamation of the provision providing the
exemption and the minister will control the period
of the exemption, which will not exceed six months.
Although not specifically provided for in the bill, it
will of course be open to the minister to seek
undertakings from the banks when providing the
exemption.
The final part of the act, part 5, provides for general
provisions typically applicable in respect of such
vesting legislation. Where appropriate, these
provisions apply to both the vesting of Challenge's
business in Westpac and the subsequent vesting of
part of that business in the Bank of Melbourne.
The reason for the urgency of this legislation is that
both Westpac and the Bank of Melbourne need to
have the legislation in place by 1 October 1996 to
enable the integration of the computer and
information systems of the merging businesses
before the Christmas period. If the legislation is not
in place by that date the integrations would need to
be deferred to 1997, which would involve
considerable additional costs for the banks.
The enactment of the legislation will also ensure that
there is no confusion or uncertainty for the staff and
customers of all three banks in Victoria. The
legislation is important because it facilitates the
merger and transfer of assets and liabilities between
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important financial institutions operating within
Victoria.
I thank the opposition again, and I commend the bill

to the house.
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Gaming Acts (Amendment) Bill
Gaming Machine Control (Community Support
Fund) Bill
Road Safety (Wheel Clamping) Bill.

The SPEAKER - Order! Before calling on the
opposition spokesman, I advise that I have
examined the Westpac and Bank of Melbourne
(Challenge Bank) Bill and in my opinion it is a
private bill.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this bill be treated as a public bill.

Motion agreed to.
The SPEAKER - Order! I wish to advise the
house that a sum required pursuant to standing
order no. 168(d) has been paid to the Department of
the Legislative Assembly to cover the initial costs.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BRACKS
(Williamstown).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Program
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - I move:
That, pursuant to sessional order no. 6(3), the orders of
the day, government business, relating to the following
bills be considered and completed by 5.00 p.m. on
Thursday, 20 June 1996:
Ballarat Lands <Lakeside Development) Bill
Melbourne City Unk (Amendment) Bill
Accident Compensation (Occupational Health and

Safety) Bill
Public Sector Management and Parliamentary
Officers (Amendment) Bill

I have reached agreement with the opposition that

the house will sit until at least 11.00 p.m. on Tuesday
and Wednesday and until 5.00 p.m. on Thursday,
and I propose that on Thursday any second readings
that are on the notice paper will be read after 5.00
p.m.
Motion agreed to.

POLICE REGULATION (SELECTION
AND REVIEW) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 June; motion of Mr W. D.
McGRATU (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services).
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - I wish to make
only a brief contribution to the debate on the ~ill.
Basically, the bill is the outcome of an enterpnse
bargaining agreement between the ~o~ernm~t, .
Victoria Police and the Police Assoaation of Vlctona,
in which, in return for a pay rise, the Police
Association has agreed to certain changes to the
review of promotional and transfer issues.

Firstly, the bill removes the right of review for the .
positions of senior constable and constable, except ID
circumstances where the person may be deemed
unsuitable for promotion. Secondly, it facilitates an
expression of interest process for the promotion and
transfer of constables and senior constables. Thirdly,
it provides a right of review for constables found
unsuitable for promotion. Fourthly, it removes the
right of review for compulsory transfer of
superintendents, chief superintendents and
.
commanders, and provides that inspectors and chief
inspectors have no right of review unless they are
directed to relocate to or from a country police
district within a period of some 6 months.

Forests (Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill
Miscellaneous Acts (Omrubus Amendments) Bill
Firearms <Prohibited Firearms) Bill
Health Acts (Amendment) Bill
Police Regulation (Selection and Review) Bill

Most of the changes seem to make some sense, in
that they take away some of the log jams ~tly in
the promotion and transfer system and enable It to
operate a lot more smoothly. Howev~, the
opposition is concerned that under this government
there seems to be an ongoing process whereby the
rights of review of police officers to externally

POLICE REGULATION (SELECTION AND REVIEW) BILL
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appeal matters relating to their careers are being
eroded - and we certainly saw that with the
changes to the Police Regulation Act in 1993.
The Fitzgerald inquiry in Queensland identified that
the incapacity of police officers to appeal externally
of the police force and the police commissioner on
any matter affecting their careers gave the police
commissioner almost total control over the careers
and the future of every single police officer in the
force. The Police Association wrote to its members
last year and indicated that that is something that
may create the preconditions for corruption.
Nobody is in any way impugning the integrity of
any member of police command, but we are saying
that sort of process puts in place the legislative and
regulative framework in which corruption may
flourish. The opposition cautions the government on
its tendency to erode the right of appeal, even if in
some circumstances what is taken away fixes a
problem in the system, which is the reason we
support this bill.
The opposition also wants Victoria Police officers to
be properly remunerated for their work. Police
operate under a great deal of pressure; police work
is highly pressured. Notwithstanding the serious
criticisms I have made of the management of the
police in recent years, I still believe Victoria has the
best and most honest police force in the country. I
thank our police officers for the work they do, and I
believe they deserve every cent they get.
Mr TRAYNOR (Ballarat East) - The rationale
behind much of the legislation relates to the
appointment of constables and senior constables and
the waste of productivity and time that resulted
from officers applying for promotions or transfers.
The October 1993 final report on the review of the
selection system by the Police Board of Victoria
shows where the police force had been falling down:
Impact on productivity.
There was a dramatic negative impact on productivity
due to complex, lengthy processes and an excessive
volume of applications for promotions and transfer.
Analysis of the data shows that
During 1992,3312 vacancies were advertised attracting
54 862 applications. On average this is equivalent to
16.5 applications for each position and represents
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almost 100 per cent more applications than during the
previous year.
The preparation and subsequent handling of that
number of applications for selection is estimated to
have taken roughly 100 000 working days which is
approximately 5 per cent of the force's available work
time.
During the five months to 31 May 1993 there were:
1976 positions advertised
42 775 applications received.
If a projection is made for the full year (1993) this rate
of vacancy advertisements and applications would'
equal:

4740 positions advertised
120 660 applications received.
The cost to the force and the community is unjustifiable.

This very good legislation addresses that problem.
The Victoria Police Force, the Orief Commissioner of
Police and the government entered into an
enterprise bargain arrangement in December 1995,
and to create productivity efficiencies the
government introduced the bill.
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I support the
efforts of the government and the Police Association
of Victoria in striking an enterprise agreement that
ensures a 10 per cent wage increase for members of
the Victoria Police Force, which will be paid in
several increments in return for productivity gains.
Although the opposition supports that move, it
points out the failure of the government to deal
properly with other parts of the public sector. I refer
in particular to the prolonged dispute involving
child protection workers, which was going on before
the last state election and which has not yet been
settled satisfactorily. Where is the equity in the
police force receiving a 10 per cent wage increase
while child protection workers and firefighters
cannot achieve the same result? Although the
opposition supports the bill, the inequity inherent in
the government's dealings with other sections of the
public sector must be pointed out. It appears as
though the government has played favourites and
has played one sector off against another. It has not
dealt fairly with other parts of the public sector by
not taking into account increases in the cost of living.
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The incremental 10 per cent wage increase is being
paid in return for productivity and efficiency gains,
although such things are always open to
interpretation. What is a productivity gain? What is
efficiency? They are moot points and are difficult to
determine because the government favours some
groups and not others at whim. I believe
productivity gains are being made by other parts of
the public sector, including those which I have
already mentioned but which the government has
for its own political and economic motivations
chosen not to recognise. I question the overall policy
stance of the government in this area.
Nevertheless, I welcome the bill and hope it is a
precedent for the government's dealings with other
parts of the Victorian public sector.
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - I
congratulate the government and the Police
Association of Victoria on achieving productivity
gains in the Victoria Police Force, the benefits of
which are obvious. The comments of the honourable
member for Yan Yean, the shadow Minster for Police
and Emergency Services, were interesting. They
show he must have experienced a conversion on the
road to Damascus. His change of attitude to and his
words of praise for the police force do not ring true
given what he has said about the Victoria Police
Force in the past. What has caused the change? I am
sure the police force views his praise with a great
deal of suspicion. I am interested in the real reasons
for the change, as I am sure are the police.
A police force must have confidence in the
government of the day, just as it must have
confidence in the alternative government. But the
comments of the honourable member for Yan Yean
certainly do not fill the Victoria Police Force, or
Victorians generally, with any confidence. The
government worked extremely hard in negotiating
the productivity gains that are manifest in the bill.
The morale of the police force is high despite the
honourable member for Yan Yean's criticisms of it
on previous occasions. The government wants to
ensure police force morale is as high as it can
possibly be, especially at a time when many
incidents are straining relations between the force
and its command. The government has been able to
effect that.
Over the years the honourable member for Yan Yean
has consistently bagged the police force. He has not
provided the morale boost an opposition should
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give to the police force. The conversion today of the
honourable member for Yan Yean caused me to
listen intently and wonder what he is up to, because
the police force wants to know whether it has
bipartisan support when carrying out its most
difficult duties. I urge him to put his view forward
so the police force is fully informed. His remarks are
arrant hypocrisy!
The bill is worthy of the government. It will mean
greater efficiency for the Victoria Police Force and
will help boost the morale of the force.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I thank the honourable
members for Yan Yean, Williamstown, Ballarat East
and Glen Waverley for their contributions to this
amendment to the Police Regulation Act. I also
thank the police command and the Victoria Police
Association, who basically did most of the work to
include this proposal in police regulations. As has
been rightly said, the bill is about achieving a 10 per
cent wage increase under enterprise bargaining
arrangements.
From time to time a number of vacancies across the
state for senior constables have attracted many
applicants. It takes a lot of police time, travelling and
resources to facilitate applicants being interviewed
by district panels and the successful applicants being
determined. Those eligible for selection as senior
constables must have completed four years service,
passed the senior constable examination, passed
operational training courses and, in the case of
constables, must be assessed as being suitable for
promotion. Concern has been expressed that we are
moving to promotion by seniority rather than merit
to fill pOSitions, which is justifiable criticism.
However, a number of special squads require
constables who have expertise. People entering the
force later in their lives from other occupations who
have a great deal of practical experience in the real
world can be selected for special squads that need
manning from time to time.
The bill also deals with superintendents who must
move across the metropolitan area or country
Victoria and who do not have a right of appeal until
they have been in their positions for more than six
months. They can be moved at the direction of the
Chief Commissioner of Police.
1 thank honourable members for their contributions.
1 shall answer one criticism made by the honourable
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member for Williamstown about the 10 per cent
wage increase. He said the increase has been denied
to other members of the public sector, but I remind
him that the increase picked up by members of the
police force was offered at the same time in October
1995 to the professional firefighters in the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade and the Country Fire
Authority.
Mr Jenkins - They mucked it up!
Mr W. D. McGRATH - That is the case. The
10 per cent increase was put on the table last October
for the United Firefighters Union to pick up on
behalf of its members but it denied that increase to
its own members, which probably meant that
individual members lost around $3000 in wages for
that period. That position has still not been finalised.
The UFU and the MFB are now before the federal
Industrial Relations Commission in an endeavour to
reach a resolution. It is a great pity the UFU did not
see the same picture the Victoria Police Association
saw on behalf of its members when it took up the
10 per cent increase and got on with life.
I thank all honourable members for their
contributions, and I hope the bill will provide the
efficiency gains we are looking for within the police
force so that its officers can effectively deliver on the
enterprise bargaining agreement to achieve the
10 per cent wage increase.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
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position it took as a result of the tragic Port Arthur
massacre which traumatised the whole country
when 35 people died at the hands of one gunman. It
shook the whole world because there is a view not
only in this country but across the world that
Australia is a relatively peaceful and quiet country.
Although there have been the Queen Street and
Clifton Hill massacres, never before has there been a
massacre of the proportion of Port Arthur. This
country and the whole world were extremely
surprised that this could happen in Australia, as
indeed people were surprised that the Dunblane
massacre could occur in a country like Scotland. It is
the sort of thing we believe is par for the course in
the United States of America and could not happen
in Australia, but it did.
There is no way of ensuring that those sorts of
massacres do not occur again because there is
always someone prone to that type of action. It is a
fallacious argument simply to say that you cannot
stop them. The reality is that although we cannot
guarantee we will stop them, we can try to minimise
the circumstances in which those events can occur.
We can try to reduce the opportunity for them to
occur. But, more importantly, the number of people
killed in the Port Arthur massacre is small compared
with the total number that die as a result of the use
of firearms every year. The majority of the people
killed by firearms are not the criminals holding up
7 Eleven stores or the innocent people gunned down
at Port Arthur, in Queen Street or in Clifton Hill. The
majority of people killed by firearms are shot by
somebody they know - and usually it is a domestic
situation. So we must consider improving the safety
of the community at large in relation to firearms.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

FIREARMS (PROHIBITED
FIREARMS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 May; motion of Mr W. D.
McGRATH (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services).
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - The bill is the
first instalment resulting from the outcome of the
Australasian Police Ministers Council (APMC) that
was held to determine a national standard for gun
laws in Australia. The council was propelled into the

I congratulate Prime Minister Howard on his resolve
in dealing with this issue - I have not done that
very often in the past and probably will not do so in
the future - because he deserves the support of the
nation and the bipartisan support of all major
political parties in this country. I am pleased that
such support has been given.
The outcome of the meeting of the Australasian
Police Ministers Council is also a comprehensive
vindication of the gun laws that were put into place
in this state in 1988 by the then Premier John Cain
and his police minister, Steve Crabb. In the face of a
great deal of flak, including criticism from the
coalition parties, Victoria's gun laws, which have
been described as the toughest in Australia and are
proudly being touted by the present government,
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were put into place as a result of the courage of
Premier Cain and Police Minister Crabb.
On 10 May the police ministers council agreed to a
whole array of amendments to gun laws in order to
introduce a national framework. It was no
coincidence that the recent tragedy occurred in
Tasmania, because Tasmania has the weakest gun
laws of any state in Australia. It is a blight on the
present and former governments of Tasmania that
people in that state can legally own and walk
around with those miIitary-style weapons. It is a
blight on the gun laws that those governments have
administered.

The weakness in the gun laws of states like
Tasmania and Queensland has made Victoria's gun
laws extremely difficult to administer because those
weapons invariably cross state boundaries. If people
can purchase and own military-style weapons
without too much fuss in states like Tasmania and
Queensland it is much easier to bring those weapons
into Victoria than it is to bring them in through
Australian customs. The gun laws in those states
have compromised Victoria's gun laws.
The police ministers council has sought to put into
place a minimum national framework which offers
some uniformity but which should by no means be
seen as the be-all and end-all. There is no reason
why within the parameters of the council's decision
Victoria cannot try to enhance its gun laws and
make them work even better.
The council has sought to prohibit military-style
semiautomatic weapons from being legally owned
in Australia. It has sought to establish a buy-back
scheme to enable the owners of weapons that will
become prolubited as a result of the police ministers
council agreement to be compensated. It also puts
into place the uniform national approach that I
referred to earlier.
The government has proudly proclaimed that
Victoria has the tightest gun laws in Australia. I
agree with that claim - we certainly do. However, I
remind the house that in 1994 the previous Minister
for Police and Emergency Services, the Deputy
Premier, made the point that those gun laws still
have holes in them big enough to drive a bus
through. It is important that those holes be closed
up. Later I will refer to some of the areas that need to
be closed up because I do not think they will be
closed up by the ministerial council agreement.
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The 'tightest gun laws' in Australia that the Premier
is so keen to talk about and that the police minister
has been waving around were put in place by
Premier Cain and Police Minister Crabb in 1988, and
they were resisted wholeheartedly by the parties
opposite. I am pleased to support the legislation
because it vindicates the Cain government. I think it
is the direction in which we ought to be heading. It
is the first stage of a number of measures, both
legislative and regulatory, which will give effect to
the police ministers council agreement.
The first part of the legislation will cancel the
authorities that have been issued for semiautomatic
rim-fire rifles and semiautomatic shotguns. It is my
understanding that 7000 permits have been issued
for those weapons and that 4000 permits are still
current. The council has effectively made them
prohibited weapons, and the bill will revoke all
those permits to ensure that the firearms are taken
out of the community.
I certainly understand the difficulty involved in
taking those weapons out of the community. The
simple act of prohibiting them does not mean they
will be removed from the community. That will
require a strategy and resources because we know
there are weapons out there that are illegally owned.
We do not know who owns them or their
whereabouts, but we know they are out there. We
also know some of those weapons may not be
surrendered. But the beauty of the registration
system that was introduced in 1988 is that we know
the whereabouts of many more of the weapons than
we otherwise would have known.
Secondly, the measure puts into place the legislative
framework to enable the minister to enter into
arrangements for a buy-back scheme to compensate
the owners of firearms which are banned as a result
of the legislation and regulations that have been
agreed to by the police ministers council.
The opposition certainly supports that provision. It
believes people who have legally owned firearms
that are now prohibited should be compensated.
Those people were granted permits to own those
weapons, they purchased them legally, they
registered them and they were within the law at all
times. They are disadvantaged by surrendering very
valuable items of equipment, and certainly that
should not be demanded of them without
compensation.
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I do not have the same sympathy for people who
hold firearms without permits as I do for the legal
owners of firearms. I believe they should be given an
opportunity under an amnesty to surrender those
weapons, and if they fail to do so they should be
identified and prosecuted to the full extent of the
law. It is important to consider what happens under
these sorts of schemes once the firearms are
surrendered, and later I will refer to what the police
do with the surrendered weapons.
The third component of the bill is a gun amnesty a new amnesty over and above the existing
open-ended amnesty already in place in Victoria.
The 12-month amnesty will allow people who own
prohibited guns to surrender them without fear of
prosecution - an entirely reasonable proposition.
However, I do not understand the need for another
amnesty to operate simultaneously with the national
amnesty. I support the notion of having a gun
amnesty as a vehicle to obtain guns illegally held in
the community so that people do not fear
prosecution, but an open-ended amnesty with no
sanction or compliance period lacks commonsense.
People will feel no urgency to surrender their guns. I
suggest the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services should examine another way of dealing
with this issue.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER - The 12-month amnesty
recommended by the Australasian Police Ministers
Council is reasonable, but an open-ended amnesty
would be ineffective because there would be no
sting at the end of it. I would also suggest that
people who are legally entitled to own firearms but
who for some reason have not licensed or registered
their guns should have the opportunity of
registering them. One of the reasons why people do
not want to register firearms they are legally entitled
to own is the fear that if they notify the authorities
those firearms will have to be surrendered. People
should have the opportunity to register guns they
are legally entitled to own and make them legal
without forfeiting ownership of the guns, but once
the amnesty period expires tough penalties should
be imposed on people who do not comply with the
law. This will improve the likelihood of compliance
with registration. Mechanisms need to be put in
place to give effect to firearms law and the firearms
registry should have the resources to cope with the
problems it will encounter. No matter how
un-Australian some people might think a dob-in
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campaign is, I believe it is the only way to get certain
guns out of the community. It is more likely that
some people will comply if they feel they will be
caught if they hang on to guns they are not entitled
to have.
I understand an estimated 60 per cent of the firearms
currently in the community are not registered and
that a large number of firearm owners are not
licensed to own firearms. The only way they will
comply with the law in significant numbers is if they
believe they will be caught. At the moment they
have no fear of being caught.
We should also look at what the police do with
firearms once they are surrendered or seized. Over
the weekend there were press revelations about
police selling surrendered firearms.
Mr E. R. Smith interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER - Obviously the honourable
member for Glen Waverley approves of the police
selling to gun dealers firearms that have been
surrendered to them in good faith. It is a disgrace.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services said
today that police will be required to destroy firearms
surrendered to them, which is encouraging, but
surely that requirement should be entrenched in
legislation. I hope the minister includes that
prOvision in a bill that he will bring forward in the
spring session. It is something that should not be left
to the discretion of police command. People
surrender guns to the police in the expectation that
they are doing the right thing and that the guns are
then taken out of the community. We should have a
detailed inventory of what has happened to
surrendered firearms. It would be a test of the
effectiveness of the record-keeping of the firearms
registry. We should know the type of firearms
surrendered, who is surrendering them and where
the guns are at any particular time.
The legislation also gives the minister the power to
prohibit firearms irrespective of the
recommendation of the Firearms Consultative
Committee. I understand the principal act allows the
minister to prohibit firearms only if the committee
recommends that they be prohibited. The provision
was inserted in 1988 by the coalition parties, but it
has proved a farcical way of operating. The Firearms
Consultative Committee is heavily skewed towards
the interests of shooter organisations, and although
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they should be listened to the advice provided to the
minister should be independent.
I note that in 1994 the committee produced a
document entitled A Review of the Victorian
Firearms Act and Regulations'. The document was
commissioned by the previous Minister for Police
and Emergency Services following the 1992 election
so that he could assure the gun lobby that he would
remove the requirement for the registration of guns,
remove permits for the purchase of guns and
remove the restrictions on certain automatic
weapons.
I

I turn to examine the 1994 recommendations of the
Firearms Consultative Committee. No wonder the
minister had to be forced through the freedom of
information legislation to release this document! He
sat on it for 12 months because he was embarrassed
by the recommendations of the committee.
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Only a few weeks ago the Firearms Consultative
Committee overturned the decision of the Registrar
of Firearms to refuse to grant a gun permit to a
17-year-old youth who still had three months of a
one-year good behaviour bond to serve. I am
amazed that the committee virtually said, 'This
young fellow is a fine young man and should be
allowed to have a gun'. It is about time we got rid of
the Firearms Consultative Committee. It should be
replaced with a new structure to provide advice to
the minister. All interested parties, including
shooters and gun control organisations, need to be
listened to but no one body should have an
institutionalised majority on that committee, which
provid~ advice to the minister. The power of the
Firearms Consultative Committee to review
decisions of the Registrar of Firearms on the
granting of gun licenc~ and permits should be
immediately removed. That role should be
appropriately filled only by a magistrate.

Recommendation13stat~:

Classification of semiautomatic centre-fire rifles should
be reviewed. Military style semiautomatics should be
restricted fireanns.
A semiautomatic centre-fire rifle, manufactured for
sporting purposes, with a magazine capacity of not
more than five rounds shall not continue to be a
restricted or prohibited firearm.

I remind the house that this was a recommendation
of the members of the Firearms Consultative
Committee. What sorts of people were they?
The committee then proposed the removal of junior
permits and sought to water down some existing
controls on the security industry. Any review of the
firearms legislation should include a tightening of
the provisions covering the security industry,
because a weak link in the law is the ease with
which some people employed in that industry gain
possession of firearms. I have been reliably informed
that some people with criminal records work in the
security industry and take their guns home at night.
That is a worry.
The Firearms Consultative Committee, which plays
such an important role in Victoria, has sought to
water down the conditions of eligibility, to remove
existing restrictions and to provide that somebody
may not obtain a firearm licence if he or she is of
unsound mind or is of an intemperate nature.

The fifth major function of this bill is to provide
exemption guidelines as provided for by the
Australasian Police Ministers Council agreement. It
provid~ that primary producers and professional
shooters will have access to certain prohibited
firearms only under tightly controlled conditions. I
understand those firearms will be semiautomatic
rim-fire rifles of 10 shots or fewer and semiautomatic
shotguns of 5 shots or fewer. We should have a close
look at the conditions under which those exemptions
are granted. I understand they must be rigidly
administered, but it is not unreasonable that primary
producers and professional shooters should be
allowed access to those firearms in certain
circumstances.
It has often been made clear that the purpose in
restricting the availability of guns is not simply to
annoy people or to remove the guns for the sake of
it. If we are to allow guns in the community we must
acknowledge that some people have a legitimate
reason for owning certain guns, otherwise, even
accepting that the vast majority of licensed gun
owners are decent, law-abiding people, those guns
may be dangerous in the community because they
can find their way into the wrong hands. Guns that
do not have a legitimate purpose should be removed
from the community. Only people who can
demonstrate the need to own certain firearms should
be allowed legal acc~s to them.
The bill clarifies the power of the minister to issue
clear directions about exemptions to the Registrar of
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Firearms. At the moment a greater level of discretion
than might otherwise be desirable applies. The
opposition supports that provision.
As I said earlier, further action will be taken as a
result of the APMC agreement. We should discuss
the need for a more comprehensive review of gun
laws in Victoria. The proposed national laws will be
an improvement because all states will adopt a
uniform minimum standard, but there is still the
opportunity for Victoria to improve its own gun
laws within those national parameters.
One area that concerns me is the administrative and
implementation aspects of Victoria's gun laws. It is
one thing to have the tightest gun laws in the
country, but it is not much use if those gun laws are
not administered properly. The firearms registry is
appallingly resourced for the job it is asked to do.
The operations of that registry should be properly
reviewed so we can obtain an accurate idea of which
people have gun licences, where they live, what
guns they own and when guns change hands. We
must improve the mechanisms for examining the
rights of people to hold gun licences.
Many people talk about the types of guns allowed in
the community, but not much thought has been
given to the people who have access to guns. The
law is strict in that regard because it provides that
people of unsound mind or intemperate nature
should not be allowed access to firearms, but the
truth is that they do have such access.
A person can walk out of Larundel Psychiatric
Hospital today and apply for a gun licence and there
is a fair chance his or her application will be
approved because there are no mechanisms for
checking the background of an applicant. If the
applicant does not have a criminal record,
irrespective of whether he or she is violent or a
restraining order has been made against him or her,
the application will probably be approved. The
mechanisms to ensure such a person is not granted a
gun licence must be tightened.
As I said earlier, security industry controls need to
be tightened. The Firearms Consultative Committee
has to go. One notion that bears further investigation
is the requirement for people who are carrying or
using guns wear their gun licences wherever they go
rather than keeping them in a back pocket. That
would make it easier to determine whether the
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person shooting away at ducks or whatever was a
licensed shooter or a rogue.
The opposition has offered the minister bipartisan
support for changing the gun laws. With the
indulgence of the house I shall read a letter I wrote
to the Minister on 5 May this year:
Dear Minister,
Last weekend's tragic massacre of 35 people at Port
Arthur has traumatised our entire nation.
That the lives of so many people can be cut short and
the lives of so many of their family and friends can be
devastated by the actions of one person armed with
firearms has left us asking 'why?'.
This tragic event has brought the issue of gun laws into
perspective for many Australians.

The strong community sentiment that has been aroused
needs to be heeded and employed as a launching pad
to bring about a national gun code that works and that
will reduce the opportunity for massacres such as Port
Arthur, the Queen Street and Hoddle Street massacres
in our own city, and the hundreds of other deaths and
injuries caused by firearms each year.
I understand that this week the Prime Minister has
convened a special ministers conference to discuss a
uniform code on national gun laws.
I am writing to offer you the state opposition's
bipartisan support for a united position that would
bring about a uniform national code that would tighten
gun laws in other states to, at least, the standards that
currently prevail in Victoria. Preferably, they should go
further to tighten up on the holes and inadequacies in
our own laws, and the implementation of those laws.
Victoria should not, however, simply for the sake of
national uniformity, agree to any national code that
adopts a lowest common denominator approach that
would weaken control of guns in this state.

That is certainly the way the debate was heading
prior to the Port Arthur shooting. The meetings in
Canberra considered a far looser code than the one
adopted following the Australasian Police Ministers
Council on 10 May. The letter suggests a number of
variations: some have been taken up by the council
and there are others I would like the government to
take up independently.
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I finished the letter by offering to talk to the minister
on a bipartisan basis about what we can do about
Victoria's gun laws. What disappointed me was that
the minister did not bother to reply. Because it has a
perspective to put forward the opposition offered in
good faith to talk to the minister about the various
concerns that require bipartisanship, but that offer
has not been taken up. How serious is the
government about the reform of gun laws? How
serious is the minister about the reform of Victoria's
gun laws? In particular, how serious is the National
Party about the reform of Victoria's gun laws?
People were dragged into line by the Prime Minister
at the ministers council, but what is this government
prepared to do beyond that? Prior to the 1992
election the present Deputy Premier promised to
support shooters. He said the coalition government
would do away with registration and restrictions on
. semiautomatic weapons.
We know where the National Party was coming
from prior to the election. A few days ago this
postcard came into my hands. It shows a lot of
people marching up Bourke Street. Among them is
Mr Ted Drane, the President of the Sporting
Shooters Association of Australia. On his right is the
Deputy Premier and two from his left is the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services.
Mr Cooper - I do not recall seeing him there.
Mr HAERMEYER - You were there, were you?
Mr Cooper - Actually I was standing on the
steps of Parliament House watching the march.
Mr HAERMEYER - The promises that were
made prior to the 1992 election brought about the
report I went into earlier. I have a number of
newspaper articles from 1993. Under the heading
'Bid to ease gun laws' the Age of 13 November of
that year states:
The gun lobby is pushing for the easing of Victoria's
tight firearm laws, calling for a virtual return to the
controls that existed before the Queen Street and
Hoddle Street massacres in 1987.
The move to wind back controls on gun registration,
permits, the prohibition of high-calibre centre-fire rifles,
and the storage of weapons and ammunition comes
despite strong signs that the tougher laws have helped
to cut gun crime by almost half in four years.
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An article in the Sunday Age of 14 August headed
'Victoria may relax gun control laws' states:
The state government is to review Victoria's gun laws
following allegations that thousands of unregistered
guns are in circulation.
But the review could lead to a watering down of gun
laws to match those in other states, a spokesman for the
police minister, Mr Pat McNamara, said.
'The review will look at the question of bringing US into
line with other states and vice versa ...

It is the concept of bringing Victoria down to the
lowest common denominator rather than
demanding that the other states come up to
Victoria's standard. The article goes on to say:
Mr McNamara was concerned by allegations that up to
400 000 unregistered or improperly registered guns
were in circulation ...

Here we go again. It is all about delivering on the
secret undertakings given to the gun lobby prior to
the 1992 election. As recently as 22 May, when the
Prime Minister was putting down a set of principles
for adoption by the police ministers council, the
Deputy Premier, who is the Leader of the National
Party and who cannot control himself, was
undermining the Prime Minister's position. Another
article, published on 22 May this year, has the
heading 'Bad advice on gun laws, says McNamara'.
Again, he is calling for the relaxation of controls on
semiautomatic weapons. What is the National Party
all about? I understand that it is coming under a lot
of pressure and that there is a lot of turmoil within
the party because of the gun laws. However, if the
National Party had been honest with the shooters
prior to the 1992 election and had not given them all
those promises, maybe the shooters would not be
feeling as betrayed as they are now. Their
expectations about the sort of gun regime that would
exist in Victoria under the coalition were blown out
of all proportion by the irresponsible priorities of the
Leader of the National Party.
Of course they feel betrayed and cheated. They were
told the state's gun laws would be watered down.
The National Party is in a real bind because the
members of its own constituency - that is where
these people basically come from - are feeling
betrayed.
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The honourable member for Glen Waverley talked
about conversions on the road to Damascus. If he
wants more evidence of the sorts of things the
National Party was saying prior to the 1992 election,
here are some for the books!
Mr Cole - He went backwards and ended up a
zealot!
Mr HAERMEYER - I refer again to the Leader
of the National Party, the Deputy Premier, who
describes the gun laws the government is now
waving around as the toughest in Australia. The
Deputy Premier, then in opposition, is reported in
Hansard as saying:
The National Party supports the system administered
by the New Zealand Labor Party, which emphasises
the vetting of shooters at the licensing stage. There are
heavy penalties for those who break the law - and the
National Party has no argument with heavy penalties.
Under the system that operates in New Zealand,
shooters are licensed for life, and they pay only once for
a licence.

In other words, you get a licence only once and you
never have to have it renewed.
If a shooter breaches the law he will lose his shooter's
licence, and his firearm ... may end up in prison -

sorry! he will lose his shooter's licence, and his fireann and
may end up in prison.
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The National Party supports a reasoned and sensible
approach to the issue. A number of steps can be taken.
The government should support a system of firearms
instruction for all secondary school students in the state.

He argued that we should teach every child in this
state how to use a gun. How serious are these people
about improving firearms laws in this state? He is
also reported in Hansard as saying:
In conjunction with the Liberal Party, the National
Party is moving to knock out the ridiculous regulation
dealing with semiautomatic firearms and has accepted
the proposition that semiautomatic .22 rim-fire
weapons should be legal in this state. After all, such
weapons have been around for SO years and have not
caused any problems. So far as the centre-fire weapons
are concerned, the National Party accepts that any
centre-fire weapon with an underclip with a capacity of
eight bullets should be a legal firearm.

Talk about conversions on the road to Damascus!
The Deputy Premier is then reported as saying:
The National Party would do away with firearms
registration and the permit to purchase ...

There we go again! Those are the sorts of
undertakings the National Party gave prior to the
1992 election, and that is the sort of stuff that has
raised the expectations of the gun lobby.
However, the comment that stunned me was an
absolutely tasteless remark he made, again on
9 March. I quote from page 406 of Hansard. While
debating the Firearms (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), the
current Deputy Premier is reported as saying:

Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER - I thank the honourable
member for Momington for pointing out that there
should have been a comma there, although the
notion of a firearm being in prison is not all that silly
given the things I have seen.

The honourable member for Benalla went on to say:
No law-abiding citizen can object to such a system.
Honourable members should argue for such a system
in Victoria.

He is also reported as saying:

All Victorians were horrified by the death of Anita
CObby. A firearm was not used in that crime but
perhaps after 1 hour or so with those animals, Anita
Cobby might have welcomed a firearm.

What an incredibly despicable and tasteless remark!
These are the sorts of attitudes that the National
Party was wheeling out to the community and to the
gun lobby prior to the election. It is little wonder
that it now finds itself with serious problems.
Mr Steggall interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER - I hope you're going to
speak on this bill and tell us what you really think!
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The ACI1NG SPEAKER (MI5 Peulich) - Order!
The honourable member for Swan Hill is out of his
place.
Mr HAERMEYER - It is a sad state of affairs
when politicians are threatened in the way they have
been threatened in recent weeks, with people
sending them bullets in the mail. It is a sad state of
affairs when the Prime Minister of Australia has to
wear a bulletproof vest. That was also the climate
back in 1988. Who was doing the egging on then?
The answer is the parties now sitting on the
government benches.

We also need to acknowledge that the vast majority
of the people who demonstrated last weekend are
decent and law abiding. There may be some
hotheads in those ranks, as there are in any group of
people. In those circumstances it is not unreasonable
for the Prime Minister to take some precautions. I
implore the people who speak on behalf of the
various shooter organisations to control some of the
more extreme, self-appointed spokespeople who
stimulate some of the concerns members of the
community have about those who comment on
firearms laws. The vast majority of the people
associated with shooter organisations are reasonable
and sensible, but some of those who have been
making public comments have given me cause for
concern.
Mr McLellan - Zealots!
Mr HAERMEYER - Yes, they are zealots. That is
one of our concerns. Various extremist organisations
are trying to use the debate to build some sort of
national right-wing movement. We have seen the
right-wing loonies out and about trying to stir up
people in rural Australia, and I refer to the League of
Rights and those sorts of lunatic organisations.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER - There are a few of them,
too, but I am not aware that they are sending bullets
to people through the mail!
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extremists - or zealots, as the member for
Frankston East called them. We must get the debate
back on an even keel. I would hate to see the gun
debate in this country being run in the same way as
it has been run in the United States of America. I
have had occasion to visit the headquarters of the
National Rifle Association. Its occasional
involvement in Australia concerns me greatly given
the things I have heard about the way it operates.
While I was in the United States in 1990 one of the
states was having a referendum on the banning of
ceramic hand guns. Why the hell would anybody
want to own a ceramic hand gun unless he wanted
to be able to smuggle it through an airport metal
detector? Members of the NRA argue that anybody
should have the right to own a tank. They justify
that by asking: after all, who has been murdered by
a tank lately? They argue that every American has
the right to own a gun for self-defence and to protect
him or herself from the government. That is the sort
of lunacy that is coming out of the United States, and
Australia should not head down that path. If
evidence was needed that there is a correlation
between gun ownership, gun culture and crime in
the community, the United States of America is it.
Those citizens have absolutely the worst, weakest
and loosest firearm laws of any Western nation, and
they also have the highest crime rate. That is no
coincidence.
I am glad we have a more restrictive culture in
relation to firearms. The right to own a firearm is not
an absolute right; it is a qualified right. It is the same
as owning a motor vehicle - that is, I cannot just
buy a motor vehicle and drive it. I need a licence to
say I am capable of driving it, then I have to register
it and then the government puts all sorts of
restrictions on the vehicle and how I may use it.
Mr Cooper interjected.

Mr HAERMEYER - The honourable member for
Momington has not made one sensible contribution.
I note that he was once the shadow Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, and the only thing
that distinguished him at that time was his
commitment to bring back the birch!

Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr Cole - They don't carry knives - only
metaphorically!

Mr HAERMEYER - It is a matter of concern that
the debate is being hijacked by some of those

Mr Cooper- You are a fool. You are an absolute
dill.
Mr HAERMEYER - I think he has been stung.
The right to own a firearm is not an absolute and
unqualified right. You have to show that you are
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capable of using that firearm and the government
has to have some sort of registration system to
ensure that it knows who has guns and where they
are at any time. It must have control over the sorts of
guns that are out there in the community. If the guns
do not serve a particular, useful purpose people do
not need them, and that is what it is all about.
The opposition is encouraged by the introduction of
the bill and by the agreement of the Australasian
Police Ministers Council. The ALP has been asking
for something like this for a long time, and I reiterate
that this is a complete, total and absolute vindication
of the actions of then Premier John Cain and Steve
Crabb in 1988 in the face of the vitriolic objections
from the coalition parties.

Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - Before I begin I
wish to congratulate the honourable member for
Benambra on his elevation to the position of Acting
Speaker. It is the first time you, Mr Acting Speaker,
have been in that position, and it is in keeping with a
family tradition. I am sure you will honour that
tradition.
There is no doubt that we have all been touched by
the tragedy at Port Arthur, as we were by the
Hoddle Street tragedy before that. I have previously
mentioned to the house the closeness of the Ballarat
community to the tragedy at Port Arthur because we
lost two of our well-respected citizens in the
massacre: the late Merv and Mary Howard from
Dunstown. Although I do not wish to dwell on the
events at Port Arthur, they highlighted the necessity
for a radical look at gun control for the future, and
that has certainly taken place and resulted in
guidelines being drawn up for control of weapons in
our community.
There is a definite need for the continued use of
guns in rural and regional areas. In fact, guns are
and always have been a part of rural life. We all
have many good reasons for needing them, so let's
be realistic about that. I well remember the first time
I fired a single-shot .22 rifle - I missed the target. I
then got a IS-shot Browning repeater, and during
national service training I learnt how to fire a .303
rifle, a Bren gun, an Owen machine gun and a 2-inch
mortar. I don't see too many 2-inch mortars being
used as guns now. Then, of course, there were
single-barrel and double-barrel shotguns, and that
was the normal armoury in most farmhouses around
regional and rural Victoria.
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Many people, certainly those of my era, learnt how
to shoot a gun using a single-shot 22 rifle and a
double-barrel shotgun. A later improvement was an
over-and-under shotgun which was developed for
gun clubs and so forth. I must say that there has
been a dramatic improvement in the quality and
operation of guns over the last 30 years, with many
automatic and semiautomatic guns being developed
in that time.
During this gun debate I have received many letters
and heard many comments, as no doubt many other
members have too. The changes governing the
regulation and control of guns have generated
comment from people such as the former Australian
rifle shot champion, who is a very good friend of
mine. He asked, 'What are you doing to us?' and I
said, We are controlling the use of weapons'. He
replied, 1: couldn't agree more', but he also said he
wanted to retain the skills necessary for enjoying
rifle shooting as a hobby and a competition sport.
There are genuine shooters out there who do a great
job for our community, and without them we would
have all sorts of problems. That must be considered
during this debate. We still need those people in our
community, and I refer particularly to Saturday
morning shooters. I know well a group of 10 people
who go out shooting foxes and rabbits on farms
every Saturday moming as part of their sport and as
an interest. Those people are doing our community a
good. service by keeping vermin under control.
Rabbits may be able to be controlled by calicivirus,
but foxes are a continuing problem in rural areas of
our state. If guns are banned we will lose one
method of getting rid of foxes, which were recently
seen in Melbourne suburbs. Perhaps we will have to
start using traps and a few other things to control
foxes in the suburbs. Certainly foxes, wild dogs and
feral cats need to be controlled on farms, and I am
speaking from experience having seen the damage
done to sheep by foxes and dog packs. I know of
cases where packs of wild dogs have tom to pieces
sheep and lambs in the paddocks, and it is not very
nice to have to pick up wounded sheep and destroy
them.
Under the proposed regulations the Saturday
morning shooters will still be able to enjoy their
sport. Farmers certainly have genuine reasons for
needing guns in that they must protect their farm
animals, and they will be covered by the new
regulations. Rifle clubs and sporting clubs will
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remain open, and collectors will be able to retain
intact weapons made prior to 1946. Weapons made
after that time will have to be modified so that they
are inoperable. People will still be able to collect
those weapons.
In our society some people let the team down when
it comes to the spirit of good gun use, and I call them
the whackers. They go around shooting up street
and road signs and public and private property;
they do untold damage to our rural community. Just
out of Ballarat there is a place called Devil's Kitchen.
It is an extremely pretty and historic spot that is
continually being shot up by those whackers with
their guns. The people who live in the area are in
constant fear for their safety. I feel for the people in
the country who have to put up with that sort of
behaviour. Some of them live on their nerves
because of the fear of those whackers roaring around
causing damage.
The amnesty will clean out the cupboard. People
must have countless thousands of firearms they do
not know they have. Their grandfathers or fathers
could have poked away in cupboards guns that are
falling to pieces because no-one has touched them
for years. Those guns can now be handed in and
destroyed. It is amazing what one can find if one
looks. When my father-in-law was cleaning up his
farm to sell he found an old German machine gun at
the back of the barn. There must be many items like
that lying around that can be removed from our
society.
As I said earlier, gun collectors are protected. Gun
clubs can continue to operate and farmers can still
use firearms although there will be restrictions on
the type of weapons that can be used. I suggest it
would not hurt us to go back to the good old days
when we had rifles but not automatic weapons. We
could go back to using single or double-barrel
shotguns. Although I have enormous respect for
shooters, I suggest that one way to solve their
problem is for them to learn how to shoot straight.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I support the bill. At
the outset I point outthat it is mandatory that the
bill be supported in a bipartisan fashion - following
a similar event in 1988 the result was not as
bipartisan as it should have been. We must accept
that the bill comes about because of a major crisis in
our country. Our Prime Minister has had to take
action that is probably contrary to his beliefs and
certainly not part of his party's perspective. He has
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taken that action as Prime Minister realising that
although it probably will not solve the problem,
something must be tried.
The message arising from the massacre of 35 people
at Port Arthur with a semiautomatic weapon is that
we must do something to control the availability of
those weapons. As the honourable member for
Wimmera, the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services must be in a difficult situation because he
represents country people. It is easy for me because
my electorate is in the centre of Melbourne and the
opportunities to go rabbiting or shooting for
recreational purposes are pretty limited. Perhaps I
should also point out that although there might be a
lot of rabbits around, it might not be appropriate to
shoot them!
The massacre has been responsible for a substantial
change in people's thinking. Although I do not get
into family disputes very often, in 1987 or 1988 I had
an argument with my father about this issue. At that
time he had a semiautomatic shotgun and once a
year he went duck shooting. He did so for about
10 years until he became a TPI and could not do it
any more. In all those 10 years I do not think he
actually shot a duck - he tried and missed. The
important thing was that he looked forward to those
five days every year - or however long the duck
season opening lasted - and he enjoyed its
recreational aspect.
The interesting point is that after the Port Arthur
massacre my father's attitude to semiautomatic
weapons changed substantially. It is instructive that
many people, even those who enjoyed the
recreational use of firearms, have changed their
position. They all say that something is terribly
wrong and that something must be done about it. I
do not think anybody, including the Prime Minister,
would say he or she was the fount of all wisdom on
this issue. It is a difficult issue to resolve because at
the end of the day the person at the end of the gun is
the person responsible. The gun is just a weapon
that needs to be respected. The problem is that
complex social issues are involved in such massacres.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services,
who is the representative of a country area and
rightly or wrongly supported guns in the past, has
had to change his position substantially because of
what happened at Port Arthur. I do not think the
Prime Minister's decision was a knee-jerk reaction; it
was a well-informed view that something had to be
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done. It is a shame that the Prime Minister had to go
out in a flak jacket and face a crowd of people.
Maybe the jacket was not necessary but the fact that
his security advisers advised him to do so is a sad
day in the history of this country.
I do not blame all shooters, but as an Australian I
was ashamed by some of the comments, reactions
and attitudes of many of the people who were
addressed by the Prime Minister. For instance, some
of the comments made by the federal member
Mr Katter were uncalled for, unnecessary and,
frankly, incendiary. It is sad that that sort of vitriol is
directed at people, and in some ways that attitude
confirms what every non-shooter thinks.
We must also consider that by and large gun use is a
male issue because very few women are involved.
The current debate also reinforces some poor
attitudes towards men and their guns. The issue
must be addressed differently. The ready availability
of guns, not only semiautomatic weapons, is an
issue about which we must be conscious. Statistics
show that in the past 10 years in Australia and New
Zealand as many deaths were caused by single-shot
guns in homes as in massacres.
Some of the arguments of the shooters groups are
spurious and unacceptable to our Society. The only
one to which I shall refer is the argument that people
have the right to carry weapons for self-defence.
That is arrant nonsense. The shadow spokesperson
for the police rightly pointed out that that has led to
the terrible, intractable situation that exists in the
United States.
There are apparently more guns than people in the
United States. To compare figures on hand-gun
deaths, the United Kingdom has about 11 a year and
the United States has in the tens of thousands - I
thought it was about 50 000, but it might be more or
less. Certainly countries with big populations such
as Germany, England and Japan that have
restrictions on hand guns have low rates of death
from such guns compared with the unbelievably
high rate in the United States. No American I have
met has said to me that it is not a problem. They
know it is a problem!
We can be hard on the people represented by the
American gun lobby and say they are bozos and so
on, but they have been brought up to expect the
right to use hand guns. One has only to consider
what happens in American movies. I enjoyed Pulp
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Fiction - I shouldn't have, given what I have just
said - but it contained an almost unbelievable level
of killing of people with weapons. There is no doubt
guns are part of American culture. We stand in
contrast to what happens in America because the
prohibition on hand guns here has been effective.
I know there is a sporting shooters issue involved in
the bill. There is a place in Mount Alexander Road in
my electorate where you can go rock climbing - I
take my son there to go rock climbing, but I stay
down because a six-year-old holding the rope and
me falling is not a good idea - and also use a
pistol-shooting gallery. People from security firms
and others can go there for pistol-shooting practice. I
hope we can find ways of accommodating
competition shooters who use automatic or special
weapons and pistol shooters within the rubric of the
prohibition in the community at large.
Although I do not see any need for anyone to have
automatic weapons, I know there is an argument for
the military to have them. However, the situation
with semiautomatic weapons is different. I do not
believe we can really sustain any longer the
arguments in favour of the use of those weapons for
recreational use and I accept that, by and large, we
have to make semiautomatic weapons illegal.
Perhaps suggestions for allowing alterations to
reduce the number of pieces of ammunition that can
be put into the chamber and so on can be adopted
over time, although I am not sure how that can be
done. People do not understand that semiautomatic
weapons are so close to automatic weapons in the
damage they can do that it does not matter anyway.
When I heard that an armalite was used at Port
Arthur I was dumbfounded. How could such a
weapon be available for use? It is a military weapon
that has only one purpose - to kill people.
It is time for us to question the role of the media in
this issue. In the wake of the Port Arthur massacre
the media attention focused on the issue was, in a
sense, almost obscene. I wish it had got to a certain
point where the media had stopped and backed off.
It was obviously a big media event but there were so
many different angles from which media outlets
were looking at things and going on and on about it
that it was almost incomprehensible.

When the media went on about the prohibition of
guns I was a bit reserved about how strong the line
taken would be because it had been done
previously, but now the media are going the other
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way and by virtue of the reporting of these things
are putting enormous pressure on politicians,
particularly in certain vulnerable electorates where
there is a constituency of people who carry weapons.
I think it is time the media stopped and had a look at
what it is doing. The media are preventing a proper
bipartisan approach being taken on this delicate
issue simply because they want to sell more
newspapers. I think it is time we said to the media,
'Okay, you have had your voyeuristic exercises
down in Port Arthur but you have not given up on it
and it is now time to take a responsible approach to
this complex issue. Get behind the Victorian
government and the federal government in support
of the issue'. Perhaps people in the community will
not agree, but I find it unacceptable to have the
media take a Pontius Pilate approach but then come
down on both sides. We end up in the middle on an
issue that requires bipartisanship and concern.
Given the media pressure and the attitude of a lot of
sporting shooters we must be bipartisan in this issue
and stand together with the government. One Labor
member said, 'We will stand behind the minister'. I
will go further and say we will stand beside him. We
have to do that on this type of issue or people will
buckle under pressure from the media and other
groups.
It should be made clear we are not saying in this
legislation that people will not be able to have guns.
The bill relates only to the use people will be able to
make of semiautomatic weapons. Although
recreational use is important, people who use guns
perhaps have to come part of the way on the issue.
Whether prohibition works or not, it has to be tried.
The great difficulty is that we have to draw a line
somewhere. As is always the case when drawing a
line, we will come down to a position which will
alienate many people and which will invariably hurt
a minority group. I do not mean to disparage
shooters by saying they are a minority group - they
are a significant minority - but that is an
unassailable reality. It is unfair to say that just
because we are drawing this line where we are, we
are labelling all shooters as criminals or worse. That
is ridiculous! We are not saying that but, by and
large, we do not know what the proper solution to
the problem of massacres is at this stage.
Massacres are almost a recent invention. I think
135 people have been killed in the past 10 years in
Australia and New Zealand. Prior to that it was
infrequent to have more than a double fatality. I do
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not think we yet really understand the phenomenon.
It has been alleged that people involved in
massacres are schizophrenic, schizoid or mentally ill.
The truth is that, despite so much being made of
what happened in Port Arthur, only two mass
murderers in recent times have had a past history of
mental illness - and only one was schizophrenic.
The killer at Port Arthur was not a schizophrenic it was a media beat up, it sounded good. It is
important to note that what we do have and what
we are dealing with is a certain type of personality
disorder. It is obviously an antisocial personality
disorder. I do not wish to make this too much of a
psychiatric issue, but I suggest the person concerned
has a narcissistic antisocial personality disorder.
People with such a disorder have no understanding
and their morality is totally different from ours.
One example of an antisocial personality disorder
was Garry David - and we went through enormous
trauma with the legislation to restrain him and
people like him. I think we did the right thing perhaps, thinking back, the legislation was not
correct; but that problem has by and large been
sorted out by the recent amendments to the Mental
Health Act.
Rather than just looking at the guns, we should look
at the cause. There is no question that all the
massacres have been committed by people with
severe antisocial personality disorders - including
the Hoddle Street massacre. The person who
committed that had intended to shoot himself but
got caught before he did so.
While we talk about prohibiting guns, we should
also look seriously at the causes of these problems.
We should not go off half cocked - no pun on rifles
intended - saying, 'It is all these particular types of
people'. As a community we have to assess why
these problems occur. But as was pointed out over
Port Arthur, our great difficulty is that they are the
people least likely to be detected and diagnosed and
the people for whom it is least likely that something
can be done, and that is a real tragedy.
I am not an expert on this issue, but I know that the
police have an enormous responsibility in this area,
being the people who come into contact more than
any other with this type of personality. Please let us
be very careful when we talk about personality
disorders. Just because someone has a personality
disorder, it does not mean that person is
predisposed to mass murder - because a hell of a
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lot of people have personality disorders. The odd
politician has been obsessed with a personality
disorder - one called megalomania! I am very
cautious about saying it, but it must be said. And
sure, it is important to look at mental illness, but it is
really not the issue we need to go to; it is a separate
bracket.
Let us reflect on what we did with the all-party
committees. Whatever the outcome of the Garry
David legislation, the joint party committee's report
on the matter gave us one of the greatest debates
ever on a particular aspect of our society which is
causing so many problems for us today. I ask that
we remember the causes of it. I did not intend to talk
too much on that.
I also want to revisit the fact that there are many
genuine sporting and recreational shooters - we on
this side of the house do not deny it, as I am sure
those on the other side of the house also do not deny
it. How we achieve the compromise will be crucial.
But given the dilemma and the dimension of the
problem with the illicit use of guns and with the
deaths and the massacres that are occurring, we had
to go down this path. It may not be the most
enjoyable, it may not be the most politically saleable,
and it may not even resolve the problem - but we
just had to do it. We had no choice.
I think many mechanisms have been thought of; for
instance, the buy-back scheme. From my
understanding of it and from discussions with many
members, I am not sure whether an adequate
compensation scheme will be worked out. It will be
very difficult, and I am sure some of the weapons
are extremely expensive. Even if it costs extra
money, we should ensure that we compensate
people properly not only because that is what we
should do but because we can mollify as much as
possible the harm that is caused to particular
individuals by taking the action we are collectively
taking.
I will finish with a few more specific points. The
question of prohibition is one that we will always
debate; it will always be there, whether something is
legal or illegal. Unless we go down the path of
prohibition on this occasion, we will never know
whether or not it will work. If we just forget about it
and walk away from it - however politically easy
that might be - we will never know whether we
could have saved more lives. It may well be heaven forbid, let's hope it isn't - that even after
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prohibition we have massacres and we have
problems. I hope that will not be the case.
Before I finish I want to recount some experience I
have had with weapons.
An Honourable Member - Firearms.
Mr COLE - Weapons. In particular, I started off
as a kid using 225, just as the honourable member
for Ballarat West did. Then when I was in the air
force cadets I used .303 rifles, and we used to go
shooting at Point Cook on a regular basis. I was also
in the army reserve for four years, when I used
SLRs, armalites, a Bren gun, an M60, an Fl
machine-gun, mortars and grenades. In fact,
throwing grenades has helped me in my political
career--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CO LE - But sometimes it has done me a lot
of damage. I must say that in all the time I was
involved with those weapons, unfortunately I never
saw a sporting approach to them; I only ever
believed they were weapons of war, of destruction
and of killing. Of course I never use guns now and would never want to. While I do not regret my
time in the army reserve, the Melbourne University
regiment - they probably regret it, but I do not - I
am left with a feeling that those weapons are very
destructive.

Why on earth somebody would want a weapon like
an armalite or a self-loading rifle is beyond me. At
Puckapunyal we were taught about and shown the
damage that an SLR or an armalite could do. It was
so horrific that it really turns one off completely. It is
inexplicable why people would seek to have those
types of weapons, other than people who are highly
trained to use them for defence purposes.
With machine-guns it is exactly the same principle.
Automatic weapons are just not necessary. What is
certain is that semiautomatic weapons were
designed to kill many people very quickly. They
were also designed to be very accurate in the process
of killing people quickly - as opposed to
machine-guns, which are highly inaccurate but
spray lots of bullets.
That being the case, we know that you can kill a lot
of people in a very short space of time - and that is
what has been happening. I for one, having used
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those weapons extensively and having a great
concern over what will happen to the community,
do not see what choice we have other than to ban
those weapons to stop the sort of destruction that is
seemingly becoming an annual event - or more, as
the case may be.

In conclusion I say that I support the bill, as does the
opposition. I support the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, and I support the Prime
Minister. I sincerely hope that, in spite of all the
campaigns that might be waged and the degree of
difficulty, particularly for those on that side of
politics, we resolve this issue in a very positive way,
not only by prohibiting guns but also by doing an
extensive amount to address the causes of these
problems.
Mr McLELLAN (Frankston East) - I join this
debate with severe reservations about what the bill
will achieve. I am well aware of what people in the
country expect it to achieve but I have severe
reservations about what will happen down the track.

I certainly know what it will not achieve. It will not
achieve getting firearms off people who have never
complied with any law, any regulation or any act
that has ever been passed. If you look at what has
happened in this state alone over the past 10 years,
you will see that there is clear evidence that that will
again be the case right throughout the country.
The Firearms Act, which was introduced in 1987,
required people in Victoria to obtain a shooter's
licence and register their firearms. So far in this state
280 000 shooters have registered some 674 000
firearms - that figure is a bit corrupted, possibly by
100 000, because I understand the firearms register is
not terribly accurate. In the early 1980s when there
was a major flood of applications to register
firearms - several I had never got registered - they
never turned up, it all got too hard, and a fair bit of
it went through the shredder.
I get worried when we start talking about what we
want to achieve with the bill. When the first register
of firearms was established in Victoria, Chief
Inspector Lex Newgreen went through the Victorian
customs records and less than 60 per cent of firearms
imported into Victoria plus those handed in during
the amnesty were registered and approximately
40 per cent or more were not found or likely to be
found. They were owned by people who refused to
obey the law and hid their guns. There was a saying
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around the hardware trade that if you wanted an
8-inch plastic pipe with screw ends you just could
not get it. People were buying the pipe to put their
guns in and bury them. That will happen again.
The black market in firearms in Victoria has been
alive and well for many years. At this moment it is
alive and well in Queensland. We saw the panic
buying of semiautomatic centre-fire rifles - the
military-type firearm used in Port Arthur - and the
SKS, which you could buy for $500, and various
other types of firearms for $1500 to $2000. I am
reliably informed you cannot buy one under $4000
in Brisbane because they have all gone underground
and on the black market.
As a result of the changes to the gun laws many
people who are normally law-abiding citizens will
be put in a precarious position. They are the people
who have owned firearms of the .22 or the
semiautomatic shotgun variety for many years.
Their guns were probably handed down by
grandfather to father and then on to the next
generation. Those people will contemplate hiding
their guns and not handing them in because under
the legislation there is no way they will be able
legally to keep their guns. I stand to lose several
guns, one of which I was given as a 21st birthday
present. It has never been fired. I have had it more
than 30 years and it is still in its original box; I
cannot put a value on it. An amount of $75 has been
talked about for such a firearm. It has a gold inlay on
the trigger and is beautifully engraved. I will lose it
because it is a semiautomatic rim-fire rifle and
because of ignorance or misinformation it has been
deemed illegal. It is a five-shot semiautomatic rifle. I
can have a bolt action 15-shot rifle but I cannot have
this semiautomatic rifle. It is just plain nonsense, and
the legislation is unworkable.

Nobody condones the misuse of firearms, or the
Hoddle Street, Queen Street, Port Arthur or
Strathfield massacres. Any responsible firearm
owner is appalled by the senseless taking of life with
a firearm. I have not met anyone who says it is a
great thing. Everybody was chilled to the bone by
somebody taking an action like that. It could be any
one of us or a member of our families. Nobody gets
joy out of tragedy.
The community does not have a problem with
national uniformity. It is a shame that Queensland
and Tasmania have never complied. It has been said
Victoria has the best gun laws in Australia, but I will
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not get into the argument about how that came
about because it is complex and I was not a member
at the time. I will leave it to the honourable member
for Momington to run on that issue.
I am not against a national gun register or a national
shooters register, but I am concerned about who will
operate it. The register in this state is operated by the
police. They are the only ones who have access to it.
I would have cause for concern if the national
register were run by public servants. A few years
ago when I was insuring my house the insurance
company wanted me to list the registration numbers,
makes and models of my guns for insurance
purposes. I told it I would not provide that
information but if the guns were stolen the
information was available on the police register. I
was not prepared to provide that information to the
insurance company because of the risk of an
employee going down to the pub for a drink and
talking about the guns he had seen listed on my
insurance policy that were worth $20 000 or more.
That situation could occur if we had a national
register run by public servants. We all know that the
public service leaks like a sieve. It would be much
safer to have the register run by the police and for
state registers to be linked through computer to
other states.
The debate during the past few months has distorted
the issue. I blame the media for much of the
distortion. Time and again people talk about
automatic and semiautomatic weapons, but it has
not been possible to legally buy an automatic
weapon for 60 years. It is a nonsensical argument.
The media and others have done a disservice to the
community, especially those who are concerned
about or own firearms.
There is no place for semiautomatic military-style
firearms in the general community. Since 1990 more
than 5000 special permits for members of military
rifle clubs and deer stalker clubs have been issued.
Those guns have been zealously guarded. Not once
have members of those clubs had their permits taken
away for misuse or security offences. Military rifle
club members must regularly attend the range and
be certified by club secretaries, which certification is
submitted to the police for renewal each year. The
system could operate still. Where does it end?
I have been a firearm owner, shooter and collector
and pistol shooter for 30 years. I am going to lose
guns, but I have not committed an offence and I
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have not been charged by the police for any offence.
I will lose my guns because 6 nuts out of a
population of 18 million have committed offences! I
will accept that, even though I do not like it, because
that is what the law will be and I am a law-abiding
citizen. I will hand them in, but I will not be pleased
to do so because I have not committed an offence.
I take up a comment made by the honourable
member for Yan Yean regarding the Firearms
Consultative Committee. I do not know whether the
honourable member deliberately said what he did,
but he did not get it right. He mentioned a
17-year-old lad who was given a shooters licence,
but that was not the case. He was granted a junior
permit, which is not a licence to own a firearm. The
young lad committed two offences. The first offence
was joy-riding in a motor car. He did not steal the
car but he was picked up by the police. He should
have known his mate was under age and should not
have been driving a motor car. His second offence
was the alleged misuse of his cousin's bicycle. When
the matter went to the Firearms Consultative
Committee no charge had been laid and the police
indicated that they did not intend to lay charges
over the bicycle incident. The committee took the
view that because his parents and his sister are
shooters who go to organised events at weekends he
would be better under their direct supervision than
roaming the streets getting into more trouble.
I do not have a problem with that. I take my son out
to the range - he has not been in any trouble because it teaches him discipline, self-control and
what a firearm is about. As a 12-year-old he was a
better shot than most people of 21 years. Now he
says he has been there and done that and he is sick
of it.
You are setting a dangerous precedent if you do not
educate the community on firearm safety. Last night
a television program showed people saying they
wanted to take plastic guns from kids, who are
naturally curious about these things. That is
nonsense. We should teach kids about the dangers of
firearms and what they can do. If plastic or toy guns
are taken out of the community kids will make guns
from Lego blocks or pieces of wood because of their
natural curiosity. They will still play cowboy and
indian games. It is nonsense to say that
kindergartens should not have plastic or toy guns or
that shops should not sell toy guns. The community
will have problems down the track if that occurs
because the curiosity of kids will be heightened if
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they have not found out what firearms are about. It
will set a dangerous precedent.

no-one will know about it until the next massacre
occurs.

I will not oppose the bill because my one vote will
have no effect - I am one member out of 88. I have
stated my case. Contrary to what has been said, the
legislation is a knee-jerk reaction to the outcry on
gun ownership. Once the bill becomes law people
will not be able to shoot on Crown land. They will
need letters from farm owners giving permission to
shoot on their land, and if people do not have that
they do not have the justification for owning even a
single-shot .22 or shotgun. People do not realise that,
but they should read the 26 pages of fine print. If a
person does not have a letter from a farmer he will
have to hand in his guns. It is the prohibition of
firearms by stealth.

People know they will never be caught for owning
unregistered firearms or for not having a shooters
licence. I have met people who have many
unregistered guns - I met such a person in Bittem
who owns some 60 unregistered weapons and who
intends never to have them registered because of his
mistrust of government. The legislation is proving
that he is correct to have that view. Had we gone
about it differently and said to the shooters, 'Look,
there is no need to hide them because we will
guarantee that the law will not be changed unless
there is a referendum and that you will have the
opportunity of contributing to the debate', it would
have gone a long way towards getting rid of illegally
owned guns.

People have referred to the crimping or pinning of
semiautomatic shotguns to reduce their capacity.
The same can be done with semiautomatic rifles. The
Frankston International Gun Oub of which I am a
member and at which I shoot regularly has some 600
members who own approximately 1100 five-shot
semiautomatic shotguns. People think that because a
person may shoot skeet he or she owns only one
gun, but that is not correct. People have guns
engineered for different events. My club believes a
reasonable compensation for the approximately 1100
guns is $1.3 to $1.4 million. If the onus is put on the
owner of the gun to have it converted, crimped or
pinned to reduce its capacity to that of an
over-and-under or side-by-side shotgun you will
achieve the same result, but the Prime Minister has
already said that is out, which is nonsense.
It has been said that the guns can be reconverted. If
people do that they deserve to lose their guns and to
suffer the consequences of the law - whether that is
two years gaol or a $5000 fine or both for owning an
illegal firearm. Those people should cop it and most
gun owners do not care about that because they are
law-abiding citizens and will convert their guns at
their own expense and get certificates to that effect
because they want to keep the guns.
The anger in the community is not so much that
governments want to reduce the number of firearms
in the country, but the way they are going about it.
Everybody knows that gun owners do the right
thing. The law-abiding people begrudge handing in
their guns because they know that many people in
the community will not hand in their guns, and

For every registered gun there are at least three
unregistered guns. It is estimated that Victoria has
about 1.5 million unregistered guns. People living in
Queensland and Tasmania are not going to hand in
their guns, and people who think they will are out of
their tree. People did not rush out to buy weapons
prior to the proposed legislation just to hand them
in. They will end up on the black market and stay on
the black market.
Although I am a voice in the wilderness in opposing
the legislation, I will not vote against it because I
believe that would be pointless.
Ms GILLETT (Werribee) - I would like to
explain my early experience of guns. Between the
ages of 13 and 18 I lived in the country with my
brothers and sisters. My family moved from Sydney
to the country, which was a cultural shock, and one
part of that cultural shock was to become familiar
with the recreational use of guns. Most people living
in cities do not have that experience. During those
early years of my life my brothers thought it
extremely amusing to shoot kangaroos and skin
them in front of me - which produced a violent
reaction on my part. The view I developed then is
the view I have now: I do not see the need for any
kind of gun in my house. That view may also reflect
the fact that I have three young children.
Recently my views were reinforced when my
father-in-law, who operated a TAB agency, was shot
in an armed robbery. He survived the shooting, but I
have watched him and his family go through the
emotional, physical and I suppose spiritual trauma
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of dealing with the incident. It is taking them many
years to recover from that shooting. It was
instructive for me to explain to my two sons that
their mother detested guns because of the shooting
of their grandfather. My boys understand that they
can play their pretend games, including cowboys
and indians, but that the reality is that when push
comes to shove guns are not good to have around
our place. They have no place in my life or the lives
of my children. However, that is not to say that guns
do not form an important part of the lives of other
people.
Because we all do the same job to the best of our
ability when elected to represent a constituency and
a community, one then learns a number of things in
this place: how important one's sense of humour is
and to realise that one is expected to be an instant
expert on everything. The community expects one to
have solutions to the ills of the world that one
simply does not have.
When the matter of gun control and proposed
legislation became important, I realised that I knew
very little about the weapons themselves and that it
was necessary to talk to community members to find
out what the issues were for them. I asked them to
help me fill in the gaps in my limited knowledge
about guns.
I was fortunate to contact a member of the
Australian Clay Target Association, which has a
branch in Werribee, both adult and junior. I asked if
the club would mind my speaking with members
and visiting the facilities on the outskirts of
Werribee. That visit took place last Sunday.
I spoke with a number of club members and heard
first-hand their thoughts and feelings on the range of
events that have taken place from Port Arthur to this
time. A number of interesting comments were made
by men who had broad life experiences. One would
not call them sissies, yet they spoke about feeling
pain and hurt. They also felt humiliated and
ostracised as a result of the proposed federal
government legislation. They spoke plainly about
how terrible they felt on the Monday after the
tragedy at Port Arthur. Some expressed a view that
they did not want to go to work because they felt
some level of responsibility and shame at what had
occurred.
When the federal legislation was proposed, I suspect
they developed their own sense of shock - they felt
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ostracised and were concerned about the image that
guns now had in the community in the wake of the
Port Arthur tragedy. Also as a result of the proposed
federal legislation they saw themselves facing the
prospect of being regarded by the community as
criminals.

In many ways the proposed federal legislation will
serve to make most vulnerable members of sporting
clubs who are registered and licensed shooters. Most
members of shooting clubs have registered firearms.
A number of members I met on Sunday explained
how foolish they felt in that by being law-abiding
citizens in ensuring that they had done the right
thing they have made themselves more vulnerable
to having their weapons confiscated. They resented
that fact and said that those who currently flouted
the law by being unlicensed shooters with
unregistered weapons were far less vulnerable than
they were. We spoke for about 3 hours on the subject
and members of the gun club were more than
generous with their time. They showed me a
number of weapons and how to use them.
I support a number of speakers who have said that
there are different weapons for different events on
the sporting shooters' calendar and that is why a
number of members have a number of different
weapons - some semiautomatic and others of a
different kind. What was most interesting was that
members of the club were prepared to go through a
process of conciliation with me partly for the benefit
of my education and partly to be included and
therefore have a voice and be heard. As experts in
the field, they felt they had not been consulted on
what should be included in the legislation and what
the best remedies should be.

In the same way as the Premier commissioned a
group of experts to provide advice on the drug issue,
it may have been a wise move for the Prime Minister
to commission a group of experts to present a more
balanced view and to provide advice about
workable legislation and agreed regulation. It is my
understanding and the understanding of the
Werribee branch of the Australian Clay Target
Association that the proposed Victorian legislation
says very little. Most of the detail and definition will
be by regulation. It is critically important when
preparing regulations to take advice from the
experts.
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What impressed me most about members of the
Werribee branch was the respect with which they
treat their weapons. They know how to use and
store them safely, their guns are registered and the
ammunition is stored separately. Not only are they
enthusiastic proponents of their sport, they also
include their young children in it.
While some community members for whom guns
are not part of their lives may find that abhorrent, it
must be said that when young people are taught
how to use weapons properly, with discipline and
with respect for what can be a deadly weapon, it at
least provides the community with some measure of
certainty and knowledge that that group of young
people will grow up not to abuse the dangerous
weapon or weapons they possess. And they will not
only grow up knowing not to abuse a particular
weapon but may go on to become Olympic or
world-class athletes.
I am proud that we have such a person in Russell
Mark as a constituent in Werribee, who is currently
training in Italy for the forthcoming Olympic
Games. He has agreed to meet with me in a couple
of weeks when he returns from Italy to talk in more
detail about the issues that should be addressed
carefully and thoroughly and what regulations
should be in place that will flow from the legislation.
Russell is important in Werribee because, given the
range of difficulties with the young unemployed
and sometimes long-term unemployed, Russell has
particular talents, skills and capacity to influence
and be a positive role model for the young people of
Werribee.
One of the things I discussed with the Werribee
branch of the Australian Clay Target Association
was the capacity for the ACTA to expand its youth
club so that each member of the club could take on a
young unemployed person. It is a very expensive
sport but the members of the club were more than
happy to take up the suggestion because they felt
they could make a contribution to a long-term
problem and would be able to provide young people
with training, skills and alternative role models.
A strong point that was made by the ACTA was that
the legislation should not have the same effect as the
federal industrial relations legislation, which brands
as criminals ordinary working people who do their
jobs as union officials. If as part of their job they visit
working people at their work sites they will be
breaking the law. My colleagues in the trade union
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movement have no difficulty with that because of
their commitment to what they believe in. However,
it would be disastrous if the gun control legislation
had the same effect as the federal industrial relations
legislation: making yet another group in the
community unnecessarily and most ungenerously
and thoughtlessly criminal. To that extent the last
speaker was correct.
The ACTA pointed out to me numerous times with
some embellished language that there would be no
earthly way people who had spent thousands of
dollars on weapons would hand them to anybody.
The saddest thing of all is that prohibition will
enhance or create a black market. Nonetheless, as
my esteemed colleague the honourable member for
Melbourne points out, it must be tried: we have so
few choices.
The work we are doing in Wem"bee will ensure that
good, solid and decent members of the community
are kept close to us, are not denied a voice and are
actually enthusiastic about participating in the
search for a practical and thorough solution to the
problem. We will continue to work together in this
way to ensure that there is an outcome because we
all know that the most important issue with which
we will have to grapple is compliance. There is
absolutely no point in being a legislator if the
legislation we create cannot be complied with. Our
jobs become pointless and the people in the
community lose respect for us and think that all we
do is try to gain cheap political advantages. That loss
of respect and credibility is something none of us
should take lightly, given that respect and credibility
are probably at a significantly low ebb.
While I support the legislation, I urge that we
include all groups within the community. When I
first met that terrific fellow from the ACTA - it was
in his home at 12.30 p.m. on a Sunday - I did not
know who was more nervous. It was a bit
confrontational because he thought I would not be
sympathetic and would put him in a pigeonhole and
leave it at that. Over those 3 hours I managed to
convince just one person, who thought that none of
us cared about his view and that we had a
predetermined, fixed view of him as a rednecked
looney, that that was not what we were on about
and that we were not in the middle of an industrial
dispute.
Sporting shooters should not dig themselves into a
bunker and prepare for war three years hence; they
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should come out of the bunker, rejoin the
community, which has a respected place for them,
and help us come up with regulations and
legislation to ensure that they continue to have that
proud place in the community as fine people, fine
athletes and gold medal winners.
Mr COOPER (Momington) - I compliment the
honourable member for Werribee on her remarks. I
listened to what she had to say and I believe that
most, if not all of it, contained a great deal of
commonsense. I wish more people had been here to
hear what she had to say. I also compliment the
honourable member for Frankston East. One could
say the speech he gave was one many of us would
like to give but now do not see the need for or, in
many cases, are not game to give.
Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr COOPER - The honourable member for
Williamstown urges me to speak my mind. I always
speak my mind in this place, and he can be assured
that I will do so today.

When one wants to hear about firearms and gun
laws and their practical application one could find
no better person to listen to than the honourable
member for Frankston East because he knows what
he is talking about. Those who want a real
demonstration of the practical aspects of the present
gun laws and the impact of the legislation in Victoria
and around Australia would do well to read the
speech he gave.
I should like to address a few other issues because
there are only three people in Parliament who know
what went on in 1987-88 when Parliament debated
the Firearms Act. I am one of those people. The
others are the Deputy Premier and the Honourable
Roger Hallam in another place. The fourth person
who could add to the debate is Steve Crabb, but he is
no longer a member of this place. We negotiated and
dealt with the reforms to the firearms laws in
Victoria following the Hoddle Street and Queen
Street massacres. Those tragedies were the catalyst
for the present legislation. Unfortunately, the act has
been billed here today as legislation due solely to the
strength of the then Premier, John Cain, and the then
Minister for Police and Emergency Services,
Mr Crabb. It has also been said that it was enacted
by Parliament in the face of blind opposition by the
Liberal and National parties.
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Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, the
present Firearms Act was conceived through
cooperation between the then government and the
Uberal and National parties in opposition. The
honourable member for Yan Yean used this bill as
another stupid political attack on the government. It
was unworthy of him, unworthy of the opposition,
and it was untrue.
The honourable member for Yan Yean made a
comment - I wrote it down - that people register
firearms only because they are scared of being
caught. That is a slur on a large slab of the state's
population. The comment was unnecessary and
should not have been made. In fact, it simply shows
that the honourable member for Yan Yean takes his
own low standards and attempts to apply them to
everybody else in the community, and that is a
despicable thing to do. It was unnecessary
considering the fact that the legislation will be an act
of Parliament. We know it is a fait accompli because
it has been agreed to by police ministers right
around this country, and various state oppositions
have also agreed to support it. It was unworthy and
unnecessary of the honourable member for Yan
Yean to introduce the kind of low-level debate for
which he is becoming known.
After hearing the remarks of the honourable
member for Yan Yean I was interested to recall an
article from the IPA Review, vol. 45 no. 3 of 1992
headed 'Private firearm ownership and democratic
rights'. A paragraph in that article needs to be cited
in this debate:
The debate about firearm ownership is rarely rational
or objective. Indeed, so hysterical and ill-informed has
it been that many shooters see themselves as the
victims of an orchestrated campaign in which their
rights, including the right to be heard, count for
nothing. Opposition to firearm ownership has become,
like many contentious causes, 'ideologically correct'.

There is a fair bit of ideological correctness about
now. The honourable members for Werribee and
Melbourne certainly made the point that opinions on
firearms are driven by media comment, which in
many cases is completely out of whack and has no
connection of any kind with reality.
The honourable member for Frankston East said he
is sick and tired of hearing comments made
regularly since the Port Arthur massacre about the
need to control automatic guns in Australia. As he
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correctly said, people have not be able to legally buy
automatic firearms in Australia for 60 years, yet
people are coming out and saying - with all due
respect to him, I include the Prime Minister here We need to control the sale of automatic firearms in
this country'. H a total ban on the sale of automatic
firearms is not the control we are looking for, then I
do not know what is.
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This situation must be dealt with honestly by
explaining to the community that this legislation is
more about perception than reality. It sends a
message to the community that we are intent on
doing something about irresponsible firearm
ownership in this country. However, we should not
be selling it as a measure that will make Australia a
safer place because it would be irresponsible to send
such a message to the community.

The sale of automatic firearms is not the point of this
debate; we are talking about banning the ownership
and use of self-loading rifles, which are incorrectly
described by many people as semiautomatics, and I
have been guilty of doing that myself. I know the
honourable member for Frankston East knows the
correct terminology, but when you use the term
'semiautomatic' to a person who knows nothing
about firearms he forgets the word 'semi' and
remembers the word' automatic'. Most people
believe a self-loading rifle, whether it be rim-fire or
centre-fire rifle, keeps on firing when you press the
trigger until the magazine is empty, and that is not
the case. A self-loading rifle will fire only when the
trigger is depressed each time, and that is a big
difference, as people who know something about
firearms understand.

We must also be honest and not let the community
think that requiring law-abiding shooters to hand in
their firearms will prevent massacres in this country.
It is Simply stupid to believe that the insane and the
lunatics and the criminals out there will pay any
attention to an amnesty and that massacres will not
occur in the future.

There is a very big difference between the capacity
and power of a semiautomatic or self-loading
centre-fire rifle and a rim-fire rifle. This state has had
restrictions for a long time on self-loading centre-fire
rifles, which are almost invariably military in their
definition, but rim-fires have not been subject to that
restriction. This bill introduces that restriction by
totally banning both centre-fire and rim-fire
semiautomatic or self-loading rifles, and that is a
total turnaround from the existing situation.

All sorts of fwphies are being fed to the community
about the guns used in massacres. Enough has been
said about Port Arthur, but I know a little bit about
what went on in the Queen Street and Hoddle Street
massacres because, as the honourable member for
Yan Yean said - this was the only correct thing he
did say - I was the shadow Minister for Police and
Emergency Services at the time and therefore I was
involved. I was involved right up to my neck in the
controversy that went on during those awful times.

I do not have any problem supporting the bill
because, as I said earlier, it is a fait accompli. The bill
will pass, but I direct the attention of the house not
to the firearms that will been handed in under the
amnesty resulting from this legislation but to the
firearms which will remain out there in the
community, and it is on this point with which I want
to agree with the honourable member for
Melbourne. Usually he follows me in debates, but
this time I am following him. He made the point
very strongly and in a way we should all support
that we have to deal with the people out there who
are irresponsible in their ownership and use of
firearms and who do not own and use them legally.
In many cases they are criminals. We must also deal
with the issue of why people perpetrate massacres.

Firstly, I inform the house that the firearms used in
the Hoddle Street massacre were semiautomatic or
self-loading firearms and they were, so far as I am
aware, all military-style, centre-fire weapons. The
firearm used in the Queen Street massacre was not.
Most people will say the firearm used by Frank
Vitkovic was a self-loading, centre-fire rifle. It was
such a weapon in its original form but he had altered
it heavily - he had cut it down so it was capable of
being only a single-fire rifle. So, for people to lay the
blame for every massacre that has occurred in
Australia on the use of self-loading rifles is wrong.
Queen Street shows it is wrong. It also proves
something else: that you can massacre a lot of people
with a single-shot rifle if you want to do it.

Those people, such as the honourable member for
Frankston East, who will hand in their firearms,
albeit reluctantly, will receive some sort of
compensation and will be able to use that money to
purchase legal firearms, as is their right. There will
still be the same number of firearms in the
community, if indeed not more, through this
amnesty.
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Following the massacres in Victoria the community
demanded that something be done. The Firearms
Act was amended as the result of a lot of
cooperation between the three parties represented in
this Parliament. However, in the run up to that
action meetings were held around the state by
concerned, alarmed and apprehensive firearm
owners. 1 went to a great many of those meetings
and if 1 could not attend 1 was represented by
someone else. The same applied in the case of the
current Deputy Premier. The only party that was
never represented at those meetings, whose
members never went out to listen to the concerns of
the shooters and firearm owners of the state, was the
Labor Party.
The then minister, the Honourable Steve Crabb, was
not in the slightest interested in turning up at
meetings, although at the meetings there was always
a chair labelled 'Mr Crabb'. The only occasion on
which a member of the Labor Party turned up at a
meeting was at the Springvale Town Hall, where
more than 3000 angry people demanded to know
what was happening so far as their sport was
concerned. The honourable member for Springvale,
who was also the sitting member then, turned up at
the meeting. He did not want to say anything and 1
do not think he was happy about turning up when
he saw the crowd there. When they demanded he
speak he said, 'I know nothing about the subject' that will not come as shock to anyone in this place 'but 1 am prepared to listen to what you have to say
and to report back to the Premier'. 1 do not know
whether he did that but at least he pledged to do so.
He was the only member of the Labor Party around
the state who turned up to listen.
It would be good if members of the Labor Party
followed the example set for them today by the
honourable member for Werribee and went out and
spoke to shooters instead of saying, as the
honourable member for Yan Yean did today, that
people register their firearms only because they are
scared of being caught. They should go out to gun
clubs and organisations of firearm owners to talk to
the people involved. If he did that, the honourable
member for Yan Yean would find out, as the
honourable member for Werribee to her credit found
out, that they are decent people who are proud of
the way they look after their firearms and keep them
safe, who are supportive of their sport and who are
honest and law abiding. Those people are now very
angry.
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The people the honourable member for Werribee
spoke about are the same type of people who
attended the meeting at Sale the other day, where
they were addressed. by the Prime Minister. The
Prime Minister to his credit said, 'I apologise for
what we are having to do but we are going to do it
and 1 do not back away from it. I apologise because I
understand you are law-abiding people. 1
understand you are going to be made to pay an
inequitable penalty on behalf of the rest of the
community but that penalty must be paid'. The
Prime Minister generated this bill and was prepared
to address those people, unlike the previous minister
in the former Labor government who was lauded by
the honourable member for Yan Yean and who was
not prepared to go and talk to them. He was not
even prepared to learn anything about the subject.
1 can remember Mr Crabb at question time in this
house talking to Parliament and a packed gallery
about high-powered shotguns. That showed how
much he knew about firearms. He disclosed himself
as a moron with regard to firearms. He did not
know the first thing about them and was not
prepared to go out and find out anything about
them. Firearm owners did not trust him - and they
should not have trusted him - but they did trust
the National and Liberal parties to ensure that the
law that they got was a good law. And that was
what we did get.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.

Mr COOPER - 1 notice the honourable member
for Yan Yean has woken up. It is nice to have him
back in the house. The honourable member for Yan
Yean might be interested to know there is available
overseas the Haermeyer gun - it has a hair trigger,
a big bore and it normally blows up in your face!
Getting back to the bill, in a document dated
October 1993 entitled The Victorian Firearms Act
Review 1993, the Sporting Shooters Association of
Australia blasts the current act and states:
The act is confusing. and harsh; yet it fails to deter
criminal access and use of firearms in crime.
The act needs urgent reform.

Today the Sporting Shooters Association says the
Victorian act is a great act and that the rest of
Australia should fall in line with Victoria. So, it
would appear that when we talk about double
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standards and hypocrisy the Sporting Shooters
Association is not immune and joins the honourable
member for Yan Yean. It is now saying the act it
described only three years ago as confusing and
harsh and in need of urgent reform is the best thing
since sliced bread. I pay little attention now to the
words of the Sporting Shooters Association, which I
think has in mind more a political end than a regard
for decent results for firearm owners.
I ask honourable members to read a document
produced by the parliamentary library dated August
1995 and entitled Fireanns: clarifying the legislation.
Mr McLellan interjected.
Mr COOPER - The honourable member for
Frankston East inte:rjects, 'It is wrong'. Although he
is right in regard to a number of matters, the
document is worth reading because it is important
for people to get a general picture of the purpose of
gun legislation. It states in the last paragraph on
page 15:
... fireanns legislation will never eliminate the misuse of
guns, nor make community life absolutely safe. This is
not its intention. Its practical aim is rather to reduce the
incidence of misuse, the ease with which it is possible
to obtain guns, and particularly for criminal misuse;
reduce the incidents of death or injury from firearms
whether in domestic arguments, stranger murders or
mass public shootings.

I do not disagree with those comments. At page 16 it
goes on to state:
Given then that incidents will occur it is logical that the
next step should be to reduce the availability of
weapons which are particularly lethal in confined
spaces and which so pose a particular risk in cities.
Here one could cite semiautomatics, automatics and all
hand guns. Whereas in the 1920s, the urban danger of
hand guns was recognised and legislation was
introduced, the particular problem of semiautomatics
and automatics has not been dealt with.

In general terms, one could not argue with the point
the writer is making there, except that the writer has
destroyed some of his or her credibility by talking
about the fact that the problem of automatics has not
been dealt with, because as I said earlier in my
remarks, automatics have not been available legally
in this country for 60 years or more.
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In summary, this legislation is worthy of support,
and will get the support of this house on a bipartisan
basis. But it is not without its problems in regard to
reality.
The perception that this legislation sends out to the
community is that governments right around the
state are prepared to tackle the issue of gun
ownership, are prepared to face up to these issues
and to confront those who believe they are being
dealt with unfairly. That is happening right around
this country; and it is to the credit of the various
governments - including the federal government that they are prepared to tackle the issues and to
stand up to people, who have in many cases
attempted to hijack the issue; the lunatic fringe who
are now making the life of many MPs in this state, in
other states, and in the commonwealth miserable
indeed, with bizarre and horrific threats. One would
hope that that will discontinue as the heat goes out
of the debate.
The reality of the legislation is that it sends that
perception out to the community - but nothing
more. The community should not allow itself to be
duped into believing that the legislation will remove
the threat of future appalling incidents, like the
massacre in Port Arthur, the two in this state, and
the Strathfield Plaza massacre in New South Wales.
Unfortunately, it appears that this will become more
of a fact of life in the future than any of us hope
would be so. But it appears that there are enough
deranged and idiotic people out in the community to
commit those crimes, that they will remain out there
and that some of them will surface in the
not-too-distant future.
The community should also not allow itself to be
duped into believing that this legislation, and the
legislation that will be passed by other state
parliaments, will reduce the number of firearms in
the community; because it will not do that either.
The firearms that will be banned by this legislation
will be replaced by firearms that are not banned by
the legislation. Law-abiding gun owners will hand
in their illegal firearms and will simply go out and
buy legal firearms - as is their right.
So the legislation is perception, as many of the
things that happen in politics are. Politics is
probably 90 per cent perception, as you would
agree, Mr Deputy Speaker. Therefore, we are
sending the message out into the community that we
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are prepared to tackle this tough issue. With those
few remarks, I support the bill.
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I am delighted to
follow the immediate past four contributions and I
congratulate all those speakers: the honourable
member for Melbourne; the honourable member for
Frankston East; particularly the new member for
Wenibee; and the old lion of the house, the
honourable member for Momington, for their
contributions.

I will pick up one of those. I point out to the
honourable member for Frankston East with some
sense of amusement that if we took out the word,
'guns', and put in the word, 'drugs', in his
contribution, he would have exactly the contribution
that I made on the drug debate against prohibition.
I say that against both him and myself, because on
this particular issue I am for the bill. I am for the bill
with some reservations, and those reservations
relate - as many people have indicated here from childhood and cultural and family experiences.
We are talking about manufacturing a significant
cultural change - a cultural change of a kind that
turns around perceptions and tenets that have been
held dearly within, particularly in Anglo-Saxon
families who have been here since what is now
known as white occupation.
The most difficult task for legislators, for activists
and for people who are into the furious ferment of
public debate, to achieve, in my experience, is
cultural change because it takes - dare I say aeons of time to bring about a shift in the cultural
values in the community. As many speakers have
indicated, here we have sent an arguably
ill-constructed carriage out on a very rocky road to
cultural change.
I have to indicate that, like many people in this
house, I'm afeard that the ghosts of my ancestors,
especially those of my grandfather and my father,
may be drawing a fine bead on me for the position
that I take, and I feel compelled and impelled to take
in this debate, because it is very important - An honourable member interjected.
Mr BAKER - I would go very quiet if I were
you. You would not want me to turn on you, would
you? It is very important - -
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An honourable member interjected.

Mr BAKER - It is very important - I'd go very
quiet; I don't want to single out the National

Party--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BAKER - And as one of my colleagues
indicated, I am right behind the National Party on
this issue - not necessarily beside them. I would not
want that sense of propinquity - or nearness, for
the benefit of the honourable member for Glen
Waverley. I am right behind them on this issue, and
I commend the members of the National Party,
seeing as one of them had the temerity to squeak, or
chirp, or bark even - I had better be careful here as they usually do in my experience. They have
shown a really brave heart, and I hope their
constituents are aware of what a brave heart they
have shown, and show their appreciation at some
future opportunity provided to them.
I confess that in my family it was very important for
a boy, or a man, to be a good shot. It was part of
becoming an adult and the stories were carried on.
As I say, it is a cultural thing in the history of the
family. I had a great uncle who was probably the
best shot I have ever seen in my life. Uncle Sonny, as
we used to call him, was an illiterate dairy farmer.
You could nominate a moving leaf on a tree and he
would drill it with a rifle every time. Standing
upside down on his head could shoot a bottle from
20 metres with a rifle.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr BAKER - Well he could.
An Honourable Member - Would he still be
able to do that?

Mr BAKER - Well he is dead, he is long since
dead.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BAKER - No, he did not shoot himself. But
some members of my family did, so it is not so
funny. My grandfather was a member of the
wartime air force rifle shooting team, and my father
was a very good skeet shooter and had a wonderful
old under-and-over skeet shooting gun, which he
has left to one of my brothers. He could still shoot 98
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out of 100 when he was into his 70s, and he took
great pride in that.

agricultural practices. The bulk of the population
lives in the cities.

When I was about 12, like many who were brought
up in the country I was taken out with a .22 rifle and
taught how to shoot jam tins. Strict rules were laid
down: 'If I ever catch you pointing a gun at
anybody, even if it is unloaded, you will get the
greatest hiding of your life, especially if you are
pointing it in anger. If I ever catch you shooting
something just for the sake of shooting it you'll get a
terrible hiding. You must shoot things only if you
are going to eat them, if they are vermin, if they
threaten you or yours, or if you are putting an
animal out of its misery. Always carry the gun on
your outside instep if it has a bullet in the chamber,
or even if it hasn't. If I ever catch you in the house
with a bullet in the chamber the gun will be
confiscated and you'll get a terrible hiding. Make
sure that the ammunition and the rifle are kept in
different parts of the house. Don't ever go through a
fence with a loaded rifle or shotgun that is not
broken open'.

Those of us who were brought up with guns know
that you do not need a semiautomatic or a machine
gun to shoot a rabbit. We know that if you shoot a
rabbit in the gut it is inedible. It is necessary to shoot
a rabbit in the head if you are to eat it, and these
days you would need some of Nana's white sauce to
make it vaguely edible! You could eat anything with
my Nana's white sauce, even rabbit, but not a
gut-shot rabbit!

I always obeyed those rules, and members of my
family always obeyed those rules save for a couple
of my cousins on a shooting expedition. I went on
some of those expeditions in my younger days,
much to the horror of many of my colleagues I
suspect. My cousins had a loaded shotgun in the ute
and they were chasing across a paddock after some
kangaroos when they hit a bump and the gun went
off and did in my two cousins! Every family in the
bush would understand that sort of life. I do not
know whether any honourable member has seen the
movie Wake in Fright, but I confess that during my
teenage years I did what the young men in that
movie did. I shot foxes, emus and kangaroos, which
at the time were arguably all vermin. I am talking
about the 1950s and the early 1960s.
To some extent the debate has an element of the city
versus the country. There is an ignorance of a
country background and those sorts of
understandings because many people have never
had anything to do with guns. The series of
massacres has brought to this debate a sense of
community outrage and of its being time to do
something about the way the community handles
guns. We are now a more urbanised population than
we were when our ancestors were opening up the
land. Country areas have been largely denuded by
mechanisation, farm amalgamations and new

How do we say there will be a different rule for
those who live in the country who have different
requirements, different backgrounds and different
training? That would not be good law because it
would not have simplicity and consistency. There
would be arguments about where the line is drawn
and how the line shifts when the urban sprawl drifts
out. I suspect neither of our national leaders have
had anything to do with weapons or shooting, and it
shows! They reflect the true views of the urban
community and the many women in the community,
particularly country women, who have lost sons,
nephews or husbands in shooting accidents, despite
the strict rules I referred to. There will always be
those who break the rules, especially young people.
Many people brought up in the bush have been
touched by those kinds of tragedies.
Time has moved on. The legislation is not inherently
logical. As the honourable members for Melbourne
and Werribee pointed out, the statistics show that
those who shoot other people are not the
weaponheads or those who are into army, military
or semiautomatic weapons, nor are they the people
from gun clubs. They are those who, once in a
lifetime in a fit of pique, anger or rage or a
permutation of all three, pick up the single-barrel
shotgun to shoot someone!
Why are we concentrating on this measure? The
brutal answer is: this is the first opportunity when
there has been an outbreak of community annoyance
and outrage and a demand that legislators around
the country, whether they be from the city or the
bush, take some conclusive action to move away
from the gun culture that is part of our ancestry. It is
for that reason that I support the bill without
reluctance but with a tinge of regret for my own
past. However, times have changed and we must
move with them.
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We do not have written into our constitution the
right to bear arms. That right was included in the
American constitution because the British were
bearing down on the American Independence
movement and they did not want the people to bear
arms. It is not a right that has been enunciated or
formalised in Australian society. However, people in
rural Victoria feel they should have the right to own
firearms, and with certain restrictions the legislation
will allow them to do that.
In time it is to be hoped people will move away from
the gun culture and that the legislation will be
interpreted and drafted to make sure that it works
while allowing people to own weapons either for
sporting or agricultural purposes.

Sitting suspended 6.31 pm. until 8.03 pm.
Mr LUPTON <Knox) - I take up the points made
by the honourable member for Sunshine about the
rules imposed by his father and grandfather
regarding the use of rifles and other weapons. He
must have had the same father or grandfather as I
had, because from about 12 years of age I was taught
to respect firearms. I am concerned that, although
the legislation will make it difficult for many people
to own firearms, some of the people who have come
to my office and spoken to me have said they will
not hand in their prohibited weapons.

The President of the Sporting Shooters Association,
Mr Drane, is inciting responsible shooters of
Australia to disobey the law. The honourable
member for Frankston East outlined the concerns of
many members of sporting shooting clubs, but the
fact is that there is a problem in this country and,
although Victoria has set high standards, it is
apparent that other states have not. I am concerned
about people who are ill and the aiminal element of
our community, who I am certain will not obey the
law.
The honourable member for MOmington said that
responsible gun owners will hand in their weapons
and be compensated to some extent. He also said
they will buy other guns - perhaps even two or
three guns - and that the number of weapons in the
community will increase.
A recent edition of the Knox Post contained a letter to
the editor from a person I can describe only as a
Rambo. Mr Philip Brown, who claims he has
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examined and researched the issue responsibly,
states in part:
Given the effectiveness of what may be laughingly
described as law enforcement, urban dwellers could
well require access to firearms to help control the
two-legged vermin that increasingly infest our cities.

He goes on to say that the legislation will:
... remove semiautomatic and pump-action fueanns
from the police and armed forces within the state of
Victoria. After all the members of these groups are
drawn from the general community and are not
demonstrably more morally, ethically or
psychologically stable than the rest of us. If members of
the general community cannot be trusted with these
firearms neither can the police or armed forces.

People such as Mr Brown are causing considerable
harm to the responsible shooters of Australia. I
congratulate the honourable member for Frankston
East on expressing the concerns of responsible gun
owners, yet Rambos like Philip Brown go off
half-cocked about something they don't know
anything about. The last paragraph of Mr Brown's
letter states:
I most strongly recommend to Mr Lupton that before
he writes another column on this topic that he
undertake some honest research.

The letter to which he refers was written by the
Honourable Peter Nugent, the federal member for
Aston. So much for Mr Brown and his ravings about
gun control!
On the day the letter was written a siege occurred in
Mitcham, a few suburbs from where I reside. The
person concerned had a semiautomatic shotgun and
the Victoria Police Force said it was unable to
approach him because of the potential damage that
weapon could do to its members. Rambos like Philip
Brown and irresponsible gun owners cause
considerable harm to responsible gun owners.
Most Australians believe the gun control laws
should be tightened. Although Victoria has done a
reasonable job in that regard states such as Tasmania
and Queensland do not have the same controls. The
siege in Mitcham demonstrated once again the
concerns people have about semiautomatic weapons
and the damage they can do to people or to police
officers carrying out their duties.
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When I visited the United States of America and
Canada as a member of the Crime Prevention
Committee I met representatives of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and the Los Angeles, New
York and Washington police departments. In every
case they said that, whatever we do in Australia, we
should not go down the road of allowing our
citizens to carry firearms, as is the case in the United
States. They said that we should not fall into the
same trap where obtaining a gun is like getting a
driver's licence. They pleaded with us because they
said that once it starts it will never stop. The
legislation is a step in the right direction and I have
no hesitation in supporting it.
When I was growing up most children at the age of
18 or 21 received a rifle or a shotgun as a birthday
present. What is of concern to me is that the firearms
that have been in the family for generations now
have to be handed in, many of which are antiques
and very expensive. In many cases the guns will
have sat in the closets of homes not having been
used, but they have sentimental value. As a
government we cannot practise such sentiments, but
when people inherit such weapons they have a great
deal of sentiment for them.
The legislation is going down the right path but the
government must look at those who are ill, criminals
and those who have no intention of obeying the law.
We must also look at those who have indicated they
will not hand in their weapons. Such guns will
remain in the community, which is a great shame.
I support the legislation, but a number of issues still
need to be examined, especially the fact that guns
will be held illegally by some members of the public,
knowing they are breaking the law, to satisfy their
personal egos.

Ms KO SKY (Altona) - I welcome the bill and
congratulate the government on seeing the error of
its ways in 1988 and now adopting a national and
bipartisan approach on this important issue. It is a
difficult and emotive matter on which people have
strong opinions. There is also a lot of
misunderstanding. The focus has been on the
disaster at Port Arthur and other mass shootings.
I shall take a different focus in relation to guns. In
this debate we are not saying that everyone who
owns a gun is a potential killer, although concern
has been expressed in certain sections of the
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community that that is what is being said through
these changes.
I understand the misdirected blame that people
attending rallies have expressed. I understand that
they feel, incorrectly, that they are somehow
responsible for the massacre at Port Arthur. They are
clearly not - guns are.

It is important that we do not seek to blame
law-abiding citizens for the Port Arthur massacre or
previous massacres. However, guns in the hands of
angry or unstable people cause major concern,
damage and harm to innocent people. Guns have a
much more dramatic and permanent effect than
knives. Semiautomatics have a much more
damaging effect than ordinary guns.
The bill refers only to semiautomatics and
self-loading guns. My focus is on the silent voice in
this debate - women. We have seen women at
rallies but have not heard many speak. Women are
not as obsessed with guns as some men are. Why?
Because women and their families are often the
victims of guns. Children are fearful of guns in
certain situations, particularly in domestic violence.

In Hansard of 9 March 1988 the former Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands, Joan Kirner, spoke
on a debate about this issue and said:
It is the right, particularly of women and children, to
feel safe in our community; that is the purpose of
withdrawing semiautomatic guns from the community.
When that is accepted as a prior right, a right that
comes before what some people see as a traditional
right to own guns, then the government has a
responsibility to act, even though we acknowledge ...
that it is not the total answer to engendering a feeling of
security in our community.

I commend that statement to the house because it
has enormous relevance today, as it did in 1988. I
trust that we will proceed with much better results
than we did in 1988. The fewer guns there are in the
community the less opportunity there is for violence.
The guns that are located in houses are potentially
major hazards, and many of those in domestic
cupboards are semiautomatics.
We know that by far the majority of assaults and
murders in which guns are involved do not occur in
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armed robberies, massacres or random shootings,
but in the home because of domestic violence.
Some years ago when I worked as a social worker in
Werribee I spoke with a woman who was concerned
about staying in a relationship in which she did not
feel comfortable. She had two young children and
her husband used to take the gun to bed at night and
on holidays he would have it next to him by the bed.
The woman tolerated being kicked in the head and
beaten up because of her and her children's fear of
that gun. That should not be tolerated in our
community. Her rights should stand before the right
to own a gun.
On a recent radio talk-back show I heard a woman
say that when her husband of 10 years ever became
angry over a discussion in the household he would
walk around the house with his gun in his hand or
he would go into a room and clean it. He would also
make verbal threatening noises. He never aimed the
gun but that woman lived in fear. She stayed in that
relationship for 10 years because she did not have
the courage to move out of that verbally abusive and
potentially physically abusive situation.
Owning semiautomatics is not a right. Feeling safe
in one's own home and in the community is a right. I
would like to ensure that the women's voice,
particularly the women who live in fear of physical
violence, is heard in this debate, not only those who
argue about the rights of owning a gun. I believe the
right to feel safe overrides the need to own guns,
especially semiautomatic guns.
I commend the bill to the house and am pleased to
be part of the bipartisan approach to passing it.
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I support the
Firearms <Prohibited Firearms) Bill and pay respect
to the Prime Minister, the Deputy Prime Minister,
the Leader of the Opposition, Kim Beazley, and
others in the federal Parliament who are determined
to take a bipartisan approach to the reduction of
guns in our community. We can express it in other
terms, but it is about the reduction in the number of
and the restriction of access to guns in our
community. They are real and important concerns of
many people throughout the community.

The issue is controversial and emotive for both the

gun lobby, for want of a better term, and those who
are arguing for a reduction in the number of
weapons. It will always be controversial and
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emotive: it is the nature of the beast. Such issues
produce very tense and at times emotional
arguments, and we have seen that on both sides of
the debate in recent times. Incontrovertible
expressions of concern about gun ownership have
led to the introduction of this sort of legislation in
this and other parliaments around Australia. Many
in the community want to see the number of guns
reduced, particularly the number of high-powered
automatic and semiautomatic firearms. That wish
has to be acknowledged by every side of the debate.
People have expressed to me the wish that access to
firearms be reduced and the concern that access to
firearms by people other than licensed shooters is far
too easy. I am not sure whether it is true, but some
sections of the community hold that concern. In
some senses it is underlined by those who oppose
the legislation. Some people who have come to see
me have put the argument that guns are so easy to
get that a change in the law will not mean much.
That is precisely the argument that those who want
some restriction of access are concerned about. The
argument that because there are so many guns out
there we should not do anything about it is a strange
one, yet that is the argument that is being put in
some quarters.
Some of the arguments are a bit hard to follow.
Earlier the honourable member for Momington
accused the honourable member for Yan Yean of
making a politically partisan attempt to use the
debate for his own pwposes. I thought it was
interesting that the honourable member for
Momington accused the current Prime Minister of
ideological correctness on the issue. Given that
during the recent election campaign the Prime
Minister said he was against any form of ideological
or political correctness, it was interesting to hear a
member of the Liberal Party accuse him of just that. I
think the argument about ideological or political
correctness has become the new refuge of the
political scoundrel; it is trotted out when the
argument does not add up to much else.
The honourable member for Momington attempted
to do a fair amount of rewriting of history when he
talked about the introduction of the legislation in
1988. In the 1988 election a number of gun lobby
candidates stood for the National Party in several
electorates. One was Mr Foster, who stood for the
seat of Bellarine near Geelong. It was no secret: he
was open about the fact that gun ownership was his
platform. It is a bit rich for the honourable member
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for Momington to rewrite the events of 1988. It is
even richer to try to turn it back on the honourable
member for Yan Yean by saying he was just on
about political partisanship.
It is worth reminding the honourable member for
Momington that Mr Zuccone wrote to all members
of the Sporting Shooters Association suggesting that
they should vote National Party because that party
would be far more amenable to their holding guns
than any other political party. That happened across
Victoria. There is no point in people like the
honourable member for Momington trying to
rewrite history on this matter. It would have been
better if that part of his contribution had not been
made.
There are genuine concerns on both sides of the
argument. Many gun owners have been to see me
because they are concerned about the proposed
changes to the law and how they might be affected.
Many of those gun owners recognise and accept that
the community has genuine concerns about access to
guns. They respect the argument that the issue needs
to be addressed. That does them some credit. It
should be said that the argument has become
somewhat confused. The suggestion that gun
ownership in Australia is some sort of inherent
birthright is misguided. I do not think the belief that
there is a birthright or a constitutional right to that
effect has ever appeared in our culture.
I and many others in the community believe that
holding a gun is a privilege that brings with it a
responsibility. Some honourable members have
mentioned the assertion put by some groups that
gun ownership is a right with some cultural
background in Australia. One of the cultural beliefs
we do not want to import is the one that comes from
the United States of America. We do not want the
American rhetoric and the way it has come about.
There are better comparisons to consider.

In Switzerland most adult males are obliged to own
a gun as part of that country's defence system. Prior
to holding a gun people go through a two-year
compulsory military training that includes the use of
the weapon. Switzerland's homicide rates are much
lower than those of many other countries and are
certainly lower than those of the United States. One
of the reasons is the basic fact that gun ownership is
looked upon not as an inherent right but as part of a
citizen's responsibility and obligation, and it is for a
determined purpose. It is the culture surrounding
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the ownership and use of a gun that is particularly
important.
The bill does a number of things. First and foremost
it gives effect to the decision of the recent
Australasian Police Ministers Council to move on
these issues following the tragic events in Port
Arthur. The bill has five parts, the first of which
cancels existing authorities. That is a necessary part
of the bill because the police ministers council
resolved to cancel completely all current authorities
for semiautomatic centre-fire rifles and shotguns
with a magazine capacity greater than 5 rounds. It
also puts in place the necessary legislative
arrangements to institute a buy-back scheme in
relation to guns. Obviously, without a buy-back
scheme there is no hope of getting any of this
legislation to work.
A 12-month gun amnesty is also introduced by the
bill. In Victoria that relates only to those weapons
that were held legally; it does not apply to firearms
illegally held prior to the introduction of this
legislation. The bill empowers the minister to declare
prohibited firearms and provides exemptions for
primary producers and professional shooters.
An argument frequently put up for maintaining

guns in the home is self-defence. Very little research
has been done on this issue, but the New England
Journal ofMedicine of 7 October 1993 conducted a
study into gun ownership as a risk factor for
homicide in the home, and the findings are very
interesting. In households where guns are kept the
odds of a homicide occurring are far greater than in
households where they are not kept. The study
concluded that a gun kept in the home was far more
likely to be involved in the death of a member of the
household than to be used in self-defence. I welcome
the bill and support its passage.

Mr KENNETT (Premier) - The contribution of
the last speaker reinforces the value of limiting
speeches to 10 minutes, as was proved during the
drug debate! In one sense the bill is long overdue. It
recognises the fact that in real terms in modern
society weapons are not needed in the home. I
understand that a lot of people argue they have a
so-called right to have weapons, but it is difficult to
rationalise why firearms of any type are necessary in
a domestic situation. That is not to say that some
citizens, particularly in rural Victoria, should not
have access to weapons under certain circumstances,
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but even then I would question the type of weapons
used.
Somebody from the bush rang me today when I was
on talk-back radio. He was talking about putting
down lame animals, and my point was that that
does not require semiautomatic weapons; it simply
requires one shot and, if necessary, a second shot. It
amazes me that anyone in the metropolitan area
would wish to have a weapon of any sort on his or
her property, but many reasons have been given by
various members who have spoken tonight.
One disturbing aspect of the debate in the past few
weeks is the number of suicides involving firearms.
Of course, you don't need a semiautomatic to
commit suicide - you just need one shot, and it
doesn't need to be a powerful firearm. One member
of the opposition who made a contribution tonight
said she was speaking on behalf of women, but I do
not think this is a gender-driven debate. 1his is a
debate that should be driven by both genders and all
civil-thinking people.
The legislation will do two things: firstly, it will once
again lift the profile of the potential damage that can
be done by firearms, and that must be good value;
and, secondly, it will remove many firearms from
our community. I hope the police ministers and their
officers will quickly come to grips with the issue of
compensation because those who surrender their
weapons deserve to be compensated, particularly
those running firearms businesses and who have
only recently received ordered weapons. They
deserve to be paid at cost so that they are not
disadvantaged as they seek to find other business
opportunities. In addition, those members of the
community who purchased weapons in good faith
and who hand them in should recover the value of
the weapons.
I hope the activities taking place around the country
today will diSSipate with the passage of time.
No-one should underestimate the resolve of the
Prime Minister. There will be no change and no
backdown. The Premiers discussed it with him last
Wednesday night, and if people are testing him and
hoping he will introduce a variant I can assure them
that they are wrong. The Prime Minister will be
supported by all Premiers around the country and
most of the Parliaments.
I am concerned about the number of unregistered
weapons in Society. No-one knows how many there
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are, but it is estimated that only one-third of the
firearms in society are registered. I hope this
measure will not lead to a civil revolt where the
number of underground weapons increases. This
move is designed to make our society a lot better
overtime.
Even the sanest individual in a moment of
apprehension and anger might lay his or her hands
on a weapon and use it in a way he or she never
thought possible in the past. The latest figures show
that of the 94 suicides in this state, 88 were the result
of the use of firearms. The national figure is 450,
which is an extraordinary number - that is, more
than one person a day commits suicide by using a
firearm. 1his measure of itself will not eliminate that
risk, of course, but it will go a long way towards
making society safer.
As is often the case, this legislation comes after a
tragedy; but a tragic incident is often necessary for
the community to move in a certain direction. The
effects of the bill will not be easy for many to cope
with. However, it is not designed to discriminate; it
is simply designed to provide a mechanism
whereby, as adults, we can start to make this society
safer for all while prOviding exemptions for those
with a genuine need to use firearms. Those
exemptions will be very strictly applied.

I commend the previous Minister for Police and
Emergency Services and I congratulate the current
minister. We are moving immediately to get rid of
the awful prospect of arms that have been
confiscated, surrendered or purchased through
compensation being on-sold or retained. After a
change to the regulations, which I think will occur
next Tuesday through the use of a Premier's
certificate and which will come into force almost
immediately, such weapons will in future be
immediately destroyed.

1his Parliament will be doing no more than its duty
in passing this legislation. Ultimately, as we have
seen on the drug debate, the people of this state can
have confidence that Parliament as a unit is working
in both their short-term and long-term interests.

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) - I acknowledge the
tragic loss of life at Port Arthur. I am personally
aware of the loss of two of the finest members of the
Red Cliffs community, and their funerals, which I
attended, were particularly sad occasions. Although
we often remember these types of incidents for only
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a short period the families of the victims never forget
them and go to their graves with those memories.
Perhaps the tragedy at Port Arthur would not have
occurred if Victorian gun laws had been the
prevailing standard in Tasmania. The proposed
amendments have significant merit in relation to the
banning of military-style weapons and their
derivatives but I am concerned about the extent of
the proposed controls. Following the Dunblane
massacre in the United Kingdom, the government
there held a detailed inquiry to analyse what had
occurred, to determine the causes and to attempt to
prevent it from happening again. The United
Kingdom has strict gun laws. In 1974 in the United
Kingdom 184 000 firearms were registered and
64 crimes involving firearms were committed, yet by
1994, when only 130 000 weapons were registered,
there were almost 6000 crimes involving firearms. A
reduction in the number of firearms does not always
lead to a reduction in crimes involving firearms.
I am also concerned about the fact that this debate
began in Canberra and has moved here rather than
the other way around because I understand that the
responsibility for firearms is a state responsibility.

The ability to use firearms is important to most
land-holders in country areas such as my area of
Mildura and assists in the control and reduction of
populations of feral animals. It is not possible to
control pests such as such as feral pigs, feral foxes,
feral goats and the like with a 22 rifle.
Mr Kennett - So you need a semiautomatic?
Mr SAV AGE - No. The restrictions extend to
pump-action and automatic shotguns and rim-fire
semiautomatics, and that causes difficulties. For
instance, a Colignan almond farmer who currently
has permits for five shotguns to remove bird pests
but will be able to have only one gun, which will
create serious problems for him in achieving bird
control. That is not an isolated situation.

If states such as Tasmania, New South Wales and
Queensland had gun registration provisions as
strong as Victoria's we would be a long way toward
achieving reasonable controls. Honest Victorians
who have registered their firearms will now be
disadvantaged because the government knows what
they own. The process we are following is being
followed for the right motives but will end in a bad
result. We are treating honest people almost as
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though they are dishonest and our action will create
a black market of firearms that will cause grievous
problems in future. Criminals and law-breakers will
take no notice of what we are proposing and honest
people will be the losers.
I am very concerned about the issue of approved

gun clubs. The wording says that the discipline will
have to be a Commonwealth or Olympic game
discipline. If that is the criterion for approved gun
clubs it will exclude most people. The reason is that
to keep firearms a person must have membership of
a gun club that is approved or have a certificate from
a land-holder. Those certificates will become a
black-market item because they will be difficult to
obtain. We are running too fast down this road and
there should be a proper analysis of the situation
before we make these very serious changes to the
Firearms Act.
MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I thank all honourable
members who have contributed to the debate. I turn
to answer some of the comments of the honourable
member for Yan Yean. The honourable member was
critical of the Firearms Consultative Committee and
made a comment along the lines of, 'Just who are
these people?' The act provides that the committee
should comprise 11 people appointed by the
Governor in Council, three of whom shall be
barristers and solicitors of the Supreme Court of
Victoria appointed from a panel of five persons
submitted to the minister by the Law Institute, three
of whom shall be nominated by the Chief
Commissioner of Police, and five of whom shall be
appointed to represent the interests of holders of
licences under the act. So, it is very much an expert
panel made up of very distinguished people.
During the debate there was criticism of the former
Labor Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
An article that appeared in the Age of 8 February
1988 headed 'Government may sell firearms' states:
The Victorian government will consider selling
semiautomatic rifles overseas to offset the cost of
compensating gun owners who surrender their
weapons under the state's new gun laws.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Setvices,
Mr Crabb, said yesterday that the government had yet
to make a decision on the issue of compensation for
outlawed semiautomatics.
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So the of the sale of firearms overseas was well to
the fore on the Labor government's agenda. Those
sales of firearms overseas did not eventuate but
honourable members who wish to cast shadows
should make sure they are standing in the bright
sunlight before they do so.

The gun issue has been a difficult matter to bring to
the public arena. Everyone has enormous sympathy
for those who were unfortunate enough to have
relatives involved in the massacre at Port Arthur, yet
it is also difficult for genuine shooters who will no
longer have the right to possess rim-fire and
centre-fire self-loading rifles and shotguns.
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Victoria and South Australia with firearm
legislation, because it may have alleviated a lot of
the heartache that is being suffered across the nation
at present.
In conclusion, I thank all members who have made a
contribution to the debate.

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Those of that opinion say aye, to the contrary no.
Honourable Members - Aye.

Having said that, I know that the police ministers
meeting in Canberra on 10 May, which was attended
by the federal Attorney-General, agreed on a
number of principles, basically providing for the
abolition of self-loading weapons in the categories I
mentioned of rim-fire and centre-fire self-loading
rifles and shotguns. It was also agreed compensation
would be paid and amnesties would be put in place,
and these amendments to the Firearms Act are
intended to accomplish that. There will be further
debate at the police ministerial council to be held in
Brisbane on 3 and 4 July to finalise and bed down
any other adjustments or regulations that need to be
made to ensure the principles agreed on are adhered
to. As I said to the Sporting Shooters Association
approximately three or four weeks ago, these
measures are a fait accompli and the government
will continue to work with other states to implement
the principles agreed to.
But I do make the point that there are a number of
issues members of the shooting fraternity should
remember. There are still a lot of firearms available
to them to pursue their chosen sport:
double-barrelled and under-and-over shotguns,
bolt-action repeaters and single-shot rifles, in both
centre fire and rim fire. The collectors provision
remains in place. The junior permit arrangement
that is in our Firearms Act remains untouched. The
genuine reason and genuine need issues also remain
basically untouched. I believe that at the end of the
day, in three or four months time most of us will be
getting on with life and will ultimately settle down
again under the basically good, solid, working
Firearms Act we have here in Victoria.
As a couple of other speakers mentioned, it is a great
pity that other states such as Queensland, Tasmania,
and New South Wales were not up to the speed of

Mr Savage - No.

The SPEAKER - Order! I think the ayes have it.
Mr Savage - No, a division is required.
The SPEAKER - Order! A division is required.
Ring the bells.
Bells rung.
House proceeded to divide on motion.:
The SPEAKER - Order! As it is not possible to
have two tellers for the noes, I declare the second
reading carried by a majority of the house. If the
member who has voted no wishes his dissent
recorded, he may indicate that, and that will be
accommodated.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) - Mr Speaker, I wish my
dissent recorded.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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BALLARAT LANDS (LAKESIDE
DEVELOPMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 May; motion of
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and Land
Management).

Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - The opposition fully
supports the Ballarat Lands (Lakeside Development)
Bill. In the absence of the shadow minister, I wish to
say that we have found the way the government has
worked through this to have been - -
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with potential developers about uses for the rest of
the site. Sewerage will cost apprOximately $800 000,
but housing, a sports complex and a retirement
village are some of the things being discussed as
future uses.
It is important that the site be developed in a proper
and sensitive manner given its historic significance.
Ballarat is pivotal to Victoria in an historic sense,
and if we are to develop our regions in a way that
not only brings economic prosperity, maintains
historic significance and links the past with the
future this development will be a test of the way we
transfer land used for public purposes into land
used for productive private pwposes.

An honourable member interjected.

Mr DOLLIS - Well, you cannot express support
so easily, you see. We accept that the site is no longer
needed for a psychiatric hospital, and that the
services have been progressively relocated to
alternative sites. We believe it is appropriate for the
government to free up the land, which is
strategically located in that particular area. It is a
huge opportunity for Ballarat.
With this piece of legislation we are seeing the
utilisation of government land for the benefit of a
regional area. The government land will be divided
in such a way as to make possible the development
of economic activity, bringing employment and
prosperity to the region; give local government an
opportunity to negotiate with the government about
a possible purchase of any of the land; and allow the
land to be productively used.
The land is approximately 57 hectares in area. I am
informed that, on the revocation of the Crown land
reserve, 3 hectares will be sold to Kennedy Wilson
Pty Ltd for the development of a hotel and
conference centre. This is an important development
for Ballarat and it will create new job opportunities.
The development will cost about $25 million to
$30 million and it will have major consequences not
only for Ballarat but also for the entire region. A
number of articles have appeared in the local press
expressing community excitement about the
development and the economic gains that will be
made.
Lakeside Hospital will be decommissioned by the
end of 1997 and the 54 hectares will then become
available for other uses as well. It is understood that
the Oty of Ballarat is already having discussions

If the minister and the government together with the
Oty of Ballarat and the developers display the
necessary sensitivity we have an opportunity to
maintain this historic area. It is most important that
we retain the historic trees as part of the vegetation
of the area. I ask the minister to make whatever
arrangement she can to guarantee the preservation
of those trees. They would not be incompatible with
any economic development proposed, including
some of those I have mentioned. It is important that
this area does not become a liability for the
ratepayers of Ballarat and that the city is able to
obtain some use of the area together with the private
developers so that it prospers into the next century.
The opposition supports the bill. The opposition
shadow minister, the honourable member for
Bundoora, has asked that I convey her support for
the bill. It is a unique piece of legislation that ensures
that not only will regional development prosper but
also that Victoria faces the next century with
confidence.

Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - I support the
Ballarat Lands (Lakeside Development) Bill. When
the bill passes it will bring the end of an era, and I
will give the background to the site. The provision of
psychiatric services in Victoria began in 1837 when
the mentally ill and the intellectually disabled were
placed in the gaols of the day. They were looked
after by the prisoners who gained remissions for the
provision of their services. However, those patients
were poorly treated. In 1848 the Yarra Bend lunatic
asylum was opened. In 1864 of the 357 patients in
Victoria 76 were in the Melbourne gaol. During
those times patients were called lunatics.
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When the gaols started to fill up many patients were
relocated to country areas such as Ballarat and
Ararat. Honourable members know the stories about
Ararat mental asylum. In 1877 the Ballarat industrial
school was converted to a mental hospital and
42 patients who were described as idiots and
imbeciles were relocated to the Lakeside site. It was
not known as the Lakeside Hospital at the time. In
1879 some 167 patients were transferred from Yarra
Bend after that complex was closed for political
reasons. One wonders why! In the early days staff
and patient conditions could be described only as
very ordinary! Female staff received £20 per annum,
so naturally there was a shortage of female staff
because of the poor wages. In 1894 staff training
began for nurses for the insane. That was the start of
proper nursing treatment for the insane rather than
those patients being looked after by prisoners.
In 1900 the Ballarat lunatic asylum, or the Luny as it
was called, was at the forefront of remarkable
reform because it introduced night nursing staff. It
was one of the first hospitals to have night nursing
staff looking after mentally ill patients. In 1901 a
special ward was opened for female epileptics, and
that ward is still standing! It had 555 patients who
were classed as hopeless chronics. In the years to
1920 there were many staff resignations. There were
few inducements for long and loyal service,
including the lack of a superannuation scheme.

By the late 1920s some 600 patients were housed in
poor conditions at Ballarat. During the depression
very little reconstruction of maintenance took place
in the complex. In 1932 an outbreak of typhoid
exacerbated the already gloomy picture for patients
and staff. One ray of hope came into the system in
1935 when a branch of the Mental Hospital
Auxiliary was established at Lakeside. Some
60 years later I attended the celebration of 60 years
of tremendous effort by the auxiliary to facilitate
better conditions for patients. One of its first
activities was to raise $350 to purchase a
talking-picture machine. Today we know what
pleasure talking movies can bring to many people.
The patients appreciated the talking-picture
machine, just as they appreciated the other activities
the auxiliary provided, such as sewing, weaving,
hobbies and outings.

It had outings for patients, commenced art classes
and purchased two billiard tables as part of the
occupational therapy program.
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In 1942, during the Second World War, the hospital
had a close association with the armed forces. The
Australian general hospital built three buildings on
the Lakeside site that were used to nurse sick and
wounded soldiers. There were also operating
theatres. During this time many soldiers suffering
from malaria stayed at Lakeside.
Following the war mental health went through a
period of restraint and seclusion. The straitjacket
was in force and in use at Lakeside, as were kicking
pants, which apparently were a type of apparel that
had moleskin stitched between the legs to stop
patients kicking or lashing out. It was a method of
control for seriously ill patients. The display at
Lakeside of various items of restraint and clothing is
very scary. During this era the dedicated staff
operated in poor conditions. Former patients often
commented on the human kindness of the staff who
worked in such poor conditions.
Patients were catalogued as either employed or
non-employed. The employed patients were given
jobs, such as working on the farm, milking the cows
or growing vegetables. The unemployed would do
nothing all day. They would pace up and down the
yard, sit under a tree and play with pebbles or polish
stones until they were shiny. It was a boring
existence and obviously rehabilitation was not part
of the treatment at that time.
During the period 1952 to 1968 a transformation
took place at Lakeside and in the treatment of
mental patients when Or Cunningham Dax, a person
many honourable members would know,
revolutionised the system of treating the mentally ill.
It was the period when the fences came down. It was
said that Or Dax was a breath of fresh air in the
mental health system. Tranquillisers were
introduced and an open door policy began. The
community had some concern about their safety
because of the movement of patients in the
community, but history shows that the patients and
the community developed a rapport with and an
understanding of each other. Of course, some
patients wandered away from the hospital site. I
remember a patient arrived at my home wearing
only a short-sleeved shirt on a freezing night. He
was disorientated and asked for directions to
Lakeside, which was 6 miles away, and I arranged to
have him taken to the hospital. Generally the control
of patients was very good.
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The mentally disabled are now integrated into the
community under a family orientation arrangement.
The hospital developed an industry unit and a
joinery shop and the activities provided patients
with things to do and helped greatly in their
rehabilitation.

In 1959 the Apex Oub and the Trades Hall Council
established an extramural occupational scheme
through which patients worked in the community.
They gardened, cut wood and did simple repair jobs.
In 1959 the patients in the scheme did 1500 hours of
community work; in 1965 they did 5000 hours.
Almost half the patients in these schemes were
discharged from the hospital and allowed to go back
into the community to live normal lives.
Ward 18 was an interesting ward - The SPEAKER - Order! I do not like to interrupt
the honourable member, but this is a simple bill and
the honourable member has now spent considerable
time giving the history of psychiatric services at the
Lakeside Hospital. I ask him to make his comments
on the bill.
Mr JENKlNS - I am putting on the record the
history of the hospital site.

The SPEAKER - Order! The purpose of debate
is to address the bill.
Mr JENKINS - I refer briefly to the
decommissioning of Lakeside. Patients have been
relocated to centres such as eastern view and a new
centre at the Ballarat Base Hospital, which will
handle the seriously ill.

Lakeside has had many names. For example, it has
been called the mental asylum, the lunatic hospital,
the luni, the nut farm, the mental home, the mental
hospital and finally Lakeside Hospital. I am pleased
that I have put on the record the hospital's colourful
history during its 120 years of service to those
unfortunate people.
I support the bill because some 57 hectares of this
beautiful land will be used for a new hotel, a
shopping centre, restaurant, tourist complexes and a
convention centre. It is one of the most beautiful
parts of Ballarat with a fascinating history. The bill
will allow further development of the site.
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Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and
Land Management) - I thank both honourable
members for their contributions. One can go back to
the last century in considering the history of the
Lakeside Hospital, and the current use of the land is
the subject of the legislation. While the contribution
of the honourable member for Ballarat West was of
interest from an historic perspective, it showed that
it is time that the land and the developments on it
move forward. The history given by the honourable
member for Ballarat West was accurate; it is a dark
history rather than a good one.

One of the links the honourable member pointed out
was the period of psychiatric services under
Or Cunningham Daks. I suspect the honourable
member for Ballarat West did as I did once when
referring to Or Daks as being in the past. His name is
a household one with changes to mental health
services in this state. While I was referring to him in
the past tense at one time, he emerged from his seat
in the audience and indicated clearly that he was
very much alive. Some days ago I received a note
from him that he was still very much alive and
similarly shared the significance of this legislation in
decommissioning an institution with a long history
that will bring it out of the dark. Or Daks has made a
great contribution in the general mental health
service area in this state. Today people with mental
illness are treated in the general hospital system, and
in Ballarat the provision of mental health services is
provided by the Ballarat Base Hospital.
I thank the opposition for its support and thank the
honourable member for Richmond for his
contribution. He concentrated more on the future of
the land and the potential it has for regional
development. We are all pleased that after many
years of looking for a suitable site in Ballarat, there is
now the opportunity for a conference centre and a
hotel to be built on that land.
I understand one of the purposes of the land once it
has been freed through this legislative process is the
development of a four-star hotel and conference
centre that will offer considerable opportunities for
both capital investment and employment.
The honourable member for Richmond raised with
me the historic trees on the site. I do not doubt there
are historic trees because the land is historic. I am
sure that would not have passed the notice of local
government and the planning authorities, and when
planning provisions and approvals for development
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of this land take place I will join with the honourable
member for Richmond in hoping that when changes
are made some of the historic trees, if not some of
the historic buildings, on the site will be preserved. I
thank the opposition for its support and the
honourable member for Ballarat for his contribution
to the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

WESTPAC AND BANK OF
MELBOURNE
(CHALLENGE BANK) BILL
Message read recommending appropriation.

Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - The opposition
is happy to expedite the passage of the Westpac and
Bank of Melbourne (01.allenge Bank) Bill and thanks
the Treasurer for offering a brief to the opposition
for that to take place. Although there has been a
short period to absorb the detail and content of the
arrangement, it is one that deserves the support of
the Victorian Parliament. It effectively ratifies that
which has already been scrutinised by the federal
government, which has responsibility for
supervising the banking system in Australia. Given
that it is sensible for state Parliaments, particularly
the Victorian Parliament, to have an interest in the
Bank of Melbourne as an entity, and Challenge
Bank's merger effectively in the long term with the
Bank of Melbourne, we must ensure that it works
well to the advantage of the banking system in
Victoria and does not cause undue and unnecessary
encumbrances or practices that would make it
impossible to achieve without legislation.
The bill effectively enables the integration of the
business of Challenge Bank with that of the Westpac
Banking Corporation and then the transfer of that
part of the Victorian business of O1.allenge Bank to
the Bank of Melbourne, effectively undertaking the
merger arrangements. This legislation is necessary to
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achieve that without contacting each of the
depositors to seek their authority to reinvest in the
new organisation. The second-reading speech clearly
sets out how inconvenient and impractical it would
be to follow any other course. The legislation will
involve in Victoria the transfer of more than 73 000
depositors and the transfer of more than 23 000 loan
accounts. The opposition does not wish to stand in
the way of sensible arrangements that ensure that
the loan holders have easy access to the new merged
banking arrangements without their having to go
through a process of being contacted, of offering
authority and then having their accounts taken over.
I note that assurances have been given to staff of the
current organisation to equivalent conditions and
similar arrangements in the new merged bank and
the Victorian staff of O1.allenge Bank who are
transferred to the Bank of Melbourne will have their
accrued entitlements, sick leave, recreation leave and
other benefits adhered to. If that were not the case it
would be of concern to the opposition and the
government. It is clearly set out in the
second-reading speech as part of the legislative
regime. For those who are not caught by that net
there are vesting arrangements in Westpac for those
employees to remain employees of O1.allenge Bank
but subject to and under the control of Westpac.
Those staff security arrangements are important.
The opposition wishes to ensure that the Treasurer,
in the process of implementing an exemption from
the application of the consumer credit legislation,
clearly uses his control over the proclamation of the
provision in the spirit in which it is intended. I am
sure that will be the case if there is some
unnecessary delay in the transfer of that part of the
business to the Bank of Melbourne.
The opposition is happy to expedite the passing of
the legislation. Without cooperation the legislation
would have had to be delayed until next year, which
would have caused difficulties for depositors in
Victoria. Given that the merger is imminent and has
approval, a failure to expedite the legislation would
have been irresponsible to the almost lOO 000
Victorian depositors who have already deposited
money in the Bank of Melbourne. We support the
legislation.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - In closing the
debate I reiterate that the cooperation of both sides
of the house was necessary to expedite the passage
of the legislation and I appreciate the support of the
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opposition. I do not think there was the inference in
the remarks of the honourable member for
Williamstown, but I make the point that the timing
of the introduction of the Victorian legislation was
dictated by the introduction of the legislation in
Western Australia, which was therefore available to
Victoria's Parliamentary Counsel. All parties have
shown diligence in the conduct of this matter.
Unfortunately it was not practicable to introduce the
bill until the last sitting week. For that reason the
cooperation of the opposition was sought, and it was
readily given. As is stated in the second-reading
speech, this is an important measure and there is
ample precedent for legislation of this kind. It serves
the interests of the community, not just the banks. I
commend the bill to the house and thank the
opposition for its support.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

MELBOURNE CITY LINK
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 May; motion of
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning and Local
Government).
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomas town) - The
opposition opposes the Melbourne City Unk
(Amendment) Bill and will be voting against it. The
proposed legislation is the public and parliamentary
expression of the fact that the original act was overly
complex and difficult in its application and that it
contained many flaws and faults. Our opposition to
the bill must be seen in that context.

Our concerns about the whole issue were heightened
by the process by which the City Link legislation
was forced through Parliament last year. The debate
in this house was curtailed unnecessarily, and in the
upper house the debate proceeded by exhaustion,
with the bill eventually being passed in the dead of
night.
The City Link legislative package is by far the most
complex and far-reaching legislation to be passed by
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this government. It covers a huge range of issues, it
overarches many portfolio responsibilities and it
interacts with untold other legislation. This cocktail
of undue complexity and haste has produced its
hangover in the amending bill now before the house.
Frankly, we want nothing to do with it.
The first City Link bill was a disaster, but it is the
responsibility of the government to accept
ownership of this overly complex mess and the
undue haste with which the bill was previously
handled. In those circumstances the government
cannot expect us to stand by as it tinkers and fiddles
its way through in an attempt to fix those aspects of
the original legislation that are clearly causing the
government great pain.
The bill we are debating contains a number of
provisions that seek to address certain issues arising
out of the rush of the original legislation. To begin
with I should like to identify the main purposes of
the bill as we see them. An examination of the bill
indicates that it has five main purposes. The first is
to provide a new method for changing the City link
contracts. The contracts are very extensive; they are
not simply the concession deed, which is contained
within the act itself and which comprises more than
300 pages. The contracts go to a whole series of
exhibits which are part of the act and which were, in
a technical sense, tabled in the parliamentary library.
In addition to those contracts that form part of the
exhibits to the Melbourne City Unk Act there is a
swag of material contracts that go to issues between
Transurban, the joint venture partners, their finances
and a host of other bodies. They represent some 40
material contracts over and above the exhibits that
came before Parliament. The bill deals only with
those contractual matters that form part of the
concession deed and the indexes to it and seeks to
establish a new way of making changes to them.

I ask you, Mr Deputy Speaker, to cast your mind
back to that dramatic Friday night when, under the
glare of television lights, the government signed the
City Link contract and led most people to believe
that that was the end of the negotiations and the
whole process and that the people of Victoria had
before them a set of contractual arrangements that
would cater for this very controversial project for the
four years of its construction phase and the
following 34 years of its operation as a tollway.
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However, almost as the ink was drying people
began to suspect that other aspects needed to be
finalised. The public became aware that the financial
arrangements that underpinned the signing
ceremony at Treasury Place were extended beyond
that deadline. Then we saw that the financial close of
the project was not the end of it. Since then a number
of significant changes have been made to the actual
contracts which are, in effect, state laws because of
the way they were dealt with by the previous
legislation.
The original intention of section 15 of the Melboume
City Link Act was that a process be set in place so
that aspects of the agreement that were changed
would be brought back to Parliament for scrutiny.
Great play was made of the fact that the Melboume
City Link Act provided a mechanism for scrutiny of
changes that needed to be made, but the first
objective of this bill is to change that process.
In the earliest phases of the contract - a
controversial contract that will have a great impact
on the lives of Melbumians and Victorians - not
only does the government need to make numerous
changes but it also seeks to alter the way it will
record those changes and how they will be dealt
with by Parliament.

The existing procedure enables agreed changes to be
brought to the attention of Parliament by the tabling
of the changes in both houses within six sitting days.
Parliament then has six sitting days in which it can
revoke or disallow those agreements, and we have
already seen in this house and in other place the first
set of changes or amendments made to the City Link
contract. We have seen how the process was
originally intended to work.
When the first amending deed was dealt with the
government at no stage complained about the way
Parliament was required to deal with it. At no time
during the procedural manoeuvres and debates that
took place in this chamber or the upper house when
the first amending deed was debated did the
government put on notice the fact that it wanted to
change the method of altering the contract. In those
circumstances the opposition believes the
government is acting far too quickly, and in those
circumstances it will.not support the bill.
It has been said by the government in the past that in
devising the Melbourne City Link Act it decided to
take away the rights of the public to be involved in
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planning and other processes because their rights
would be protected by the Parliament. What better
process could you have for protecting the rights of
the public than to have them protected by the
supreme representative body that is, the state
legislature? The government itself justified the
heavy-handed way the Melbourne City Link Act
dealt with the rights of people with regard to the
environment, planning and property ownership. The
act was all-devouring and was designed to bulldoze
its way through anything and everything that got in
its way.
It did not matter whether a person had owned a
house for years and years; it did not matter whether
a person lived on the side of the Tullamarine
freeway; it did not matter whether a person had the
right to clean air or to live free of unreasonable
traffic noise along the side of the South Eastern
Arterial; it did not matter whether a person had the
right to have a say in the planning processes; the
government was prepared to bulldoze those rights
and it did so by using the very feeble justification
that it would be all right because Parliament would
look after the interests of those people who lost their
rights.
Section 15 enables Parliament to examine those
matters, but in reality the rights to parliamentary
scrutiny will be diminished by the very nature of the
proposals set out in this bill. The explanation to the
bill shows that, in effect, the act is being brought into
line with changes to planning scheme amendments.
The bill seeks to set out a process whereby changes
to the City Link contract will be agreed between the
parties or be changed as a result of arbitration and
that they will take effect immediately.
Even though the bill provides that such matters will
still need to be tabled before Parliament within six
sitting days and that Parliament will, in theory, have
the ability to disallow those changes, there is a
significant difference between the bill and the act.
The act pays some respect to the justification I
outlined previously in that changes must first be
tabled in Parliament and it does not allow changes
to take place until six sitting days have passed and
Parliament has not disallowed the agreements and
variations.
In plain, everyday language, the government is
saying that, despite the theory of Parliament having
a role in scrutinising, overseeing, commenting on
and possibly even revoking changes to the City Link
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project, it is simply a farce. It is saying, 'All we want
the Parliament to do is rubber stamp the changes
and because we have the numbers in both houses of
Parliament and because of the restrictive sessional
orders and procedures in this chamber we will not
allow Parliament to have any say or active role in
scrutinising or providing comment about any
changes'.
To add insult to injury, the government will apply
the changes agreed between itself and Transurban as
soon as they are agreed and it will then send off the
documentation to Parliament and go through some
procedural farce to pretend that Parliament is
providing some form of scrutiny. Everybody in this
house knows that that simply will not be the case as
there will be no effective scrutiny.
Nothing could be further from the truth than that
the government wants Parliament to have scrutiny
of changes to the Oty Link contract and to have any
real sense of being able to influence or shape what is
going on. We are talking about a construction
contract and in reality the agreed changes will
already have been partly or wholly implemented.
I am sure that later in the debate members of
government will try to say that this is a democratic
process but in reality it is a contemptuous process.
Through the Oty Link process - the legislation and
the process itself - the government is holding the
entire Parliament in contempt. That has been. the
basis of the government's attitude in the past and
can only be assumed to be the basis of its attitude as
seen in the changes in the bill.
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house and the other place in May. On 14 May the
first amending deed to the concession deed and the
first amending deed to the master security deed
were tabled in both houses of Parliament. At the
very commencement of this session of Parliament
we saw the government start to tinker and tamper
with the contract by tabling those amending deeds.
It is ironic that in the last week of the session we
again return to Gty Link to tinker with the
legislation by way of the amendment before the
house. A second amending deed to the concession
deed was tabled in this house on 29 May and in the
Legislative Council on 31 May.
We find that the government, having entered into
those significant contractual arrangements, now
believes there may be some doubt as to their
validity - it is not certain whether the changes it
entered into on those two separate occasions are
binding on the parties. It is a ludicrous situation that
the amending deeds which were tabled in the house
went to the very core and heart of the City Link
contract - they covered millions and millions of
dollars worth of expenditure and went to the core of
the contracts for the technical requirements and the
project scope - yet the bill now before the house
explicitly states there is some legal doubt as to the
way those two sets of amending deeds were
processed, and there may be some doubt as to their
actual validity.

We need to look at what could possibly be subject to
change. The changes we are talking about are not
simple matters of crossing the t's and dotting the i's,
of minor changes with no real impact or
consequence. These can be either big or small
changes. They can be changes that cover items that
cost millions of dollars or changes that have an
impact on the whole of the Oty Link process.
Opposition members will talk about aspects of the
changes that will have an impact on all aspects of the
Oty Link contract.

We again see that because of the complexity of the
matters involved and the undue haste and absolute
obsession of the government in the last Parliament to
force these things through, the government has got
itself into a legal quagmire of not knowing whether
the agreements to the Oty Link contract are legal
and binding. The government has, therefore, had to
bring the matter back to Parliament to pass
validating amendments just in case its worst fears
are realised and the advice it has - that it mucked it
up and made a hash of it -prove to be right. It is
desperate to ensure that the validating amendments
are carried through. I will return later, as will other
opposition members, to some detail about the
project scope and technical requirements that are
contained in the two amending deeds.

The second major objective of the bill concerns a
requirement that the government believes is needed
to validate the contracts that have already been
agreed upon between the government and
Transurban. Oumges already agreed upon between
the government and Transurban were tabled in this

The third objective of the bill goes to the
government's plans to evict people from Crown
land. During the election campaign we saw the
process of the government choosing to evict people
from their residences. We saw through the
application of the Melbourne Gty Link Act the
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callous way the government used existing acts to
take over people's homes legally without making
that explicitly clear to the people involved. The way
the provisions of the Land Acquisition and
Compensation Act were applied - and it is the
vehicle for acquiring private property under the
Melbourne City Link Act - resulted in people
losing ownership of their houses without realising
what had happened. They may have remained in
occupancy, but they lost ownership of their houses
through publication of the government's intention in
the Government Gazette and were left to negotiate the
price.
People in areas such as Pascoe Vale South and
Richmond who have been unable to reach
agreement with the government will be turfed out of
their homes, yet at that time the notice was issued
stating that the ownership of their houses had
transferred from them to the City Link Authority
they were unaware of what was happening. It was
not until a considerable time later that they were
advised of the process by the opposition. Only once
the opposition had advised the people and made it
public, did the official correspondence come from
Vicroads to inform the residents that that was
exactly what had happened - and they were aghast.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The time
appointed under sessional orders for me to interrupt
business has arrived.
Sitting continued on motion of Mr MACLELLAN
(Minister for Planning and Local Govemment).
Mr BATCHELOR - The real intent of the
government can be seen in the way it sought to
apply the provisions of the Melbourne City link Act
and the Land Acquisition and Compensation Act; it
was done in a very deliberate and callous way,
without having due regard to the fact it was taking
people's homes away from them.

But having examined how this act should be applied
to Crown land and public lands which are the
subject of leases, the government now finds that it
needs to bring changes into the principal act so it can
make certain the process of getting possession.
The original Melbourne City Link Act had a process
by which the government could gain access to
people's interests and rights, as lessees and people
renting Crown land. But in the desire to make
certain of timetables, to make certain that the
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interests of the government prevailed over the
interests of the private individual, and to make
certain that the interests of the government
prevailed over the interests of small business
operators, the government is seeking to bring in
changes to this act which will set out quite explicitly
what those processes will be for gaining possession.
It is an interesting aspect of this bill, because the
other unstated objective is that this is another area
where the government has got it absolutely wrong.

Today I looked back through copies of the
Government Gazette and, after some examination, it
became clear to me that there is great confusion
existing within the bureaucracy as to what should be
the process for acquiring the business interests of
small firms.
I would like to draw attention to a notice on page 3
of the special Victoria Government Gazette no. S13 of
22 February 1996. The notice relates to some land
running between Dudley Street and Footscray Road
that will be required for the City link project. As the
stretch of land will fall within the project area, the
government wants to acquire it.
Several businesses are currently operating on that
land. The land is owned by the Port of Melbourne
Authority and a series of marine-related businesses
are being carried out there. It is close to the Yarra,
and it is close to the docks, Victoria Dock in
particular. Dudley Street turns into Pitt Street, which
continues down to the end of Victoria Dock. It is an
ideal place to locate businesses that are related to
marine engineering and ship repairs; a slipway
company is located there.
These companies had the misfortune of leasing
property that was owned by the Port of Melbourne
Authority -land that is also needed for the City
Link project. So the government, in using the
Melbourne City link Act of 1995, issued a notice in
the Victoria Government Gazette that had the effect of
transferring the land from the Port of Melbourne
Authority to the Melbourne City link Authority. In
doing that, it extinguished the rights of those
companies that accrued from the permissive
occupancy arrangements that they had in place with
the Port of Melbourne Authority.
So with one stroke of the pen the rights of a series of
individual small businesses, some struggling to
make ends meet in the current economic climate -
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in fact one of them was subsequently placed by the
directors of the company in the hands of an
administrator; and one wonders whether the
precipitate act taken by the Melbourne City Link
Authority in February had anything to do with
contributing towards that company being placed in
the hands of an administrator - were taken away
and a process was set in place to have the businesses
removed.
Then in some mysterious way, again in the Victoria
Government Gazette, this time in the general gazette
no. 17 of 2 May 1996, a notice of acquisition in
accordance with the Land Acquisition and
Compensation Act advised the three companies
concerned - Amalgamated Marine Engineers Pty
Limited, Duke and Orr Dry Dock Pty Ltd and T. J.
Prest and Sons Co. Pty Ltd - as lessees and
occupants of the affected land at 500 Dudley Street,
West Melbourne, that the City Link Authority was
going to acquire their interests in those lands.
The point I want to make here is twofold. Firstly,
there is the ongoing way this government deals with
these issues. It puts them in the Government Gazette,
and then some time later it lets people know what
has actually happened. But the other more
significant thing is that the dual tracking of the two
processes I have outlined is in fact superfluous.
There is a mistake; a bungle has occurred, either at
the Melbourne City Link Authority, or at
Vicroads - or perhaps at both. The Melbourne City
Link AuthOrity should have used Vicroads as its
agent, as is clearly indicated in the Government
Gazette notice of 2 May, because it is signed by
Mr T. H. Holden, Manager, Property Services, Roads
Corporation, who was appointed as an agent for the
Melbourne City Link AuthOrity. So on the one hand
Vicroads was preying on individual property
owners; but on the other hand, Melbourne City Link
AuthOrity had already initiated a separate process
for acquiring the land and gaining access to it.
Now this point highlights the complex nature of the
legislation and the confusing and complicated way
in which the government expects its bureaucracies to
carry it out. We are dealing with people's property
rights and with the rights of small businesses; and
this government, which claims to champion the
rights of small businesses, in this instance cannot
even get it right. The left hand doesn't know what
the right hand is doing with the important and
threshold question of property acquisition - an
interest in the acquisition of property, the eviction of
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people, and the possession of their homes and their
businesses. It is quite clear, through the application
of the Melbourne City Link Act and the Land
Acquisition and Compensation Act, that the
government is floundering.
They do not know what is going on. The Premier sits
here and laughs, but people will be chucked out of
their homes, small businesses will be taken over and
there will be one bungle after another. The Premier
may laugh, but I assure him that the hard-working
small business people are not laughing. They are
wondering how they will continue.
As I said before, these specialist operations need

access to the river and the port because their
business opportunities are enhanced by that
location. They are now faced with the real prospect
of their leasing arrangements ending and being
tossed out with little opportunity to relocate their
businesses.
We ask the government to pay attention to the detail
and to show some compassion for operators. We
need a marine engineering industry, albeit a small
one. It is a worthy occupation and it is a worthy
industry for Victoria. If we have a port complex we
need those types of facilities and those businesses
nearby to service the clientele. Those businesses
cannot be relocated to Dandenong, Thomastown or
somewhere else where land may be available and
industry is welcomed. They need to be located at the
port close to their clients.
For those reasons the opposition has grave concerns
about the bungling of the bureaucracy over this
complicated legislation. They want to come back to
us and complicate matters - Mr Maclellan - It is cheek to attack the
bureaucracy!

Mr BATCHELOR - Not only have I attacked the
bureaucracy but I have also attacked the
government and the form and substance of the
legislation. We expect and ask the government to do
better.

The fourth major objective of the bill relates to the
clarification of the status of declared roads. It has
become evident that changes need to be made to the
status of declared roads - that is, whether the City
Link project is going under or over them - and the
opposition acknowledges the need for those changes.
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The fifth objective relates to the 20 per cent share
limit contained in the Melbourne City link Act. It
places a limit on the number of shares and units that
can be owned by an individual. In essence, it makes
it illegal for people to own shares above the limit.
However, the method of computerised share trading
makes enforcing the limit administratively difficult
because shares in excess of the limit can be
registered automatically before it is realised that the
shareholder has exceeded the limit.
Because of the computerised share trading
procedure the bill provides for a 20 per cent limit to
be enforced by divestiture, a process or mechanism
used in other legislation. The opposition
understands the need for the provision and I do not
believe it adversely affects the intent set out in the
act. They are the major objectives of this
wide-ranging bill which covers many and varied
areas.
I shall now talk about aspects of the amending deed
to highlight some of the areas to which members of
the opposition will be referring. The amending
deeds, and in particular the amending deeds of
20 February tabled in this house on 14 May, cover a
range of areas. As I said before, it is not just crossing
the t's and dotting the i's; but it goes to the heart of
the contract. It covers millions of dollars and it deals
with the particular amending deed that we are asked
to validate tonight. It deals with the concession notes
and the conversion of the concession fees into
concession notes. We understand that their value
will diminish when the money is actually paid over.
The amending deed relates to the protection the
government is seeking with regard to whether the
decision to grant tax concessions will be sustained or
whether it will be the subject of a successful
challenge before the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal. The government clearly has some concems
about that because it has sought to protect itself from
any outcome in that area. The other area relates to
changes to the project scope and technical
requirements. As I indicated earlier, the amending
deed sets out to correct retrospectively statements
made by the former Minister for Roads and Ports,
Mr Baxter, in the life of the previous Parliament. It
does that by placing a series of expensive items
within the project scope and technical requirements,
which are the responsibility of Transurban. Many
other items are the responsibility of the government.
It is important that the former minister is not caught
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out misleading the house and the community, as
occurred with the principal act.
The opposition will not support the bill. It
understands the need for some of the amendments,
but the thrust of the legislation is to enable the
consortium to develop the project as quickly as
possible through a public infrastructure program
built and funded by tolls that will see Victorians
paying high charges for the 34 years of its operation.
The project will cost $1.2 billion to construct but will
cost Victorians some $7 billion or $8 billion over its
life through escalating tolls. It will have an impact
on 70 per cent of Melburnians. The construction
stage will be huge and will disadvantage people
living in inner Melbourne. On a daily basis
thousands of drivers will seek to avoid paying the
tolls by travelling through the suburbs adjoining the
project. Suburbs such as Essendon and Tullamarine,
the inner-city suburbs and those along the South
Eastem Arterial will be affected. The project will
have a deleterious effect on millions of Victorians
and will not work. It will be a disaster, and,
consequently, the opposition will vote against the
bill.
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) - I share the
concerns of my colleague.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mrs MADDIGAN - The government is
obviously nervous about members of the opposition
speaking on the bill, especially the member for
Essendon, because this issue was a major reason for
the Labor Party winning the seat at the last election
when the people of Essendon had the opportunity of
making their views known. They want to know
some of the design specifications of the City link
project, and it is an understatement to say that the
consultation process is woefully inadequate and far
below what the community expects. The provisions
in the bill reinforce the lack of communication and
consultation.
Apart from fixing some of the mistakes in the
principal act, as the honourable member for
Thomastown said, the bill allows Transurban to
proceed with the project without community
consultation or discussion with residents whose
lives will be affected by some of the design details.
little information has been made available about the
details of the project ever since it was first mooted.
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In fact, the cost of advertising must be enormous
because many full-page advertisements have
appeared not just in our daily papers but in many
local community papers. Unfortunately the
advertisements have not addressed the design
aspects of the project. Instead they have made lots of
promises about the time people using the City Link
will save when this wonderful edifice is built. One
wonders if the advertisements are a means of
diverting people's attention from some of the
appalling design details that will affect the residents
living alongside the freeway. It also demonstrates
the lack of research undertaken by Transurban. A
person involved with a Richmond group opposing
the City Link project has said that, when asked
where he got the figures which were the basis for his
conclusions regarding time savings, a Melbourne
City Link Authority official responded that he read
them in the Herald Sun! That is a real concern. If that
is an indication of the level of research undertaken,
residents are right to have concerns about what is
happening and what they will have to live with in
the future.
Ever since the project was first mooted the residents
of Essendon have been asking for information. In
March 1995 Vicroads had an information session at
which they showed residents concept plans.
However, when questioned about the detail of the
plans the answers were, We believe it will be this' or
We hope it will be that' or We have not worked
that out yet'. Although Vicroads representatives had
some idea where the road would go, they had no
design details and could give no information on the
noise levels. Because the government refused to
undertake an environment effects statement, people
living along the proposed City Link route were in
the dark about how it would affect them.
Following the 1995 information session there was a
deathly silence about the project. In March this year
an article appeared in what is now the Moonee Valley
Gazette, but unless you were an avid reader of the
paper you would not have seen the article. It was a
tiny story in the classified advertisements section of
the paper stating that an information session would
be held on a Tuesday and Thursday between the
hours of 12 noon and 2 o'clock at the Moonee Valley
Civic Centre when officers would be available to
discuss the City Link project with residents. I do not
know what hours officers from Transurban work,
but most of my constituents work during that period
and were not able to attend the information sessions.
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Another information session was held on the day of
the Moonee Valley Festival! The residents who made
an effort to attend the sessions saw a model showing
a bridge but no other roads or details. When they
spoke to the officers they found that they could not
give them any details and that the only information
provided was a newsletter produced in December
the previous year containing some incredible stories
about the project. The officers could not provide any
concrete evidence about the freeway.
The information sessions were totally inadequate,
and because of that residents are naturally
concerned about the process outlined in the bill. The
information is advertised in the Government Gazette,
which is described as making it publicly available! I
would not have thought the Government Gazette
would be readily available to be read by residents of
Essendon or anywhere else because it is not
delivered to every home. The Government Gazette is
the only notice that will be given until these
amendments are tabled in Parliament. If it is
suggested that they be put in the Government Gazette
next week it might be two or three months before
they are open to public scrutiny in this place. It is an
attempt to stop public scrutiny of some of the
specific design details that are of crucial interest to
people living in the vicinity of the freeway and can
be seen only as an attempt by this government to
push ahead regardless of the desire of the
community or the councils to examine some of the
design details closely. Because of that one should be
concerned.
The former process, which was not very good in my
view, was the concession deed. This bill now shows
that local councils in the areas concerned were not
consulted. The Moonee Valley council knew about
the amendments to the concession deed only when
its members read it in a press release I put out last
week. That is an extraordinary manner in which to
proceed when the Tullamarine Freeway goes
through Moonee Valley. The council was not aware
of the details of the amending act, nor were the
amendments discussed with it. It makes it difficult
for the council to communicate with residents.
Residents in the area are concerned because they
fear there will be an overflow of traffic through
suburban streets by motorists seeking to avoid
paying the toll. There have been no ongoing
discussions and there has been very little response
from Transurban. The Moonee Valley council has
tried to speak to Transurban about what action
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might be taken to improve the outcome for its
residents.
The project has now been going for two years and
there is very little design detail readily available for
people to examine. The technical developments are
the most crucial part of this project for many people.
It is not a question of how many minutes it will save
them because that cannot be substantiated.
I turn to a number of areas in the concession deed
that are of concern to residents in my electorate and
to everybody in the area who has to drive down the
Tullamarine Freeway. I refer specifically to the noise
attenuation barriers. In the work along the
Tullamarine Freeway, Baulderstone Hornibrook has
indicated the height of the noise barriers it thinks
would be suitable to reach the 63-decibellevel. If one
goes through the details of this project's scope and
technical requirements as put forward in the
concession deed, one sees that the heights are
significantly lower. For example, in the area of
Moonee Ponds, at Ormond Park the deed suggests
the noise attenuation barriers will be 3 metres high.
Baulderstone Hornibrook states that they should be
5 to 6 metres. North of Wilson Street towards
Moonee Ponds the deed says the barriers should be
3.5 metres and Baulderstone Hornibrook says 5 to
6 metres. South of Hope Street, Pascoe Vale the deed
specifies 4 metres and Baulderstone Hornibrook
specifies 8.5 metres, and north of More1and Road the
deed states 4 metres and Baulderstone Hornibrook
specifies 7 to 7.8 metres. In other areas Baulderstone
Hornibrook suggests the barriers should be
11 metres to deal with the 63-decibellevel.
Considering that some of the attenuation barriers are
located on the backlines of residential properties and
others are on the right-of-way nearby other
properties, the thought of having such a
construction is horrendous. Some barriers will be
12 metres high and others 6 metres. Presumably if
the 63-decibellevel is not reached the barriers will
have to be increased by up to 11 metres. That is an
outrageous prospect for the people who live in those
areas.
For such detail to be passed in this place without
their having the opportunity to inspect or comment
on it is outrageous. We are yet to see the
measurements that prove that these decibel levels
are reasonable. There was no environmental impact
statement and there is doubt about what effects
those decibel levels will have on the population.
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While Vicroads claims that these levels are lower
than some of the current readings, it is important to
note that the World Health Organisation suggests
that 55 decibels should be the maximum noise level
on roads at night. I asked Vicroads representatives
that very question at a meeting because they could
not at that stage say how high the noise attenuation
barriers would be and what would happen if they
did not reach the desired 63-decibellevel. Their
eventual answer was, 'We don't know, but I suppose
we could keep building them higher and higher
until we reach the level'.
There is no suggestion of how the decibel level will
be reached or what will happen if it has not been
reached. The way the process is progressing means
that residents do not have an opportunity to see
what will happen before the design stage is
finalised, depending on when these matters are
published in the Government Gazette before
Parliament has had the opportunity to scrutinise
them. It makes one wonder what agreements were
entered into between the government and
Transurban and what the motivating feature in the
whole process was. It certainly was not for the
benefit of the residents of the surrounding area. The
residents feel let down. That is one of the greatest
concerns, together with others.
It seems odd that the Moonee Ponds Creek received
such strange treatment. I have a leaflet of December
last put out by the Melbourne City link Authority.
With regard to the Moonee ~onds Creek, it states:
Substantial works are also planned in this part of the
route to rehabilitate the Moonee Ponds Creek to its
natural state.

I find it difficult to believe the Moonee Ponds Creek
will be rehabilitated to its natural state from
Arden Street to where it is now because it is being
diverted. The leaflet states that:
It will be widened with rocks and reeds at the water's
edge and the banks extensively planted with native
trees, shrubs and grasses to establish a wildlife habitat
area.

If one examines the concession deed one finds many
exotic plants are proposed for this area also. I fail to
see how one can restore Moonee Ponds Creek to its
natural state, particularly when there will be a
6-metre concrete wall. Once again these are details
that the residents have the right to know about and
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examine. I can only assume that some members
opposite have never seen the Moonee Ponds Creek
and do not realise that it is not down at Arden Street
already.

The new sculpture, Transurban's gift to Melbourne
worth about $10 million, will feature coloured colwnns
up to 30 metres high. It will alter as drivers approach,
and at night floodlighting will further change its effect.

A number of measures are mentioned in the project
scope and technical requirements relating to the
realignment of Moonee Ponds Creek as well as flood
barriers in Macaulay Road. I presume there are
details that explain why extra flood barriers are
needed there and what effect the moving of Moonee
Ponds Creek will have, but I have not been able to
find them. I am sure other people have had just as
much difficulty. The relevant paragraph states that:

The sculpture will make a statement about the
confident and bold outlook of Melbourne.

... the western link works will have an impact on the
hydraulics of the Moonee Ponds Creek due to the
location of piers in the channel.

That is in the interests of restoring the creek to its
original state. I am sure the local Aborigines will be
fascinated to learn that the creek used to have piers
in its channels. The document continues:
The impact will be minimised by changing the form of
pier construction. As a result of this, and also to
improve aesthetics, the creek will be realigned from
north of Mount Alexander Road to Arden Street Levee
banks and flood walls will be constructed to contain the
1 per cent ARI event and the Macaulay Road bridge
will be modified to flood proof Macaulay Road.

The residents will be delighted to know that they
will not be flooded, but they would have been
delighted with the opportunity to find out why
those measures need to be there and what effect
such a major realignment of the Moonee Ponds
Creek will have. To suggest that it will restore the
creek is nonsense. It is about time this group came
clean and discussed those things more responsibly
with local residents.
It is astounding that construction details can be
tabled without anybody having an opportunity to
investigate further. A number of people interested in
road traffic would be interested in this excerpt from
the Herald Sun of Wednesday, 5 June 1996, which
talks about the international gateway:
The other head-turner will be the international gateway
to be built at the intersection of the Tullamarine
Freeway and Flemington Road interchange.

It might make a statement about the confident and
bold outlook of Melbourne but I cannot imagine the
residents of Debneys Park being impressed by lights
flashing all night. One wonders what it will look
like, and we will have to keep wondering until the
subject appears in the Government Gazette; then
Parliament might have the opportunity to scrutinise
it. Those issues raise considerable concern about the
process that has been undertaken.
The problems of the compulsory acquisition of land
have been adequately covered by the honourable
member for Thomastown but there seems to be
confusion about the processes being undertaken and
what rights people will have. There has been little
discussion with people such as the lessees of public
land who will be affected by this project. The
delineation of public land seems to have been brief,
and the information about what land was going to
be compulsorily acquired came forward in briefing
papers only yesterday. Residents have good grounds
for being angry and for fearing what the changes in
the legislation will mean, even though they are not
available for parliamentary scrutiny for three or four
months.
It is vital for the residents to know what the effects
will be. Already residents in Pascoe Vale are being
told it is impossible to sell their homes because of
the drop in value and what is happening with Oty
link. Because there has been little public
dissemination nobody knows what advice to give
people, and that makes them even more concerned.
What is said publicly about consultation does not
seem to be substantiated by what is happening. I
was somewhat surprised to read in the Herald Sun
supplement under the heading 'Consultation the
key':
Under the Melbourne Gty Link Act, key parts of the
project have to be the subject of consultation. This
involves local government, interest groups such as
Bicycle Victoria, Melbourne Parks and Waterways and
community groups. Issues open to public input include:
Noise walls to be erected along parts of the
22-kilometre link to reduce traffic noise.
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Where is the consultation process? Where are the
other documents we have heard about? We have
had pages and pages of documents. Where is the
evidence that there will be further consultation? The
article mentions Moonee Ponds Creek and says there
will be consultation, but already the whole area has
been outlined in the concession deed tabled in
Parliament last week. A whole range of issues it is
said will be a matter of consultation have already
been decided. It makes nonsense of the
government's claims that it cares what the
community thinks and how people might be
affected by the proposal.
Residents along that freeway have tried many times
to get clear undertakings from the government,
Transurban and City link. Residents have rung up
seeking information, but all they can get is the
December newsletter. I can only assume that more
copies than necessary were published because
although it was published seven months ago it is
probably all you will get if you ask for information.
It has no specific design details. The article in the
Herald Sun has no specific design details. The only
way you will see any is if you read the Government
Gazette. To say this is the same as the planning
process is not correct. There is no public scrutiny.
This legislation does not take into account the needs
of the community or residents in the area, and there
has been no consultation with local government
units; it has everything to do with ensuring that
Transurban presses ahead as fast as possible without
regard for local concern. There are guidelines about
when some of the other work will be done, but there
is nothing about what action will be taken to look
after the traffic that will be affected by the partial
closure of some roads. Once again, this measure is
light on the concerns the residents want addressed.
It is outrageous to take this action when there has
been so little consultation. I am totally opposed to
the bill and the processes undertaken by the
government.

Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - I was not going to
speak on this legislation but I have to do so after
listening to the honourable member for
Thomastown. I can forgive the honourable member
for Essendon because she was not really involved in
the political processes of the Cain and Kimer
governments. One can forgive a little amnesia. I
cannot forgive or forget the role of the honourable
member for Thomastown. One could describe him
as the party apparatchik down at headquarters. We
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know about his previous activities, but they have
nothing to do with this bill.
I recall the compensation issues that affected
hundreds of people living along the South Eastern
Arterial Car Park. In 1985 when the Labor
government decided to gazette a particular route, it
not only changed the recognised route for the road
but it cost many people thousands of dollars. When
you bought a property in the area you knew what
the route was and where the road was going to be.
The honourable member for Melbourne wants to
interject, but he should understand the facts. I
understand why he is agitated, but the facts are that
they changed the route and in some instances it cost
people a lot of money - at least $70 000 in one
gentleman's case. We all know what a disaster that
particular road was when the Labor Party was in
government. It is an absolute joke for the members
of the opposition, particularly the honourable
member for Thomastown, to walk in here and carry
on about a road construction project when his party
was such an unmitigated disaster when it was in
government. We all recall that former Premier John
Cain would not travel on a freeway. His party was
philosophically against freeways, and it still is. It has
not moved an inch all through the 1980s and into the
19905.
Nobody is suggesting that the answer to all
transport is simply road links. It is a combination of
public transport - buses, trams, trains - and cars,
but when the roads are not linked properly there is a
great problem, and that is the current situation. For
some extraordinary reason, the moment it was
thrown into opposition the Labor Party decided to
be holier than thou, and the honourable member for
Melbourne well remembers. He just missed the
opening of the South Eastern Car Park. In one of
John Cain's election stunts he opened a section of the
arterial when the rest of it was not open. We all
know he was a Star Trek fan, and perhaps he
thought he could dematerialise the vehicles between
the sites!
The fact is that the Labor government cost
individuals living along the South Eastern Arterial
thousands of dollars. The way the honourable
member for Thomastown is talking, you would
think the Labor Party was the great exponent of
compassion when it comes to acquiring property.
However, for the record, that is not how it was when
it was in government.
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I believe anybody whose property is to be
compulsorily acquired must be treated fairly, and
that is particularly so in instances where profits are
to be made by the people involved. When the Labor
Party was in power its social conscience wafted out
the window! It was all about John Cain pulling
stunts to build his roadway. Things were so wacky
between the then Premier and his transport minister,
Jim Kennan, that they actually squabbled about who
would open the damn thing! John Cain cancelled the
opening on the Wednesday because he didn't want
Scratch Ticket Jim to open it, and the then Premier
turned up and opened it on the Friday.
As history shows, a number of Labor members,
including the honourable member for Springvale,
attacked me when I turned up to the opening, which
was in my electorate. I wasn't invited, but the
honourable member for Springvale turned up and,
along with a number of other people, attempted to
assault me. Fortunately for me I was bigger than all
of them - perhaps one liberal against five Labor
people is about equal! The fact is that individuals
were ripped off at that time with regard to
compensation, and that is not the only example.

I shall refer to another example, this time involving
those wonderful groups at the Oty of Footscray who
were into compulsory acquisitions. They were
rippers at it. The Auditor-General demonstrated that
they cost their citizens $10 million. They had an even
more clever little trick - to compulsorily acquire
properties and then have this slick developer who
would then - -
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Mr Bracks - On a point of order, Mr Deputy
Speaker, I need your guidance regarding the
relevance of the Oty of Footscray to the bill. As I
understand it, land valuation and compensation in
Footscray is a separate issue. I want to know what it
has to do with the Melbourne City Link Bill. The
honourable member for Mordialloc has spent some
5 minutes on a matter that has nothing to do with
the bill, and I ask you, Sir, to refer him back to the
bill.
Mr Maclellan - On the point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, I urge you not to seek
clarification from the honourable member for
Mordialloc because it will only make his speech
longer.

In response to the matter raised by the honourable
member for Williamstown, the bill includes
reference to the use of the process in providing
compensation to both tenants or occupiers of Crown
land and producing a regular situation in relation to
land compensation matters. Indeed, the honourable
member for Thomastown spent some period of his
speech referring to such matters.
The DEPUlY SPEAKER - Order! The Minister
for Planning and Local Government is correct in
saying that the bill refers to land compensation and
acquisition, as he is also right in saying that the
honourable member for Thomastown spent some
time in speaking about the impact of that
acquisition. The honourable member for Mordialloc
is in order, so long as he relates his comments to the
bill before the house.

Mr Mica1lef interjected.

Mr LEIGH - I have made a lot of money in other
ways, don't worry about that. I have been successful
against the Herald Sun, so don't worry about it.
Labor members think this is a joke, but the Footscray
council acquired properties then flogged them to a
developer so the council made a profit. It was so
sneaky in what it was up to that in one case
involving a company that had bought some land the
council actually went to the planning minister at the
time, Mr Roper, and demanded that he acquire the
land so the council could blackmail the company
into taking the council's deal. The then government
even introduced legislation to close off road access
so the council could screw the company into
accepting whatever deal the council wanted! In the
beginning Footscray City Council offered that
company $1.2 million, but it got $2.6 million.

Mr LEIGH - I can understand why the Labor
Party is so touchy about land compensation issues
because if ever there were a group guilty of ripping
off ordinary citizens with regard to compensation it
is this bunch sitting on the opposition side of the
chamber. They should hang their heads in shame.
Where were people like the honourable member for
Melbourne, who often represents people in trouble,
and others when people were being ripped off? In
the end that little scheme they cooked up resulted in
losses of $10 million. I was saying they lost only
$5 million, but they lost $10 million. I was being
conservative!
A gentleman by the name of Cummings represented
Australia in the Olympics some years ago. The
Labor Party's concept of dealing with him when his
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property in Footscray was to be acquired was to
offer him $70 000 for his house - no valuations, no
nothing. Some three and a half years later he got the
true value of his house - $360 000. That is a
significant difference.
The antics of the Labor Party during that time
demonstrate quite clearly why local government
bodies were never designed to be involved in selling
property to somebody else and making a profit. If a
government is acquiring land for a purpose such as
a road or a school, that is one issue, but to cook up
shady development deals and flog land and try to
rip people off is not on. That should be prohibited in
this state.
I suggest that the honourable member for
Thomastown recondition his memory. His party
when in government were the perpetrators of a
massive fraud on people whose properties were
acquired across a range of areas during the 198Os. So
far as I am concerned anyone reading what the
honourable member for Thomastown said in this
debate should realise he is in some sort of fantasy
land. What he said is not true and is not what the
Labor Party stood for when it was in government.
That is why most people in this state regard Labor
members as a useless group of individuals who
cannot tell the truth about anything. During the
1980s Labor ripped off people on land
compensation, yet the current government is trying
to do the right thing by people. I am disappointed
that the Labor Party does not stand up for the same
principles it applied when it was in government.

In conclusion, if during any division in this house
Labor Party members applied the same principles
their party applied in the 1980s over land
compensation they would be sitting on this side of
chamber with the government. But they will not do
that because the only thing they are interested in is
playing party politics to the bunch of whackers who
are members of their transport committee down at
party headquarters and who when you mention the
word 'freeway' get sick with horror. Labor has not
recognised that a modem transport system is a
combination of things, and that is what the
opposition to City link has been about.
City Link is a good thing. The Leader of the
Opposition laughs, but after his performance in
question time today he should be crying, not
laughing. The fact is that City Un!< is important to
all Victorians, and that was demonstrated in the
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result at the last election. I remember the honourable
member for Williamstown coming down to my
electorate and saying Labor was going to take
Mordialloc, Tullamarine and Oakleigh, and win
Hawthorn and other seats, because of City link.
Instead, Labor members are now sitting back in the
same spots they occupied and the party has only
about the same number of members as it had prior
to the election. In fact, members such as the
honourable member for Tullamarine, who Labor
spent a great deal of time trying to get at over the
City Link project, actually increased their winning
margins. All the honourable member for
Tullamarine can say is, 'Get on with the project. My
margin will go up again'.

If Labor members were really fair dinkum they
would not call for a division. They are only playing
politics - and they know it!
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I rise in strenuous
opposition to the bill. A real problem is that the
project will not affect government members because
they do not live in areas that will be affected by the
road. It is incredible that we should have the most
amazing outbursts of joy and gaiety and sand
thrown in people's faces over the fact that we are
developing this road, yet nobody has taken into
consideration the dramatic effect it will have on
people in the Flemington area in particular.

In all the past experience, particularly with the
Western Bypass, no-one ever predicted anything as
grotesque as what has come forward in City Link.
Although there was some division in my electorate
at one stage, there is no division now - everyone is
opposed to this project. The project is over the top, a
developers's dream, a road junkie's nirvana! The
design includes incredibly high arches that are
totally unnecessary for any purpose other than to
show what a great spectacle it is. As the honourable
member for Essendon rightly pointed out, it is
obscene to call it the gateway to Melbourne.
The project includes a great big oversized arched
bridge situated alongside a block of flats that
accommodates 4500 people. The residents in that
block of flats will be devastated by the noise and
pollution, yet they have not had the benefit of an
environment effects statement or any proper
consultation process - they are the victims of a
breach of the promise made to them that when and
if a road was built there, it would be in a tunnel. A
great big tunnel can be provided for the residents of
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South Yarra and Prahran but working-class
residents of high-rise flats in Flemington will get an
open bridge with all the accompanying noise and
pollution. The government has not one iota of
consideration for those people.
I add that the government is also not complying
with its responsibility to look after people as tenants.
Not only does it intend put a six-storey overpass
right alongside a block of flats - it is not a mile or
half a mile away, it is about 70 feet away - it is
parading that around as the gateway to the city. If it
is the gateway it is a disgrace, and it will be seen as
such.
The Minister for Planning and Local Government
asked the honourable member for Essendon whether
she would be using the roadway. The answer is that
of course she will because she will have no choice.
The roads where there are currently bottlenecks which City Unk is being built to get rid of - will be
closed so that people will be forced to use City Unk
and pay the toll. My house is about half way under
one of the arches so I will have to bale out every
night to get home. I will have to jump off the end of
the thing! The government will give the
entrepreneurs a guaranteed return of income by
forcing people to go down that road.

Mr Steggall interjected.
Mr COLE - It is all right for the honourable
member for Swan Hill to speak. I gave him a good
run in the debate on the Firearms <Prohibited
Firearms) Bill and he should think about the people
in my area. If he did he would not be supporting this
grotesque bill. He is about looking after big property
developers and businesses, and building things that
are not necessary. It was totally unnecessary for the
government to go down this path of creating a
massive road monopoly and forcing people to go on
to CityUnk.
As the shadow Minister for Transport has quite
rightly pointed out, the government has made
mistake after mistake. Not only that, the company
even provided an imported shovel for the Premier to
use to throw sand over the media people. It could
not use a shovel made by its subsidiary down at
Wonthaggi, it had to get one from overseas. That
goes to show how absolutely hopeless the
government is. Victoria will be lumbered for
34 years with this debt and people will be forced to
go down the road to pay it off to the private
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entrepreneurs. The people of Victoria will look back
in shame at the honourable members for Mordialloc
and Swan Hill and all the other people who are
responsible for dividing my area unnecessarily,
creating traffic and not resolving any of the existing
problems.
The Premier has just come into the chamber. Why
doesn't he go down to Flemington to look at what
problems will be created for the people in the
Flemington flats? As housing minister in a former
Liberal government he developed the drop-in centre
which, together with a child-care centre, will be now
knocked over for the project. The area will lose those
facilities without the payment of adequate
compensation.
I take up the issue the honourable member for
Mordialloc raised about compensation. It is one
thing to say people do not get enough compensation
and another thing to say they are not entitled to it. I
raise the issue of Bent Street, Kensington, and hope
to get an answer from Transurban and others about
it.
People may know the word 'bent' and that once
upon a time there was a Sir Thomas Bent; he was a
Premier and a crook, and was seen to be a bit bent.
This is particularly bad because these people are on
that side of the Moonee Ponds creek - not in the
creek, but on that side. Because they are not in the
Moonee Ponds creek, actually living on top of the
water, they do not get compensated because they do
not get past the threshold to get compensation. If
that is not wrong and inappropriate, I don't know
what is.
Most importantly of all, those people will be terribly
affected by this. There is no consideration or
compensation for people in the high-rise flats who
will be so badly affected by the so-called gateway to
Melbourne. There is no consideration, nor has there
been, under this proposal to put in the tunnel that
was promised to the people down in the flats. A
tunnel would have been the most sensible option.
I promised I would speak for only 10 minutes; I
could go for a lot longer. This project is a disgrace. It
will be proved to be seen to be; it is devastating.

Mr Finn interjected.

Mr COLE - Listen Tullamarine; you don't live in
Flemington. You don't have to concern - -
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Mr Finn interjected.
Mr COLE - There is no reason why a tunnel
could not have been put in in Flemington. All it had
to be was a top-over tunnel; that is all they asked for.
H the honourable member for Tullamarine says it is
okay to do that to people, good on him. I suppose
the people up in Sunbury have made the decision to
increase the majority from one to two.

A promise was made to the people in the flats. It has
been broken. Time and again people show that they
just don't give a damn about the people down in the
flats, simply because they are all pensioners and
migrants, including the Vietnamese. Nobody cares,
so what do they do? They breach the promise to put
a tunnel there and will put in a high-flying gateway
so thousands of cars will go past the windows of the
flats. It is a disgrace and an indictment of this
government. We will fight it and fight it and expose
it for the morally repugnant exercise it is.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr GUDE
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until next day.
Remaining business postponed on motion of Mr
GUDE (Minister for Education).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Barwon Peer Education project
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issues, sexuality, drug abuse, contraception,
pregnancy, employment, and various others.
Information is dispersed through that group in a
most beneficial and useful manner.
Secondly, the project educates many generalist
agencies in the region on more effective ways of
working with young people. Thirdly, the service has
been employing young members of the target group,
who themselves have become a most effective voice
for a most effective team of educators who are
highly sought after by other areas. In my electorate a
recent evaluation of the peer education course
conducted at Corio showed that a small group of
eight young people reached a conservatively
estimated 122 other young people in need of
information and referral services.
The service is supported by many other agencies in
Geelong, including the Barwon domestic violence
outreach service, the gay adolescent support project,
the Barwon Youth Accommodation Service and the
Mercy Family Care centre - all of whom have put
in writing their appreciation of the services provided
by the peer education group and have been quite
glowing about it.
The service is needed by young people in Geelong; it
has been effective. It was funded properly but it now
has to suffer because of a short-sighted decision by
this minister to remove that funding. Young people
in our area need the service, and given its wide
acceptance in the community and among the
agencies it has worked with and the support it has
received from young people - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I refer the
Minister for Community Services and Youth Affairs
to his recent and short-sighted decision to defund
the Barwon Peer Education project. This program
was recently funded by the former Minister for
Community Services in the first coalition
government but it is now being defunded by the
current minister.

Mr WELLS (Wantirna) - Through the Minister
for Transport I raise a matter of concern for the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place regarding the proposed Scoresby
freeway.

The program has provided a unique and valuable
service in the Geelong region, which, particularly in
light of the recent drug debate, one would have
thought was well worth continuing. The program's
function is threefold. Firstly, it provides effective,
small-group education to disadvantaged young
people over a wide variety of matters such as health

The outer eastern suburbs have serious road
problems, especially with the north-south routes.
Springvale Road has become very congested and
Stud Road is becoming very congested. A number of
traffic lights are being installed, and the need for the
Scoresby freeway is increasing. An environment
effects statement is being prepared, which should be

Scoresby freeway: construction
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available for public consultation in the middle of
next year. It is looking at different environmental
matters such as sound and other impacts the
freeway will have on the local community.
A news article published in the Knox Post last week
has concerned the people in the outer east. The
article quotes a Department of Infrastructure
spokesman as saying that the environment effects
statement would consider complementing the
planned corridor with a rail link, although the state
government's past stand not to commit to costly new
rail links appears to rule out that option.
I ask the minister during the planning phase to
investigate the possibility of putting aside at least
the median strip running along the centre of the
Scoresby freeway as a public transport reservation.
The need for public transport may not be there this
year, next year or in 10 years time, but in 20 or 30
years time there may be a need for public transport
along the freeway. It may not be in the form of
heavy rail; it may be in the form of light rail or an
Oban using buses.
I ask the minister to look seriously at this matter and
advise me on how best to respond to my
constituents. Most people in the outer east realise
that public transport -light rail and heavy rail- is
available from the outer east into Melbourne and
then out again, but this proposal would allow the
Scoresby freeway to link the outer eastern suburbs
with other suburbs, so that people in my electorate
who wanted to go to Ringwood, for example, would
not have to go all the way into the city and out
again, they would be able merely to use a bus or rail
service along the Scoresby freeway.
I ask the minister to give an indication that at some
point at least we will keep our options open.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Abusive telephone calls: Sale motel
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - In the absence of
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services I
raise with the Minister for Education, who I am sure
will pass on my request, a matter concerning a
number of phone calls that have been received by
my constituent, Captain Frank Staberhofer, who has
the Captain's Lodge International Motel in Sale. He
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wrote to me on 5 June this year and his letter, in
part, says:
Enclosed please find 37 call traces from Telstra which
were death threats and abusive, harassing calls in the
worst language possible. These are only the calls which
could be traced, but there are many more which, due to
different circumstances, could not be traced.

The matter is an ongoing concern to my constituent,
who has had a number of serious allegations made
about the operation of his motel.
I raised the matter with the federal police who I
believed were responsible for dealing with abusive
telephone calls, but I now understand that the
federal police have an arrangement with the Victoria
Police Force to investigate telephone calls. I note that
the honourable member for Ballarat East is nodding
his head - it appears to be the process.
The federal Privacy Act provides protection for the
person making the telephone calls - that is why it
became a police matter - so that Telstra does not
have to provide the complainant with the
opportunity to know from where the telephone calls
came. The telephone calls were made over a
12-month period. One call was from an interstate
number and another was listed as coming from a
person living at 43 Wilson Street, East Bentleigh.
When it was checked the telephone call was not
made by that person at all. It was assumed to be
another harassing telephone call.
This is a serious matter. Nobody should have to put
up with that sort of abuse, especially when running
a business. There should be some sort of
investigation to ensure the phone calls cease. It is a
serious matter, and I ask the minister to address it. I
shall provide the information to him.

Broad Insight group
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I direct to the attention
of the Minister for Youth and Community Services
the Broad Insight group based in Broadmeadows. It
covers not only my electorate but also a large
proportion of the northern suburbs. It is an
early-intervention agency for children with
disabilities. I deliberately say children with
disabilities' because the child must always come
before the disability. Under the programs run by the
Broad Insight group many problems that would
afflict children later in their lives are avoided. It is
I
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important to keep families together in what is
invariably a stressful time.
For some time I have had discussions with the
people who run Broad Insight. Because of the
increasing demand for their services resources are
stretched almost to breaking point. Earlier this year I
visited the premises with the former minister
responsible for this area, the honourable member for
Bendigo East, and we saw the problems facing the
people running the programs.
I ask the current minister to visit the Broad Insight
group with me to see for himself the problems
associated with the children the agency deals with,
to speak to the parents and to hear some of the
heart-rending experiences they must deal with
almost every day.
When a child is born with disabilities it comes as a
shock to the parent, and it is extremely important
that the services provided by the Broad Insight
group should be supported and promoted at
government level. I am told by those who run the
agency that it has been largely ignored by the local
members, and I believe it is more than appropriate
for the government to show the level of compassion
for which it is known. It would be appropriate for
the minister to visit the centre with me.

Police: proposed headquarters,
West Heidelberg
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) - I direct the attention
of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services to
the proposed police headquarters at the site of the
former West Heidelberg hotel site in Bell Street,
West Heidelberg. I refer the minister to a letter I sent
him on 7 May in which I asked him about the
proposals for the site. The people of Ivanhoe have
not received a response and I ask whether the hotel
site has been purchased by the government for the
police headquarters or whether it has been sold to
Bruce Mathieson. It has been reported that the land
has been sold to Bruce Mathieson and I ask the
minister to confirm whether that is correct.
I raised this matter in the debate on the autumn
economic statement on Wednesday, 29 May. There
have been detailed reports in the newspapers giving
the history of the events, the commitments made by
the former member for Ivanhoe and by the former
police minister, now the Minister for Agriculture
and Resources, about the hotel site being purchased

by the government for the police headquarters. The
articles referred to Mr Bruce Mathieson purchasing
the land or placing a caveat over the property. I ask
the minister to clarify for once and for all whether
the land has been purchased by the government to
build the police headquarters or whether Mr Bruce
Mathieson has indeed purchased the land.

PADP program
Mr PATERSON (South Barwon) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Youth and Community
Services a program within his portfolio called the
Program of Aids for Disabled People. It is a
statewide program which provides a range of
functional aids and equipment to assist people to
remain living in their communities. PADP is
administered through 31 issuing centres across the
state, including the Grace McKellar Centre in
Geelong. The 1995-96 PADP budget included funds
from disability services, acute health and aged care.
I have constituents - I am sure many other
members have constituents in the same boat - who
cannot afford the aids provided under the program
and who have placed themselves on the waiting list
for vital equipment to be made available under the
program. I understand the government has made a
significant commitment to the program. The
minister recently announced additional funding for
the scheme. I ask the minister to ensure that this
extremely important program receives the utmost
support because it is responsible for improving the
lifestyles of many people by enabling them to
remain independent and at home.
The program has been under way for a number of
years. It began in the Year of the Disabled Person in
1981 as a federal program. It was transferred to the
states in 1986 and over the years it has grown
progressively. In recent times the budget has been
more than $6 million on a recurrent basis and a little
more than $4 million on a non-recurrent basis. The
sort of equipment and aids made available under the
program include walking frames, ramps, bathroom
modifications, wheelchairs, hoists, remote-controlled
devices, communication aids, wigs, mammary
prostheses and oxygen equipment. I ask the minister
to do what he can to expand and continue the
program.
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Housing: Kensington estate security
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - In the absence of the
Minister for Housing I direct to the attention of the
Minister for Education the Kensington Office of
Housing estate, particularly the Derby Street and
Kensington Road flats which have a major problem
with outsiders using the four-storey walk-up
stairwell as a place to shoot up heroin. Given the
government's reluctance to introduce a
controlled-use heroin program, I ask the minister to
implement a program - not as grandiose as the
program which has not gone ahead - to do what
has been done in most other states, and that is to
enclose the walk-up areas with security doors to
make them safe for the people who live there.
The situation has become almost intolerable. It is
impossible to police regularly and impossible for the
security people to even consider. This has happened
fairly quickly. Unfortunately, the opposition
believes, most of the addicts have come from the
Footscray area in the wake of all the adverse
publicity around the use of illicit drugs.
As usually happens this problem has moved from
one area to another and now there is a major
problem in Kensington. It would be sensible to look
at ways of resolving the drug problem rather than
just putting up a few shutters, but the government
seems to be content to put up the shutters and
pretend the problem will go away. In fact it will not.
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Buses: country student allowance
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) - I raise a matter
for the Minister for Education in regard to school
bus travel for country students. I ask the minister to
advise the house whether there is a likelihood of any
change to the rules regarding school bus travel:
firstly, whether free school bus travel will continue
to be available to country students; whether there
will be any change to the rules that provide for
school bus travel to the nearest school or whether, as
some rumours around the area would have it,
children may be able to bypass their nearest schooi
and attend a school of their choice further on.
Some parents have to take their children many
kilometres to school and I ask whether the suppor.
of the conveyance allowance will continue to be
provided. On behalf of a number of constituents
who have contacted me on this issue I ask the
minister to advise whether there will be any changes
to the rules for school buses or for the payment of
the conveyance allowance.
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the member
and other members that that was something like an.
extended question without notice rather than an
explanation of the reason why the member wanted
the information. I put it to members that this is net
an extension of question time. The rules for raising
matters on the adjournment are quite separate.

Crown Casino: distribution of tokens
The best the opposition asks for at this stage is for
the security of locked stairwells so that the residents
of Kensington, particularly those in the Derby Street
area who are often single mothers living by
themselves, are relieved of the problem of having to
put up with heroin addicts leaving their needles
behind.
A major development was proposed on that estate.
However, for its own reasons the government
decided to completely renege on that proposal.
Maintenance of the property is long overdue. The
proposal was not to maintain but to redevelop, but
that has not occurred. Some maintenance is
desperately needed at this stage at least to the
stairwell areas to stop this sort of thing happening. It
is not necessary to spend an enormous sum of
money to solve the problem, and it would be a great
relief for the people in the housing commission flats.

Mr UM (Clayton) - I ask the Minister for
Education to direct to the attention of the Minist~
for Gaming in another place the practice of staff a=
the Crown Casino of handing out red packets to he
people in my electorate.
The last Springvale lunar festival organised by tfu
local Asian business community, in this case the
Springvale Asian Business Association, was held in
the Springvale part of my electorate and thousands
of small red packets were given out by the CrOWl.
Casino staff. In four years the Springvale lunar
festival has grown into a major event. It has becone
an institution in its own right, rivalling the festivu
that had been held yearly at Victoria Street in
Richmond, the Vietnamese festival in Footscray Fark
and the festival in Uttle Bourke Street held by the
Chinese community. Unfortunately the Springvae
festival has been blemished by the practice of the
Crown Casino, and I am terribly concerned abolI it
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because many representations have been made to
me.

Primary SchooL Now he is absent and obviously not
able to listen to the matter being discussed.

Before I draw my real concern to the minister's
attention let me quickly explain to the house the
tradition in the Chinese and Vietnamese community
of giving out red packets. Having grown up in the
Chinese community I know the receiving of red
packets is very significant. On New Year's Eve
people dream of tomorrow. The red packet is given
only by a married adult to a youngster in a family,
so on New Year's Eve children look forward very
much to receiving a red packet from their
grandparents or parents. What did people receive in
the red packet from the Crown Casino staff
handout? Not money. The tradition is that the
packet contains a small amount of money as a
gesture of goodwill and good luck for the coming
year. In the red packet handed out by Crown Casino
was a token to gamble at the casino. The packet is
supposed to be given out to young people but it was
handed out to everybody. The casino staff are not
related to these people.

The former member for Footscray, a former member
of this place, is now a resident of Paynesville. I
strongly suggest that he may well have had
something to do with the present member for
Footscray's extreme interest in Paynesville and its
primary schooL

I ask the minister to introduce legislation to put a
stop to a practice like this to control the gaming
industry from extending - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired. I advise the honourable
member that he may not ask for legislation, so the
matter will have to be ruled out of order.

Paynesville Primary School
Mr TREASURE (Gippsland East) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Education
relating to the Paynesville Primary School in my
electorate. The primary school at Paynesville is some
years old and has been needing maintenance for
some time now. People in the school community
have been waiting on a new school for some 10 or
12 years. During the time of the former government
they were told on numerous occasions that they
would receive their new school in the next year and
that they were on top of the list. In fact it was in 1984
or 1985 that the land was purchased for the new
school but as yet nothing has happened.

I am disappointed that the member for Footscray,
who had a lot to say about this matter only a few
nights ago in this place, is not here because he
obviously took a great interest in the Paynesville

I ask the minister to inform the house of his
department's intention in relation to the Paynesville
Primary School because that school community has
been working very hard for some time and deserves
a bit of appreciation and some recognition for what
it has done over the period.

Disability services: Altona
Ms KOSKY (Altona) - I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Youth and Community
Services. Since the election I have been approached
by several families in the Altona electorate who have
disabled children. They have major concerns about
the ability to place their children in permanent care
for their children. They are families who have
looked after children with severe disabilities for a
long time and can no longer cope at home so are
seeking permanent care. The families have been
offered minimal respite care but are seeking
permanent care because they are struggling at home.
Because the department could not offer appropriate
permanent care one of the families was offered a
place in a halfway house for former criminals while
awaiting alternative accommodation.
It was distressing for the mother to take her child
away from the local school and other services much
closer to her home. The families are not after respite
care or even care within their own homes. They are
at breaking point and cannot cope with looking after
the children in their own home. They are under
severe stress and feel they need to place their
children in some form of permanent care.
The parents have a terrible feeling of guilt, but in the
western region parents with disabled children have
abandoned their children in respite facilities just to
move up the waiting list - they are jumping the
queue. It is not what they want to do and is very
distressing for them.
I ask the minister to outline measures that may be
taken to address the lack of permanent places within
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the western region so that families do not have to
live with the guilt of abandoning their children.

Cohuna tennis club: corellas
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management damage caused by corellas at the
Cohuna tennis club. Honourable members are aware
of the corella plague damaging crops, electrical
wiring, trees, roofs and sporting greens. I am aware
the minister announced recently that regulations
will be made under the Wildlife Act to control
long-billed corellas, galahs and sulphur-crested
cockatoos. The town of Cohuna, like many towns in
my electorate, has excellent sporting facilities
including a tennis club with 15 excellent lawn tennis
courts. A recent article in the local paper reported
that the director of the club's greens, Mr Neil
Oldham, said that the damage caused by corellas
could cost many thousands of dollars. He said the
birds burrowed into the court surface and made
holes up to 5 centimetres deep and in 10 minutes
they can rip up the courts just like a ploughed
paddock. He went on to say that he has seen the
birds ripping at aerials and trying to get tiles off the
roofs of houses.
The birds are a serious problem and the tennis club
has tried many methods of controlling them without
success. Recently I received a letter from the
president of the Cohuna tennis club saying that the
club had barely finished its Easter tournament,
which attracted more than 200 players, when the
birds descended on the courts in plague proportions.
Efforts to scare them away have been unsuccessful.
I ask the minister when the regulations will become
effective, what steps will be taken to control the
birds that are in plague proportions and whether he
can suggest any way of controlling them.

Responses
Dr NAPTHINE (Minister for Youth and
Community Services) - The honourable member
for Geelong North raised concerns about the Barwon
peer education program. The honourable member is
a bit slow off the mark because the honourable
members for Geelong, Bellarine and South Barwon
have talked to me about this matter and their
concerns about the program. The recent round of
funding has increased the funding for youth
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programs throughout the state, especially in the
Geelong area.
St Augustine's youth services was funded under the
Education Mobile Unit program, but I am advised
by my officers that although the program was
funded the existing service did not adequately
report the outcomes of the program. Honourable
members should be aware that the outcomes of peer
education programs vary depending on the quality
of the program and the training involved. St
Augustine's youth services did not report
adequately on its existing program and concerns
were expressed about refunding the program in the
next round. Because of the representations from the
members for Geelong, Bellarine and South Barwon,
who talked to St Augustine's and suggested that the
outcomes should be examined so they can
demonstrate the effectiveness of the program, we
will look further at the issue.
The honourable member for Altona raised concerns
about disabled children in her area - an issue of
considerable concern to all members of Parliament.
The need to provide adequate care, support,
education and developmental programs for disabled
children is of great importance. The government and
I as minister believe the programs can best be
provided within the support of a family
environment. It is inappropriate to look at
institutional-type care for disabled children,
although it is disappointing that the honourable
member has families who feel they cannot cope and
would like their children placed in some residential
institution. The honourable member said that respite
care and even home support has been offered, as
well as a range of other programs that are available
to assist families maintain a caring environment for
their children.

If the honourable member is prepared to give me the
names of these people I will see whether there is
anything further we can do. If the families still find
they are unable to cope the best alternative is
alternative family placements rather than
institutional-style care, which I think is
inappropriate for young children.
The honourable member for Tullamarine, in his
usual manner, is concerned about services
throughout the northern suburbs. Rather than just
confine his concern to his own electorate, the
honourable member takes on responsibility for
representing all of north-west Melbourne, because it
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is not well represented by local members. It is why
the honourable member was returned to this place
with a significantly increased majority. He is seen by
the local community as a person who represents the
whole of the north-west region of Melbourne and is
regarded as a fighter for that community.
The honourable member raises with me the need for
early intervention services in the area, particularly
those delivered by Broad Insight. The honourable
member has outlined the benefits of early
intervention programs in developing services for
children with disabilities, particularly services
assisting families dealing with children's disabilities
and helping them to cope. The honourable member
asked me to visit Broad Insight and I look forward to
doing that at the end of this session.
The honourable member for South Barwon, in his
normal caring way, raises with me a concern about
aids for disabled people in his electorate. The PADP
scheme is an important scheme because it provides
aids such as electric wheelchairs, walking frames or
home hoists for disabled people living in the
community - many of whom are elderly - and
assists them to remain within their community
rather than be moved into nursing homes or other
suitable facilities. That will result in better outcomes
for individuals and their families.
The program is funded at a rate of $72 million a
year, an excellent contribution for that area. Despite
this high level of funding, as the honourable
member for South Barwon said, there is a waiting
list for these programs which is extended to a
number of the 31 agencies across Victoria. Last week
I was pleased to announce the allocation of a lump
sum of $800 ()()() on top of the $72 million a year to
help shorten the waiting list. That money means an
extra 500 people will be provided with aids. Indeed,
the Grace McKellar Centre will receive $105 267
from that $72 million. In addition, I am able to
inform the house that a further $346 733 has been
provided--
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receive an additional $42 289 for distribution among
people in Geelong for the provision of aids. It is an
important program and the government is pleased
to provide additional money to get rid of waiting
lists across Victoria.
Mr BROWN (Minister for Transport) - The
honourable member for Wantirna drew to my
attention the announcement of the preparation of an
environment effects statement detailing the future of
the Scoresby freeway, which will be known as the
Scoresby Transport Corridor. It will be a
comprehensive study of all transport issues in that
area and will, therefore, take considerable time as
well as resources. The study will not be confined to
road-based transport. It is likely that in the
foreseeable future most transportation in the area,
including public transport, will be by road, not very
different from the City link. The primary means of
conveyance of a road-based system include private
motor vehicles, taxis and a network of successful
privately operated buses. It is the government's
view that in the foreseeable future road-based
transport solutions will· more than adequately cater
for the needs of a continually growing community.

However, I do not rule out other options, including
future extensions to the heavy or light-rail networks
or perhaps even an Oban, which is the word used
for a road-based public transport system in Adelaide
where buses travel down a dedicated road
reservation - the median strip in Victoria - of
divided highways. These buses are guided along the
track by knuckles on the front wheels of the buses.
It is thrilling to travel on one of those buses and
watch the drivers put their hands behind the backs
of their heads to frighten passengers almost to death,
especially if they are from interstate. The buses can
sit on 100 kilometres very safely while travelling on
the guide rail. When the bus comes to the end of the
guide rail section, naturally the driver's hands come
off his head and go back on the wheel. The buses can
take the passengers to their doors, a bit like the great
services we provide here in Victoria.

Mr Hamilton interjected.

Dr NAPTHINE - The honourable member for
Morwell may well seek to make light of this matter,
but it concerns the important allocation of money for
people waiting for these aids.
The honourable member for South Barwon will be
pleased to learn that the Grace McKellar Centre will

Many Victorians benefit from buses arriving at their
front doors to pick them up. Most of those buses are
Mercedes and are operated by the National Bus
Company. I often hear my colleague boasting that a
Mercedes picks him up at his front door, and in that
regard he is doing much better than I. The National
Bus Company is prOviding a great service.
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The study will be a whole-of-transport environment
effects statement. While the government does not
rule out any future option, the reality is that most of
the work will concentrate on road-based solutions
which centre on a future major Scoresby freeway.
I will draw this matter to the attention of my
colleague the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place. The honourable member for Wantirna
is continually advancing issues involving transport
and public transport. He is very forward looking
and always seeks to improve the lot of those he
represents. I will ensure that the Minister for Roads
and Ports is apprised of the issues the honourable
member has raised tonight.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - The
honourable member for Morwell drew to the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services disturbing local and interstate phone calls
received by Mr Frank Staberhofer, the owner of a
motel in his electorate. I am sure a number of
honourable members have received the odd unusual
phone call, so they must understand how difficult it
is for someone who receives such calls at their place
of business and is not able to take advantage of a
silent number. This is a matter for the Victoria
Police. I will draw it to the attention of the minister,
and I am sure he will follow up the matter for the
honourable member, who will hand some
documents to the minister tomorrow.

The honourable member for Ivanhoe raised a matter
concerning the West Heidelberg police station. I am
not sure whether his interest in hotel sites is because
he is a frequenter of such places or because he is
simply interested in real estate. Whatever the reason,
I will raise the matter for the attention of the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
The honourable member for Melbourne raised for
the attention of the Minister for Housing the
Kensington Road housing commission flats and his
genuine concern about the obvious heroin problems
in the area. I know the area well as I worked there
many years ago, and I am familiar with the
dwellings to which the honourable member referred.
I will draw the matter to the attention of the
minister. I understand the genuine problem the
honourable member raises, and I am sure the
minister will look into it to see what can be achieved.
The honourable member for Rodney drew to the
attention of the Minister for Conservation and Land
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Management the danger of the Cohuna tennis club
grass courts being destroyed by corellas. These
particular tennis courts have memories for me, as I
played there as a young fellow many years ago. I
understand the problem and recognise the need for
the changes proposed by the member. I shall take it
up with the minister and get an answer as quickly as
possible to protect the future livelihood of those
outstanding rural tennis courts.
The honourable member for Shepparton raised in his
usual caring way a matter relating to the use of
school buses. Students are currently allowed free bus
travel on the PfC designated bus service to their
nearest school if they reside more than
4.8 kilometres from the school. If there is no
PfC-designated school bus service students can use
the regular bus service and receive a conveyance
allowance equal to 100 per cent of the applicable
fare. If it is an independent school providing a bus
there is a maximum reimbursement of about $300 a
year. Approximately $13.5 million a year is spent on
reimbursing parents through the conveyance
allowance. I assure the honourable member that
there is no prospect either now or in the immediate
future of changing that policy. I reassure his
constituency that the benefits currently available will
continue to apply.
The honourable member for Oayton raised a matter
which you, Mr Speaker, ruled out of order. I
appreciate the difficulty he had, as a new member,
in raising the issue. I shall take the matter up with
the minister and have it raised with Crown Casino.
The honourable member for Gippsland East raised a
matter concerning a school in the Paynesville area. I
make the point, as did the honourable member, that
some weeks ago the honourable member for
Footscray mentioned this school and in a most
unfair, unwarranted and irresponsible way talked
about local members. The honourable member for
Gippsland East, together with his colleagues
Mr Davis and Mr Hall in the other place, has worked
very hard to secure finances for the redevelopment
of the school. It is unfortunate that the honourable
member for Footscray would seek to cause difficulty
in the Paynesville area.
Recently I took the time to find out how long the
honourable member for Footscray has been in this
place - nearly four years. In that time one would
have thought he would understand the difference
between an autumn economic statement and the
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process of funding of schools throughout the state.
Had he spent a modicum of time understanding the
procedures in this place, I doubt that he would have
been so foolish as to be sucked in in this way. The
government is now in a position to confirm, as was
always the case and as was promised by my
predecessor, the development of the school in that
area.
To ensure that there is no delay in the
commissioning of that planning, $600 000 or
thereabouts has been committed to assist the school
with the first stage. I have every confidence that the
submission that will be developed out of the
planning stage will go through for consideration of
funding in the 1997-98 budget process and that the
commitment to deliver the school to the community,
as was promised directly to the local members
following their hard work and as was promised by
my predecessor, will be realised for the people in
that area.
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At a similar time when this matter was raised, I was
also conscious that the honourable member for
Bundoora, who is not present in the house - nor is
the honourable member for Footscray - raised a
matter about three schools and alleged they would
not be funded. The potential theme developed by
the opposition, interestingly enough on the very day
the honourable member raised her concerns,
together with the honourable member for Footscray,
was that those three schools in Bundoora were also
committed in a financial sense. The promises made
by this government are promises that are honoured
by this government.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 12.06 a.m. (Wednesday)
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